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Introduction

Welcome to the proceedings of the system demonstration track of NAACL-HLT 2021 on Jun 6th - Jun 11th, 2021. NAACL-HLT 2021 will be a virtual conference.

The system demonstration track invites submissions ranging from early prototypes to mature production-ready systems. This year we received 42 submissions, of which 17 were selected for inclusion in the program (acceptance rate 40.5%) after reviewed by three members of the program committee.

This is the first year NAACL-HLT incorporates ethical considerations in the review process. In the standard review stage, members of the program committee are given the option to flag a paper as needing separate ethics reviews. Papers flagged as needing separate ethics reviews by at least one members from the program committee are subsequently reviewed by two members from the NAACL-HLT 2021 ethics committee. In total, 4 papers went through the subsequent ethics review stage, of which 1 was offered conditional acceptance, 2 were accepted as it is and 1 was deemed as a false positive flag. The conditionally accepted paper was re-reviewed by the ethics committee post camera-ready submission and accepted to the program based on addressed ethical concerns.

We would like to thank the members of the program committee and ethics committee for their timely help in reviewing the submissions. We also thank the many authors who submitted their work to the demonstration track. The demonstration paper will be presented through pre-recorded talks (12 minutes) and one live online Q&A session (80 minutes).

Best,
Avi Sil and Xi Victoria Lin
NAACL-HLT 2021 Demonstration Track Chairs
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{v.linhnt140, v.datnq9}@vinai.io

Abstract

We present the first multi-task learning model—named PhoNLP—for joint Vietnamese part-of-speech (POS) tagging, named entity recognition (NER) and dependency parsing. Experiments on Vietnamese benchmark datasets show that PhoNLP produces state-of-the-art results, outperforming a single-task learning approach that fine-tunes the pre-trained Vietnamese language model PhoBERT (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2020) for each task independently. We publicly release PhoNLP as an open-source toolkit under the Apache License 2.0. Although we specify PhoNLP for Vietnamese, our PhoNLP training and evaluation command scripts in fact can directly work for other languages that have a pre-trained BERT-based language model and gold annotated corpora available for the three tasks of POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing. We hope that PhoNLP can serve as a strong baseline and useful toolkit for future NLP research and applications to not only Vietnamese but also the other languages. Our PhoNLP is available at https://github.com/VinAIResearch/PhoNLP.

1 Introduction

Vietnamese NLP research has been significantly explored recently. It has been boosted by the success of the national project on Vietnamese language and speech processing (VLSP) KC01.01/2006-2010 and VLSP workshops that have run shared tasks since 2013.\footnote{https://vlsp.org.vn/} Fundamental tasks of POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing thus play important roles, providing useful features for many downstream application tasks such as machine translation (Tran et al., 2016), sentiment analysis (Bang and Sornlertlamvanich, 2018), relation extraction (To and Do, 2020), semantic parsing (Nguyen et al., 2020), open information extraction (Truong et al., 2017) and question answering (Nguyen et al., 2017; Le-Hong and Bui, 2018). Thus, there is a need to develop NLP toolkits for linguistic annotations w.r.t. Vietnamese POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing.

VnCoreNLP (Vu et al., 2018) is the previous public toolkit employing traditional feature-based machine learning models to handle those Vietnamese NLP tasks. However, VnCoreNLP is now no longer considered state-of-the-art because its performance results are significantly outperformed by ones obtained when fine-tuning PhoBERT—the current state-of-the-art monolingual pre-trained language model for Vietnamese (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2020). Note that there are no publicly available fine-tuned BERT-based models for the three Vietnamese tasks. Assuming that there would be, a potential drawback might be that an NLP package wrapping such fine-tuned BERT-based models would take a large storage space, i.e. three times larger than the storage space used by a BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019), thus it would not be suitable for practical applications that require a smaller storage space. Jointly multi-task learning is a promising solution as it might help reduce the storage space. In addition, POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing are related tasks: POS tags are essential input features used for dependency parsing and POS tags are also used as additional features for NER. Jointly multi-task learning thus might also help improve the performance results against the single-task learning (Ruder, 2019).

In this paper, we present a new multi-task learning model—named PhoNLP—for joint POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing. In particular, given an input sentence of words to PhoNLP, an encoding layer generates contextualized word embeddings that represent the input words. These contextualized word embeddings are fed into a POS tagging layer that is in fact a linear prediction layer (Devlin et al., 2019) to predict POS tags for the corresponding input words. Each predicted POS
tag is then represented by two “soft” embeddings that are later fed into NER and dependency parsing layers separately. More specifically, based on both the contextualized word embeddings and the “soft” POS tag embeddings, the NER layer uses a linear-chain CRF predictor (Lafferty et al., 2001) to predict NER labels for the input words, while the dependency parsing layer uses a Biaffine classifier (Dozat and Manning, 2017) to predict dependency arcs between the words and another Biaffine classifier to label the predicted arcs. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- To the best of our knowledge, PhoNLP is the first proposed model to jointly learn POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing for Vietnamese.
- We discuss a data leakage issue in the Vietnamese benchmark datasets, that has not yet been pointed out before. Experiments show that PhoNLP obtains state-of-the-art performance results, outperforming the PhoBERT-based single task learning.
- We publicly release PhoNLP as an open-source toolkit that is simple to setup and efficiently run from both the command-line and Python API. We hope that PhoNLP can serve as a strong baseline and useful toolkit for future NLP research and downstream applications.

2 Model description

Figure 1 illustrates our PhoNLP architecture that can be viewed as a mixture of a BERT-based encoding layer and three decoding layers of POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing.

2.1 Encoder & Contextualized embeddings

Given an input sentence consisting of \( n \) word tokens \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \), the encoding layer employs PhoBERT to generate contextualized latent feature embeddings \( e_i \) each representing the \( i^{th} \) word \( w_i \):

\[
e_i = \text{PhoBERT}_{\text{base}}(w_{1:n}, i)
\]

In particular, the encoding layer employs the PhoBERT_{base} version. Because PhoBERT uses BPE (Sennrich et al., 2016) to segment the input sentence with subword units, the encoding layer in fact represents the \( i^{th} \) word \( w_i \) by using the contextualized embedding of its first subword.

2.2 POS tagging

Following a common manner when fine-tuning a pre-trained language model for a sequence labeling
task (Devlin et al., 2019), the POS tagging layer is a linear prediction layer that is appended on top of the encoder. In particular, the POS tagging layer feeds the contextualized word embeddings $e_i$ into a feed-forward network (FFNN$_{POS}$) followed by a softmax predictor for POS tag prediction:

$$p_i = \text{softmax}(\text{FFNN}_{POS}(e_i))$$ (2)

where the output layer size of FFNN$_{POS}$ is the number of POS tags. Based on probability vectors $p_i$, a cross-entropy objective loss $L_{POS}$ is calculated for POS tagging during training.

2.3 NER

The NER layer creates a sequence of vectors $v_{1:n}$ in which each $v_i$ is resulted in by concatenating the contextualized word embedding $e_i$ and a "soft" POS tag embedding $t_i^{(1)}$:

$$v_i = e_i \circ t_i^{(1)}$$ (3)

where following Hashimoto et al. (2017), the "soft" POS tag embedding $t_i^{(1)}$ is computed by multiplying a label weight matrix $W^{(1)}$ with the corresponding probability vector $p_i$:

$$t_i^{(1)} = W^{(1)} p_i$$

The NER layer then passes each vector $v_i$ into a FFNN (FFNN$_{NER}$):

$$h_i = \text{FFNN}_{NER}(v_i)$$ (4)

where the output layer size of FFNN$_{NER}$ is the number of BIO-based NER labels.

The NER layer feeds the output vectors $h_i$ into a linear-chain CRF predictor for NER label prediction (Lafferty et al., 2001). A cross-entropy loss $L_{NER}$ is calculated for NER during training while the Viterbi algorithm is used for inference.

2.4 Dependency parsing

The dependency parsing layer creates vectors $z_{1:n}$ in which each $z_i$ is resulted in by concatenating $e_i$ and another "soft" POS tag embedding $t_i^{(2)}$:

$$z_i = e_i \circ t_i^{(2)}$$ (5)

$$t_i^{(2)} = W^{(2)} p_i$$

Following Dozat and Manning (2017), the dependency parsing layer uses FFNNs to split $z_i$ into head and dependent representations:

$$h_i^{(A-H)} = \text{FFNN}_{Arc-Head}(z_i)$$ (6)

$$h_i^{(A-D)} = \text{FFNN}_{Arc-Dep}(z_i)$$ (7)

$$h_i^{(L-H)} = \text{FFNN}_{Label-Head}(z_i)$$ (8)

$$h_i^{(L-D)} = \text{FFNN}_{Label-Dep}(z_i)$$ (9)

To predict potential dependency arcs, based on input vectors $h_i^{(A-H)}$ and $h_j^{(A-D)}$, the parsing layer uses a Biaffine classifier’s variant (Qi et al., 2018) that additionally takes into account the distance and relative ordering between two words to produce a probability distribution of arc heads for each word. For inference, the Chu–Liu/Edmonds’ algorithm is used to find a maximum spanning tree (Chu and Liu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967). The parsing layer also uses another Biaffine classifier to label the predicted arcs, based on input vectors $h_i^{(L-H)}$ and $h_j^{(L-D)}$. An objective loss $L_{DEP}$ is computed by summing a cross entropy loss for unlabeled dependency parsing and another cross entropy loss for dependency label prediction during training based on gold arcs and arc labels.

2.5 Joint multi-task learning

The final training objective loss $L$ of our model PhoNLP is the weighted sum of the POS tagging loss $L_{POS}$, the NER loss $L_{NER}$ and the dependency parsing loss $L_{DEP}$:

$$L = \lambda_1 L_{POS} + \lambda_2 L_{NER} + (1 - \lambda_1 - \lambda_2) L_{DEP}$$ (10)

Discussion: Our PhoNLP can be viewed as an extension of previous joint POS tagging and dependency parsing models (Hashimoto et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Nguyen and Verspoor, 2018; Nguyen, 2019; Kondratyuk and Straka, 2019), where we additionally incorporate a CRF-based prediction layer for NER. Unlike Hashimoto et al. (2017), Nguyen and Verspoor (2018), Li et al. (2018) and Nguyen (2019) that use BiLSTM-based encoders to extract contextualized feature embeddings, we use a BERT-based encoder. Kondratyuk and Straka (2019) also employ a BERT-based encoder. However, different from PhoNLP where we construct a hierarchical architecture over the POS tagging and dependency parsing layers, Kondratyuk and Straka (2019) do not make use of POS tag embeddings for dependency parsing.\footnote{In our preliminary experiments, not feeding the POS tag embeddings into the dependency parsing layer decreases the performance.}
3 Experiments

3.1 Setup

3.1.1 Datasets

To conduct experiments, we use the benchmark datasets of the VLSP 2013 POS tagging dataset, the VLSP 2016 NER dataset (Nguyen et al., 2019) and the VnDT dependency treebank v1.1 (Nguyen et al., 2014), following the setup used by the VnCoreNLP toolkit (Vu et al., 2018). Here, VnDT is converted from the Vietnamese constituent treebank (Nguyen et al., 2009).

Data leakage issue: We further discover an issue of data leakage, that has not yet been pointed out before. That is, all sentences from the VLSP 2016 NER dataset and the VnDT treebank are included in the VLSP 2013 POS tagging dataset. In particular, 90+% of sentences from both validation and test sets for NER and dependency parsing are included in the POS tagging training set, resulting in an unrealistic evaluation scenario where the POS tags are used as input features for NER and dependency parsing.

To handle the data leakage issue, we have to re-split the VLSP 2013 POS tagging dataset to avoid the data leakage issue: The POS tagging validation/test set only contains sentences that appear in the union of the NER and dependency parsing validation/test sets (i.e. the validation/test sentences for NER and dependency parsing only appear in the POS tagging validation/test set). In addition, there are 594 duplicated sentences in the VLSP 2013 POS tagging dataset (here, sentence duplication is not found in the union of the NER and dependency parsing sentences). Thus we have to perform duplication removal on the POS tagging dataset. Table 1 details the statistics of the experimental datasets.

Table 1: Dataset statistics. #train, #valid and #test denote the numbers of training, validation and test sentences, respectively. Here, “POS tagging (leakage)” and “POS tagging (re-split)” refer to the statistics for POS tagging before and after re-splitting & sentence duplication removal, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>#train</th>
<th>#valid</th>
<th>#test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POS tagging (leakage)</td>
<td>27000</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS tagging (re-split)</td>
<td>23906</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>3481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NER</td>
<td>14861</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency parsing</td>
<td>8977</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Implementation

PhoNLP is implemented based on PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), employing the PhoBERT encoder implementation available from the transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020) and the Biaffine classifier implementation from Qi et al. (2020). We set both the label weight matrices $W^{(1)}$ and $W^{(2)}$ to have 100 rows, resulting in 100-dimensional soft POS tag embeddings. In addition, following Qi et al. (2018, 2020), FFNNs in equations 6–9 use 400-dimensional output layers.

We use the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) and a fixed batch size at 32, and train for 40 epochs. The sizes of training sets are different, in which the POS tagging training set is the largest, consisting of 23906 sentences. Thus for each training epoch, we repeatedly sample from the NER and dependency parsing training sets to fill the gaps between the training set sizes. We perform a grid search to select the initial AdamW learning rate, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. We find the optimal initial AdamW learning rate, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ at 1e-5, 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. Here, we compute the average of the POS tagging accuracy, NER F$_1$-score and dependency parsing score LAS after each training epoch on the validation sets. We select the model checkpoint that produces the highest average score over the validation sets to apply to the test sets. Each of our reported scores is an average over 5 runs with different random seeds.

3.2 Results

Table 2 presents results obtained for our PhoNLP and compares them with those of a baseline approach of single-task training. For the single-task training approach: (i) We follow a common approach to fine-tune a pre-trained language model for POS tagging, appending a linear prediction layer on top of PhoBERT, as briefly described in Section 2.2. (ii) For NER, instead of a linear prediction layer, we append a CRF prediction layer on top of PhoBERT. (iii) For dependency parsing, predicted POS tags are produced by the learned single-task POS tagging model; then POS tags are represented by embeddings that are concatenated with the corresponding PhoBERT-based contextualized word embeddings, resulting in a sequence of input vectors for the Biaffine-based classifiers for dependency parsing (Qi et al., 2018). Here, the single-task training approach is based on the PhoBERT base version, employing the same hyper-
Table 2: Performance results (in %) on the test sets for POS tagging (i.e. accuracy), NER (i.e. F1-score) and dependency parsing (i.e. LAS and UAS scores).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>NER</th>
<th>LAS</th>
<th>UAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leak.</td>
<td>96.77</td>
<td>93.69</td>
<td>78.77</td>
<td>85.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoNLP</td>
<td>96.76</td>
<td>94.41</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>85.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-spl</td>
<td>93.68</td>
<td>93.69</td>
<td>77.89</td>
<td>84.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhoNLP</td>
<td>93.88</td>
<td>94.51</td>
<td>78.17</td>
<td>84.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The output in the output file “output.txt” for the sentence “Tôi đang làm việc tại VinAI.” from the input file “input.txt” in Figure 2. The output is formatted with 6 columns representing word index, word form, POS tag, NER label, head index of the current word and its dependency relation type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>NER</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Dependency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tôi</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>sub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>đang</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>adv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>làm việc</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tại</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>VinAI</td>
<td>Np</td>
<td>B-ORG</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>pob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>punct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 PhoNLP toolkit

We present in this section a basic usage of our PhoNLP toolkit. We make PhoNLP simple to setup, i.e. users can install PhoNLP from either source or pip (e.g. pip3 install phonlp). We also aim to make PhoNLP simple to run from both the command-line and the Python API. For example, annotating a corpus with POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing can be performed by using a simple command as in Figure 2.

Assume that the input file “input.txt” in Figure 2 contains a sentence “Tôi đang làm việc tại VinAI.” (I’m currently working at VinAI). Table 3 shows the annotated output in plain text form for this sentence. Similarly, we also get the same output by using the Python API as simple as in Figure 3. Furthermore, commands to (re-)train and evaluate PhoNLP using gold annotated corpora are detailed in the PhoNLP GitHub repository. Note that it is absolutely possible to directly employ our PhoNLP (re-)training and evaluation command scripts for other languages that have gold annotated corpora available for the three tasks and a pre-trained BERT-based language model available from the transformers library.

Speed test: We perform a sole CPU-based speed test using a personal computer with Intel Core i5 8265U 1.6GHz & 8GB of memory. For a GPU-based speed test, we employ a machine with a single NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU. For performing the three NLP tasks jointly, PhoNLP obtains a speed at 15 sentences per second for the CPU-based test and 129 sentences per second for the GPU-based test, respectively, with an average of 23 word tokens per sentence and a batch size of 8.

5 Conclusion and future work

We have presented the first multi-task learning model PhoNLP for joint POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing in Vietnamese. Experiments on Vietnamese benchmark datasets show that PhoNLP outperforms its strong fine-tuned PhoBERT-based model. PhoBERT helps produce state-of-the-art results for multiple Vietnamese NLP tasks (including but not limited to POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing in a single-task training strategy), and obtains higher performance results than VnCoreNLP. However, in both the PhoBERT and VnCoreNLP papers (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2020; Vu et al., 2018), results for POS tagging and dependency parsing are reported w.r.t. the data leakage issue. Our “Single-task” results in Table 2 regarding “Re-spl” (i.e. the data re-split and duplication removal for POS tagging to avoid the data leakage issue) can be viewed as new PhoBERT results for a proper experimental setup. Table 2 shows that in both setups “Leak.” and “Re-spl”, our joint multi-task training approach PhoNLP performs better than the PhoBERT-based single-task training approach, thus resulting in state-of-the-art performances for the three tasks of Vietnamese POS tagging, NER and dependency parsing.

Figure 2: Minimal command to run PhoNLP. Here “save_dir” denote the path to the local machine folder that stores the pre-trained PhoNLP model.

python3 run_phonlp.py --save_dir ./pretrained_phonlp --mode annotate --input_file input.txt --output_file output.txt
import phonlp
# Automatically download the pre-trained PhoNLP model
phonlp.download(save_dir='./pretrained_phonlp')
# Load the pre-trained PhoNLP model
model = phonlp.load(save_dir='./pretrained_phonlp')
# Annotate a corpus
model.annotate(input_file='input.txt', output_file='output.txt')
# Annotate a sentence
model.print_out(model.annotate(text="Tôi đang làm việc tại VinAI."))

Figure 3: A simple and complete example code for using PhoNLP in Python.

single-task training baseline, producing state-of-the-art performance results. We publicly release PhoNLP as an easy-to-use open-source toolkit and hope that PhoNLP can facilitate future NLP research and applications. In future work, we will also apply PhoNLP to other languages.
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Abstract

We describe Machine-Aided Script Curator (MASC), a system for human-machine collaborative script authoring. Scripts produced with MASC include (1) English descriptions of sub-events that comprise a larger, complex event; (2) event types for each of those events; (3) a record of entities expected to participate in multiple sub-events; and (4) temporal sequencing between the sub-events. MASC automates portions of the script creation process with suggestions for event types, links to Wikidata, and sub-events that may have been forgotten. We illustrate how these automations are useful to the script writer with a few case-study scripts.

1 Introduction

Scripts have been of interest for encoding procedural knowledge and understanding stories for over 40 years (Schank and Abelson, 1977). In the form of checklists, recording procedural knowledge has revolutionized fields like medicine and aviation by encoding expert knowledge and best practices (Degani and Wiener, 1993; Gawande, 2010). In the last few years, researchers have turned their attention to automatic script discovery from text (Chambers, 2013; Weber et al., 2020, 2018). However, exclusively data-driven sub-event discovery methods face the challenge that narrative descriptions often omit common knowledge.¹

We aim for a process for building a library of scripts through human-machine collaboration leveraging NLP techniques to augment human background knowledge. The resulting demonstration system serves two related purposes. First, it is a knowledge acquisition tool that supports the development of a repository of scripts for use by downstream applications. Second, it is an annotation tool that supports the creation of a library to aid our understanding of how people create scripts. Such a library can inform and/or benchmark future script discovery approaches. Each script includes a natural language description of the steps in the complex event with links to an ontology. Events within a script are connected by (a) temporal order (e.g., negotiating the price of a car happens before buying the car) and (b) by shared argument (e.g., the person buying a car is also the person who negotiated its price). We designed Machine-Aided Script Curator (MASC), our script-creation tool, to be used by non-NLP experts.

While approaches to script discovery suffer from the incompleteness of text, human attempts to write machine-interpretable scripts suffer from the writer’s own tendency to omit steps and, where required, the challenge of mapping to a formal ontology. To assist the script creators, MASC makes three types of suggestions: (1) the ontological type for each event; (2) a fine-grained ontological type for suggested arguments; and (3) steps that the curator might have forgotten.

In the following sections, we describe the process of creating a script in MASC and the NLP components that support suggestions.² A video of MASC is available at https://youtu.be/slvZWAYkRmA, and the source code and the sample scripts are at https://github.com/isi-vista/MASC.

2 Related Work

Schank and Abelson (1977) proposed organizing knowledge about human behavior using scripts. Recent approaches attempt to “induce” scripts from

¹Common knowledge might be missing from narrative descriptions due to the quantity and relevance maxims (Grice, 1975).

²A video of MASC is available at https://youtu.be/slvZWAYkRmA, and the source code and the sample scripts are at https://github.com/isi-vista/MASC.
large amounts of data rather than write scripts manually (Rudinger et al., 2015; Weber et al., 2018). Although improving year over year, these models still perform poorly (Recall@100 of ~7%, Weber et al., 2020) at predicting next events, given a set of preceding events - a necessary building block of scripts. These models’ training data was obtained by asking human annotators to decide if event B happened because of event A. In contrast, the scripts produced by our curation tool incorporate the complexities of many different events in various causal orderings.

Both symbolic and neural approaches suffer from the lack of generic knowledge to “fill-in-the-blanks” or reject impossible events. Training systems to incorporate common-sense knowledge (Lin et al., 2019; Shwartz et al., 2020) has not yet addressed script creation. Another source of information for script discovery could be extraction from multiple languages and modalities. While some extraction systems have incorporated these other sources (Li et al., 2020), such extractions have not yet fed into script discovery. Resolving the co-occurrence of events or entities between languages and modalities often relies on a common mapping, e.g., a structured ontology, such as ACE (Walker et al., 2006) or ERE (Song et al., 2015). While our Machine-Aided Script Curator (MASC) does employ a structured ontology, it does not currently incorporate multi-modal or non-English sources. However, the limited ontology allows the event-sequencing background knowledge we encode to be used as a supplement to state-of-the-art information extraction systems, like OneIE (Lin et al., 2020) and DYGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019), providing connections between otherwise disconnected extractions.

3 Overview of Script Creation

The curator initiates script creation by providing a name and description for the script and then enters, as text, the events in the script (Figure 1). Step entry is free-form, but we have noticed a tendency for curators to enter short, imperative sentences (e.g., go to a car dealership, take a test drive). Currently, script creation, unlike traditional annotation, is decoupled from any particular document. In cases where the curator is not familiar with a topic, we have used external resources to provide context (e.g., a Wikihow page open in a different window). In this setting, curation is akin to annotation that encourages the annotator to use both the material they read and prior knowledge.

The curators assign an ontology type to the main event in each step (e.g., Movement for both go to a car dealership and take a test drive). The ontology is configurable and can be replaced. We include a project-specific ontology with MASC’s source code. When saved, scripts include both the curators’ description and the selected ontology type (described in Section 4.1). This choice allows type decisions to be revisited if the ontology changes and limits the degree to which the small number of event types constrains the script’s expressiveness. Downstream applications can choose whether to use the linguistic representation of the events or the normalized ontology types.

After the curators finish entering events, they encode connections between the events (Figure 2). There are two ways to connect events: the first, traditionally the focus of scripts, is temporal order; and the second is shared arguments (e.g., the same person is the agent of both Movement events go to a car dealership and take a test drive). To add sequential order, the curators enter pairwise before relations. Alternatively, they select multiple events and anchor them as coming before or after a single event. The latter method is convenient when the complete order is under-defined.3

The curators add shared arguments to the script by selecting multiple events with the same argument, naming the argument (e.g., buyer, seller in Figure 2), and assigning an entity type (e.g., PER in Figure 2) and ontological role to each argument.

3For example, after arriving at the car dealership, the potential buyer is likely to both walk around looking at cars and talk to a salesperson, but there is no defined order between the walking and talking.
Figure 2: Adding details to events. For each event on the left, curators can add arguments. On the right side, curators can establish temporal order and visualize the script as an interactive graph.

(e.g., Identifier, Researcher in Figure 2). While this process is mostly manual, MASC uses the ontology’s constraints to limit the available label options. In addition to project-specific entity types, MASC suggests links to the much larger set of types available using Wikidata entities (e.g., suggesting Q786803 for car dealership). These links provide a connection to an extensive knowledge graph and can provide additional information when the scripts are applied.

Finally, the curators review events that are automatically generated based on the manually entered description and initial script (described in Section 4.3). The suggestions can add intermediate steps that the curators may have missed, complete a script that was intentionally unfinished by the curator, or suggest alternative related paths (e.g., leasing instead of purchasing a car).

4 Suggestion Capabilities

To aid script creation, MASC incorporates three suggestion capabilities: suggestions for the ontological event type, suggestions for links to Wikidata, and suggestions for additional events to incorporate in the script. Below, we describe the models behind these capabilities and, for each model, report the accuracy using the five sample scripts created for this paper. Given the small sample size, the five sample scripts are best thought of as case studies, not a benchmark. Table 1 provides per-script analysis.

4.1 Event Type Classification

Each sub-event is ontologized with one of 41 event types through a semi-automated process. The ontology labels support connecting information to extraction engines and thus allow a script to provide potential event-event relations given information extraction output. Furthermore, the ontology labels provide language- and media-independent knowledge for identifying potential instances of the scripts.

There has been much work on automatic detection of event types (and triggers) in text (e.g., Bronstein et al. (2015); Lin et al. (2020); Peng et al. (2016)). Here, our input data (and goals) are slightly different. The ontology we use, while overlapping with ACE (Walker et al., 2006), introduces several new event types for which we do not have annotated training examples. Instead, the ontology provides a short definition and template for each event type. The curator’s input events tend to be short imperative sentences with different linguistic characteristics than the text annotated in, e.g., ACE. Unlike standard information extraction, we need not identify a specific trigger phase. Thus, we use a different approach to event labeling.

4Triggers are often used as a means to identify arguments of interest. But here, partly because of the telegraphic nature of the text entries, the arguments are often missing and, therefore, explicitly added.
To map from the curators’ description of an event to the ontology, we use a version of Sentence-RoBERTa (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)5 to estimate the similarity of the curators’ text input to the prose description of each action in the ontology. For example, for the user input go to a car dealership, the action description Explicit mention of granting or allowing entry or exit from a location receives the highest similarity score, and the corresponding action type Movement.Transportation becomes one of the recommendations. MASC suggests the three ontology actions most similar to the user’s description. The user can accept one of the suggestions or pick a different type from the ontology (Figure 1, second column).

As mentioned earlier, the event type similarity depends on the ontology event type definitions and the event type templates. In preliminary experiments, we found using both together outperformed using either only the definitions or only the templates. While MASC’s event type classification does not require training data, it depends on both the presence of templates and definitions in the ontology and their quality.

Performance on Case-Study Scripts The five scripts contain 58 events. We measure how often the model correctly predicts the event type that the curator selects. Accuracy of the top-1, -3, and -5 are 24, 48, and 55, respectively.6 MASC presents the top-three suggestions to the curator; thus, accuracy at top-3 most closely relates to the curator’s experience.

4.2 KGTK

In Section 2, we describe identifying the key repeating arguments of script events and labeling those arguments with their entity type and their role in each event using an ontology. That ontology provides only coarse distinctions between entities (e.g., a single category for facilities that does not distinguish a car dealership from a school or a bank). To support finer-grained distinctions and, in the future, leverage external knowledge sources, we incorporate connections to Wikidata7 using KGTK (Ilievski et al., 2020). MASC’s links aim to ground descriptive noun phrases (e.g., car dealership) in the large Wikidata ontology and do not require grounding specific, named entities (e.g., Toyota).

KGTK is an open-source toolkit that simplifies searching and interacting with various knowledge graphs, including Wikidata. KGTK provides a simple API for searching Wikidata entries, via Elastic-search,8 based on their titles and aliases (e.g., the Wikidata entry motor car also has the aliases auto, automobile, and car). KGTK also provides filtering functionality for candidate Wikidata entries. Since we are not interested in grounding specific named entities, we only return Wikidata entries representing Wikidata classes. Within MASC, KGTK allows users to link terms used in events to Wikidata. During argument creation, the curator provides a text label for each key argument. A background process then queries KGTK using the text label assigned to each argument. Candidates from KGTK are reranked using the Sentence-RoBERTa model to generate similarity scores between the label strings and the candidate Wikidata text descriptions. Before finishing a script, for each term in the script, the curator can select one of the candidates from KGTK or None of the above (Figure 3).

Performance on Case-Study Scripts. To evaluate entity linking, we treat the scripts created by the curators (and the mapping from the reference variables to Wikidata) as the labels. This is necessary since we do not have a ground-truth mapping from strings to Wikidata entities, and curators can use the same string to reference different entities. For example, car can refer to an automobile, a railway carriage, or a streetcar. The metric we use measures the ratio of reference variables linked to a specific Wikidata entity to the total number of

---

5Our Sentence-RoBERTa model is trained on more data. We use the two data sets in the original paper, SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), and add the newer ANLI (Nie et al., 2020).

6The mean reciprocal rank (MRR, Radev et al., 2002) was 0.35 on the top three model predictions.

7https://www.wikidata.org

---

8https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch/
reference variables used. We find that curators link 67% of the unique reference variables to Wikidata (e.g., buyer) in Figure 3. We have not measured the ceiling on using Wikidata as an argument ontology. However, we suspect that refining the linking approach could yield more connections to Wikidata. Even at this low level of recall, at least a few concept-specific elements match for most scripts. In the future, these connection points could support script augmentation using common-sense and domain knowledge from Wikidata.

4.3 Event Recommendations

Since even the most experienced curators may overlook an action in an event script, we explored hypothesizing omitted events using GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) without any fine-tuning.

The first challenge is formulating input to GPT-2. We provide the title/name of the schema (e.g., buying a car), a description of the complex event (e.g., Purchasing a car is a large investment that requires careful documentation and consideration of transportation requirements.), and a request (e.g., Describe steps of buying a car), followed by the first few events of the script. In the initial version, we used a form of the events as First, Identify your needs. Then, Decide on your budget. Next, Identify car models you can afford. However, a numerical formulation proved much more effective (e.g., 1. Identify your needs. 2. Decide on your budget. 3. Identify car models you can afford. 4.) and resulted in more coherent events.

To filter undesirable or redundant output, we pass GPT-2 outputs through a sequence of filters. We remove undesired strings characteristic of neural text generation, like empty strings (Stahlberg and Byrne, 2019), and outputs that are invalid in the context of schema creation: strings of less than two characters. We address duplicated output, a considerable concern for GPT-2, especially given the short and similar inputs. The filters eliminate strings with duplicates in the alternatives or the human-curated schema. To account for semantic duplicates, such as go to dealership and go to the car dealership, we use a variant of Gestalt Pattern Matching (Ratcliff and Metzener, 1988) through Python’s difflib. For usability, we suggest at most 12 sub-events per script. Figure 4 shows the interface for reviewing event recommendations.

Performance on Case Studies. We measure the performance of GPT-2 recommendations in two ways. First, we generate recommendations for five scripts created by curators and ask the curators to accept relevant GPT-2 recommendations. We instruct curators to accept recommendations even if the recommended events represent alternative paths (or are semantically redundant). With these instructions, the curators accept 98% of GPT-2’s recommendations. The high acceptance rate indicates that even with our simple setup for event recommendation using a language model, the system suggests domain-relevant events.

For the second evaluation, we instruct the curators to accept only those GPT-2 recommendations that add to their existing script. In other words, they only accept events that add details to the scripts or supply some missing information. We instruct curators to reject recommendations for alternative script scenarios. With these instructions, curators accept 23% of GPT-2’s recommendations. This result illustrates the feasibility of supplementing human knowledge with generations from language models. Since MASC uses GPT-2 after the human felt the script was complete, the machine identifies events previously overlooked by the human.

Mixed-Initiative script curation. Given the success of GPT-2 recommendations after script curation, a natural next step is for curators to work with GPT-2 interactively. In the mixed-initiative mode, a curator specifies a script’s name, definition, and first step. GPT-2 then suggests multiple options for the next step. The curator can use one of the suggestions, edit it, or ignore all the suggestions and manually input the next step. Every time the curator adds a step to the script, GPT-2 follows with suggestions for the next step. We found that GPT-2 often generates strings with a similar meaning, but lexically different, e.g., for a script on buying a car, it might generate buy, buy the car, and purchase the car. It is superfluous to show users all three suggestions.
automated step generation took less than 3 seconds in the slowest case on modern hardware (NVIDIA GeForce RTX2080Ti).

To evaluate the effectiveness of mixed-initiative mode, we asked four curators to create a total of twelve scripts using the mode. We instructed the curators to accept event suggestions only when they are a natural continuation of the script. Out of GPT-2’s 105 suggestion sets, the curators accepted an event from 50 sets (48% acceptance rate). In six more cases, the curators used a GPT-2 suggestion as a starting point and edited the suggestions to suit the script better. We found the mixed-initiative scripts to be just as comprehensive as the scripts detailed in Table 1, where GPT-2 suggested missing events only after the curators created an initial script.

5 Discussion and Future Work

With this demonstration system, we provide an approach to human-machine collaboration for building a repository of scripts. Having such a repository, for a diverse set of events, will allow us to investigate how procedural knowledge introduced to the AI community 40 years ago (Schank and Abelson, 1977) can be broadly applied. By facilitating the human creation of scripts, we can better understand what is required to develop automatic script discovery approaches.

While we have not yet created a large repository of scripts, we have created five scripts with which we start this analysis. The scripts cover topics with varying degree of “common knowledge”: Planning and Managing an Evacuation (EVAC), Ordering Food at a Restaurant (FOOD), Finding and Starting a New Job (JOB), Obtaining Medical Treatment (MED), and Corporate Merger or Acquisition (MERGER). A single curator created these scripts, which we use to illustrate future directions for MASC and interesting properties of the scripts themselves. Having multiple curators for even a small number of scripts would provide insights into the diversity, prior knowledge, and level of detail a script author uses. In our analysis, we have seen that the scripts created with MASC encode knowledge that is uncommon in news-like data sets. For example, our curator included sign confidentiality agreement as an event in the script for a MERGER. While news frequently reports the final step of a merger, the full process is rarely described.

Table 1 summarizes the key characteristics of each of these scripts. They vary in (a) the number of steps initially created (row 1), with only 5 steps for MED and 16 for both EVAC and JOB; and (b) the time required for initial script creation (row 6). The script that took the longest was not the one with the most steps (or the most arguments). Instead, it was the domain that the curator knew the least about (and thus chose to research). For all five scripts, there were cases where the event type suggestions were correct, but for three of the five, MASC suggested the correct type less than half the time, suggesting that better automatic event typing could increase the curators’ speed.

All scripts contain entities that play a role in multiple events (row 3, first and second numbers). For example, in EVAC, the evacuation manager plays some role in all events, while the evacuee plays a role in most but not all. While some arguments cannot be linked to Wikidata, all five scripts contain at least one argument that can be linked (row 3, last number). Future work could both improve linking accuracy and use Wikidata as a source of knowledge to provide additional context (and suggestions) to the curator.

While the prototypical script is a timeline with complete order between all pairs of events, we see sub-graphs with unordered steps in our data. Three of the five sample scripts display this behavior; for example, in JOB, searching for open positions and notifying network that they are looking for a job are unordered. The visualization of the schema in Figure 2 illustrates this pattern with no order between E2 and E3.

MASC incorporates machine suggestions of unrecorded events. In four of the five scripts, the curator accepted at least one suggestion. Interestingly, the curator incorporated more suggestions for two events that one thinks of as everyday experiences (FOOD and MED) than they did for the script they were unfamiliar with (MERGER). This suggests that the recommendation functionality can be useful even in a familiar domain; by capturing
what the curator omits through forgetfulness or because they assume common knowledge. Further exploration of how a machine can aid a person whose knowledge may be incomplete or may forget to be explicit seems promising. Examples of possible research directions include incorporating suggestions from approaches that discover scripts (e.g., Rudinger et al. (2015); Weber et al. (2018, 2020)) and leveraging background knowledge (e.g., Wikidata).

6 Ethical Considerations

Many technological innovations require ethical considerations, even more so for those involving machine learning while also being a demonstration paper that provides working technology. Below we address the review questions raised in the NAACL Ethics Review Questions.10

Bias. The bias in generative language models has been well documented. In general, using a human-in-the-loop process means that rather than treating an automatically generated label or event as correct, we treat it as a suggestion that the curator can ignore. Still, the suggestions can influence the curator. Thus it is vital that the metrics reported in this paper be interpreted with an understanding of the potential for bias and any use of MASC account for bias.

MASC incorporates both a predefined ontology and the ability to link to an extensive external resource (Wikidata). Given the size of the predefined ontology is small, to apply MASC to a new domain, users would likely need to update the ontology. MASC’s approach to aligning English descriptions to the ontology makes adding new event classes easy. Wikidata, while much larger and growing, is also subject to the bias of Wikidata’s editors, their knowledge, and their choices about what to include. Wikidata over-represents some issues, while some socially important ones are under-represented or missing. Wikidata linking is optional; thus in a domain that is not well covered, a curator can skip the linking step or replace Wikidata with a domain-relevant resource.

The suggestion capabilities described in Section 4 use pretrained language models (GPT-2 and RoBERTa). The bias of these algorithms, measuring that bias, and mitigating it is an active area of work. Recent work has provided data sets for measuring bias (Nadeem et al., 2020) and meta-studies of the approaches taken to study and address bias (Blodgett et al., 2020). Much work has focused on bias as it impacts demographic groups. MASC focuses on events, not individuals. The publicly available GPT-2 models have learned from data that might not cover current events (e.g., GPT-2 was trained before the COVID-19 epidemic), represents only English dialects from the inner-circle (Dunn and Adams, 2020), and contains toxic language (Gehman et al., 2020). In our immediate context, we mitigate against the challenge presented by language model bias by requiring manual review of all automatically suggested output. If the ideas in this paper were extended to a fully automatic approach, language model and domain-specific studies of the impact of bias on LM-based suggestions would be necessary.

Data Set. To understand how the tool is used and future research directions, we created five sample scripts which we included in the supplementary material. These scripts provide interesting examples of what we could learn from a larger scale data set; however, they are not large enough themselves to serve as a new benchmark. The five scripts were created by full-time research staff compensated following US state and federal law. The scripts were created by a single individual and represent that individual’s pre-existing knowledge (and their im-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events in initial script</th>
<th>EVAC</th>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>JOB</th>
<th>MED</th>
<th>MERGER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td># Events in initial script</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Accuracy at top-1, 3, 5 for event types</td>
<td>25/44/50</td>
<td>11/33/67</td>
<td>13/44/44</td>
<td>20/60/60</td>
<td>50/67/67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td># Entity instances, occurrences of those entities, and unique links to Wikidata</td>
<td>2/26/1</td>
<td>5/18/3</td>
<td>2/24/2</td>
<td>3/11/3</td>
<td>3/24/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td># Event suggestions selected for single script and all relevant (max. 12 per script)</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>3/12</td>
<td>0/11</td>
<td>5/12</td>
<td>2/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-linear path</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Self-reported time</td>
<td>1.5 hrs</td>
<td>0.5 hr</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
<td>0.5 hr</td>
<td>2.5 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of five sample scripts.
plicit biases). To counter bias in a large-scale script repository, we recommend that the curator workforce is diverse and that any given activity is represented in scripts written by multiple people. Any released repository should have sufficient reporting about the data set creators to provide users with an understanding of data bias. The paper reports empirical results based on this five script sample. However, the paper acknowledges that the sample is small and treats these results as case studies for MASC, not a new benchmark.

**Intended Use.** The most immediate use of MASC is to create a repository of script information—either broadly available to researchers or within a specific research community. In some cases, e.g., the steps to plan a rescue operation, both the generation of the script and its application are generally understood as positive. In other cases, e.g., the steps in grooming an individual for human trafficking, the script’s conclusion is negative, but understanding the process is necessary to prevent the activity. As AI’s ability to discover and apply such knowledge increases, it will be necessary to regularly audit the use cases to ensure the focus remains a benefit to society. If the human-in-the-loop approaches used here were integrated into a fully automated system, further auditing of bias (and accuracy) would be necessary.

**Compute Time and Power.** Most of the models used for this demonstration are pretrained and publicly available. The pretraining and fine tuning described in Section 4.1 took less than 20 hours using a single GPU.
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Abstract

We present NAMER, an open-domain Chinese knowledge base question answering system based on a novel node-based framework that better grasps the structural mapping between questions and KB queries by aligning the nodes in a query with their corresponding mentions in question. Equipped with techniques including data augmentation and multitasking, we show that the proposed framework outperforms the previous SoTA on CCKS CKBQA dataset. Moreover, we develop a novel data annotation strategy that facilitates the node-to-mention alignment, a dataset1 with such strategy is also published to promote further research. An online demo of NAMER2 is provided to visualize our framework and supply extra information for users, a video illustration3 of NAMER is also available.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid popularization of knowledge bases (KB), knowledge base question answering (KBQA) (Unger et al., 2014) has witnessed much research effort to fulfill a robust system to simplify users’ access to KBs. For any given factoid question in natural language, KBQA system utilizes its background KB for answers. Recently, many SoTA KBQA systems adopt a semantic parsing (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Yih et al., 2014) framework, in which they convert the question to a KB query (e.g. SPARQL, Prud’hommeaux, 2008) to get answers.

Since queries are highly structured, a robust KBQA system needs to grasp the structural mapping (Figure 1) between a question and its query. However, most previous works either adopted an end-to-end model that failed to directly use such mappings (Ge et al., 2019; Ji et al.) or devised a template or rule-based pipeline (Hu et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2017) that may lose generality in real-world applications. To preserve generality, Shen et al. (2019) incorporated a pointer generator (See et al., 2017) into the pipeline to learn the mapping between an entity and its mention. Nevertheless, the system failed to utilize the mappings of variables, literals, and types in a query.

In this paper, we argue that learning the complete question-query mapping (i.e. the alignments of all nodes to their mention, as in Figure 1) aids the system to achieve better performance. Hence, we supplement an open-domain complex Chinese KBQA dataset with annotations of all node mentions. Based on the additional data, we propose a novel node-based multi-hop KBQA framework that fully grasps the mappings of entities, variables, literals, and types. Unlike prior works, we generate the pointer of all query nodes to their mention to represent the mapping and exploit such mappings in downstream relation extraction task. Also, we explore techniques including multitasking to further improve model performance. Based on the framework, we implement a publicly available Chinese KBQA system, NAMER, for users to query KBs by natural language, which offers convenience for non-expert users to use KB and is thus fairly useful in practice. In short, the contributions of this work are: 1) we propose a novel KBQA framework with a strong ability to grasp structural mapping,
the approach reaches SoTA results on a Chinese KBQA dataset, 2) we present a new data annotation format to better train KBQA models and publish a supplementary dataset of this format to prompt future research and 3) we implement an online demonstration of NAMER that can visualize our framework and aid users to explore KBs.

2 System Overview

This section explains the overall architecture of the proposed framework and the UI of the system.

2.1 Framework Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of our framework. Basically, the framework can be divided into three modules, namely node extraction (NE), query generation (QG) and relation extraction (RE). Given a natural language question, NE extracts mentions of entities, variables, literals, types and performs entity linking. Meanwhile, QG generates a node sequence (i.e. vertices in the KB query, see Section 3.1 and 3.2 for more details) corresponding to the given question. Each node generated in QG consists of its type and the pointer to its mention in the input question, such pointer is replaced by the node extracted in NE when fusing NE and QG results. Up to now, we can generate the vertices of a SPARQL query, i.e. the head and tail of all its triples; to form a complete SPARQL output, RE (Section 3.3) is introduced to decide the edges (i.e. the relation of all triples). For each pair of nodes given by NE+QG, RE takes the raw question and mentions of the head and tail node as inputs to decide the relation between them. Combining all three modules, a SPARQL query is finally composed and sent to a knowledge base to get answers.

2.2 User Interface

An example of the interaction between users and our system is illustrated in Figure 3. With this UI, users can not only consult NAMER to answer their questions but also acquire more information around their interested entities and understand how NAMER works to compose the generated query.

3 Model

Consider the question "Where was Yao Ming’s daughter born?", the following section elaborates how each module process the question to compose the correct SPARQL "select ?y where { <Yao_Ming> <daughter> ?x. ?x <place_of_birth> ?y. }".

3.1 Node Extraction (NE)

We define nodes as entities, variables, literals and types in a SPARQL query, namely the entity <Yao_Ming> and the variable ?x and ?y in the case above. The NE module aims to detect mentions of all nodes in a question, i.e. "Yao Ming", "daughter", and "where" respectively. To achieve this, we utilize a transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) encoder with a sequence-tagging head of tag space {O, Eb, Ei, Vb, Vi, VTb, VTi, Tb, Ti, VLb, VLi, Lb, Li} (VL/VT denotes variable-literal/variable-type since mentions of multiple nodes may overlap) to tag the question. Afterward, NE performs entity linking on extracted entities via a mention-to-entity dictionary corresponding to the KB. For each entity
mention, we select its longest substring that appears in the dictionary and view the entities linked to such substring as candidate entities.

3.2 Query Generation (QG)

In QG, we want to generate the node sequence of the expected SPARQL, i.e. \([?y, \langle Yao\_Ming\rangle, ?x, ?x, ?y]\) for the instance above (the first node is the selected variable). One direct method to do so is to adopt a decoder that directly generates such sequence. However, as mentioned before, such an approach poses difficulties for models to grasp the query-question mapping. Hence, we adopt a pointer network (See et al., 2017) to generate a sequence of \(<\text{type (entity, variable, etc.}, \text{pointer}>\) to represent node sequence.

More specifically, QG model is based on a transformer encoder and decoder. Let \(H_E \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times d_h}\) be the encoder output given the question as input, let \(T \in \mathbb{N}^q\) be the previously generated node types (\(n\) is the question length, \(d_h\) denotes hidden dimension, \(q\) is the length of the node sequence) by the decoder. At each decoding step, hidden vector \(h_q\) of the current node is generated, which is then fed to an FFN to represent the type of next node \(T_{next} \in \{E, V, L, T, Start, End\}\). We concatenate \(T_{next}\) to \(T\) for the next decoding step.

\[
h_q = \text{Decoder}(T, H_E) \in \mathbb{R}^{d_h}
\]

\[
P_{next} = \text{softmax}(\text{FFN}(h_q)) \in \mathbb{R}^6
\]

\[
T_{next} = \text{arg max}_i P_{next}
\]

An attention matrix \(W_{att} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_h \times d_h}\) is trained to calculate attention score of each input token and the pointer \(P_{tr}_{cur}\) being the input with max score.

\[
S_{cur} = h_q \ast W_{att} \ast H_T \in \mathbb{R}^n
\]

\[
P_{tr}_{cur} = \text{arg max}_i S_{cur}
\]

When combining NE and QG results, we can replace each pointer with the node it points to given by NE, e.g. replacing \(<\text{var, 5}>\) with a variable node ”?daughter“ with mention ”daughter“. Consequently, the expected node sequence \([?where, \langle Yao\_Ming\rangle, ?daughter, ?daughter, ?where]\) can now be formed.

3.3 Relation Extraction (RE)

RE module aims to determine the relation of each node pair generated in QG, i.e. determining the
### 3.4 Multitasking

Clearly, since all modules above have an encoder, we can share it across different models in the hope of better comprehension and less error propagation. Let $\text{loss}_{\text{NE}}, \text{loss}_{\text{type}}, \text{loss}_{\text{ptr}}, \text{loss}_{\text{RE}}$ be the losses of NE, QG-type, QG-pointer, and RE respectively, we can co-train the models by minimizing the weighted sum over all losses.

$$
\text{loss} = \gamma \ast \text{loss}_{\text{NE}} + \alpha \ast \text{loss}_{\text{type}} + \beta \ast \text{loss}_{\text{ptr}} + \theta \ast \text{loss}_{\text{RE}}
$$

We can also multitask on a subset of modules by setting some hyperparameters $(\gamma, \alpha, \beta, \theta)$ to zero.

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Experimental Setup

**Dataset** We utilize the dataset published in CCKS Chinese KBQA Contest\(^4\) for evaluation. The dataset consists of various Chinese open-domain complex (multi-hop) questions that require deep comprehension of questions and strong generalization ability, its background KB is PKUBASE\(^5\), a Chinese KB based on Baidu Baike. We follow the raw separation of 2.2k/0.76k/0.76k train/dev/test data, note that no information in dev or test set are used when training.

**Annotations** We manually label the mention of all SPARQL nodes in the question required by our framework in the train and dev set. When multiple mentions co-refer a node, all mentions are accepted but we recommend annotators to choose a more informative one, e.g. for the question "Who is Yao Ming’s daughter?" and SPARQL "\text{select } ?x \text{ where } \{<Yao\_Ming> \text{ <daughter> } ?x.}\" both "daughter" and "who" refer to ?x, but the former is preferred. When no mention refers to a node, annotators leave the mention as "None". We perform a brief double-check on 420 randomly selected questions and >93% of which are annotated correctly. See more details of the annotation process in Ethical Considerations.

**Baselines** We compare our results with the top ranking team "jchl"\(^6\)(Luo et al., 2019) in the contest and a competitive KBQA system gAnswer\(^7\) (Hu

\(^4\)https://www.biendata.xyz/competition/ccks_2019_6/data/
\(^5\)A KB endpoint: http://pkubase.gstore.cn/
\(^6\)Team "luoxiao1" was disqualified in final ranking so we compare with the team that won the contest
\(^7\)https://github.com/pkumod/gAnswer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Dev Set</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team JCHL</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gAnswer</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAMER</td>
<td>.774</td>
<td>.770</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance on CCKS CKBQA dataset. The official metrics are average answer-level F1 while we also report Precision and Recall. "Team JCHL" refers to the contest winner whose dev P&R wasn’t published.

The relation `<daughter>` between `<Yao_Ming>` and `?x` and `<place_of_birth>` between `?x` and `?y` for the aforementioned case. We complete this in a ranking manner, which is, we first generate candidate relations for each node pair $n_1$ and $n_2$ (next paragraph), then, we concatenate each candidate with the raw question and the mentions of head and tail nodes to form model input. Such input is encoded by a transformer encoder and converted to a number $S \in [0, 1]$ to represent the score of such candidate relation. RE module selects top-scored candidates of each node pair to form output SPARQL.

More specifically, since relations are directional in KB, we obtain candidates of both positive (from $n_1$ to $n_2$) and reversed (from $n_2$ to $n_1$) directions, marked as $R_{pos}$ and $R_{rev}$ respectively. Suppose a positive relation $r^*$ is the correct choice and $q$ is the question, for each $r_1/r_2$ in $R_{pos}/R_{rev}$ excluding $r^*$, we construct $(q, n_1, n_2, r_1)/(q, n_2, n_1, r_2)$ as negative samples and $(q, n_1, n_2, r^*)$ as a positive sample to train our model.

For each node pair, we query KB to obtain candidate relations. For pairs with an entity, literal or type (deterministic) node in it, we view those relations around that node in KB as candidates; for pairs merely consist of variables, we trace back the route from these variables to any deterministic node and view the relations k-hop away from the deterministic node as candidates. For instance, if three pairs `<Yao_Ming>, ?x>, (?x, ?y)` and `(y, ?z)` are generated, their candidates are 1, 2 and 3-hop away from entity `<Yao_Ming>` in KB respectively.

Additionally, we propose an augmentation method when training RE model. Back to the case above, we also add $(q, n_2, n_1, r_1)/(q, n_1, n_2, r_2)$ and $(q, n_2, n_1, r^*)$ to negative samples when training. Consequently, the model learns the effects of mention order to the prediction, through which it may learn a better scoring policy. See further analysis in Section 4.4.
We evaluate all NE, QG, and RE-related metrics on dev set. We co-train the NE and QG models, remaining RE as a separate model. For NEQG, we train the encoder and decoder with learning rate 1e-6 and 4e-6 respectively with an Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) optimizer, setting hyperparameters to $\gamma = 1, \alpha = \beta = 2.5, \theta = 0$ and batch size to 40. For RE model, we set the learning rate and batch size to 1e-5 and 96 respectively with $\gamma = \alpha = \beta = 0, \theta = 1$. Both models are trained until no progress on validation accuracy for at most 10k steps.

4.2 Overall Performance Evaluation

Table 1 compares the performance of our system and the baselines on official F1 metrics as well as precision and recall. As shown, our system consistently outperforms the contest winner "jchl" on dev and test set while significantly surpass the modified version of gAnswer, setting up a new state-of-the-art performance on the evaluated dataset.

We attribute the improvement to the effectiveness of the proposed framework. With the cooperation of NE and QG, NAMER learns the direct mapping between question and query, making it possible for models to deeply grasp their supervision signals even in case of complex questions and insufficient training data, which is exactly the case for the current dataset. Since the evaluated gAnswer can be viewed as replacing QG with a rule-based subgraph matching module, our advantage over it also implies the superiority of a trainable generative module in KBQA which, we speculate, has better generalization ability facing the highly diversified questions. Finally, based on NEQG, our RE module can naturally deal with complex multi-hop questions by processing a triple (instead of a question) at a time, resulting in an accurate relation scoring for every node pair.

4.3 Analysis of Multitasking

In this section, we try to discuss the impact of different multitasking strategies (Section 3.4) on the framework performance. The results of each module and the overall metrics are given in Table 2. Evidently, multitasking NE and QG consistently improves performance over no multitasking; this is probably due to the shared supervise signals across NE and QG offer extra information for models to better comprehend their tasks. E.g., the supervision in NE tells QG model the semantics of a pointer (since it provides the node mention of a pointer) which assists QG to predict pointers. However, when multitasking all three modules, the performance fails to improve. In detail, although NE and QG metrics resemble our best results, RE encounters a considerable drop on both metrics.
speculate that the different input format of NEQG and RE results in a different semantic space on the tasks, which harms the performance when we forcibly co-train them. Anyway, multitasking notably reduces the storage cost of our system by sharing one encoder across various tasks, which is significant for a system in practice.

4.4 Analysis of Data Augmentation

A data augmentation technique is introduced in Section 3.3, we inspect its effect in Table 3 and provide further discussion in this section. As illustrated, removing augmentation from RE results in a drop on both RE metrics and overall performance, indicating the positive effect of augmentation. To explain, we perform a case study on the question What’s the nickname of Tom's elder brother? Consider the node pair $n_1 = Tom, n_2 = elder\ brother$, we compare the top-scored relation from $n_1$ to $n_2$ and from $n_2$ to $n_1$ given by the model with and without augmentation. As shown in Table 4, the augmented model outputs two antonymous relations in two directions while its counterpart makes two same predictions. Hence, we argue that the augmented training data help the model to concurrently learn 1) the topic-level relationship between a relation and a node pair in question and 2) the effect of node direction to relation (i.e. $r^*$ is only the correct choice from $n_2$ to $n_1$, not conversely). The extra supervise signal enables a deeper comprehension of RE which, in turn, improves model performance.

Interestingly, we find a similar discussion in Lan et al. (2019) on the advantage of SOP over NSP, since sentence order provides additional supervision on discourse-level coherence (which largely resembles the coherence between node direction and relation in our case). Thus, we speculate that similar augmentation methods may work in more scenarios in future research.

5 Related Work

Semantic parsing-based KBQA A semantic parser in KBQA converts a question to a KB query. Previously, some works (Petrochuk and Zettlemoyer, 2018; Mohammed et al., 2018) only focus on answering one-hop questions. To process multi-hop questions, Cui et al. (2017) proposed a template-based pipeline in which a question is converted to a template to further decide its predicate. Hu et al. (2018) and Jin et al. (2019) adopted a subgraph-matching-based model in the pipeline to form a query graph. Ge et al. (2019) used a seq2seq transformer to directly generate queries. To help models directly comprehend the structural mapping, Wang et al. adopted a query template generator as well as an entity and relation extractor to represent the mentions of entities and relations; however, they failed to utilize the mention of variables and literals. Similar to our approach, Shen et al. (2019) used a pointer-generator and entity extractor to grasp the mapping between an entity and its mention, but the mappings of other types of nodes are omitted in their work, also, unlike us, the mappings of other types of nodes are omitted in their work, also, unlike us, the mappings failed to directly assist downstream RE task. Different from the above, we propose a framework that grasps the mappings of all node types and use them to aid downstream tasks.

Public KBQA systems Prior to us, several online KBQA systems are available for the public. However, most systems focused on domain-specific KBs, e.g. E-commerce (Li et al., 2019) and food (Haussmann et al., 2019). On open-domain KBs, Cui et al. (2016) published a system that can answer complex questions and visualize their answers. However, few systems on open-domain Chinese KBQA provide a publicly available web page with detailed visualization of the framework pipeline as in NAMER.

6 Conclusion

We present a robust Chinese KBQA system, NAMER, based on a novel node-based multitasking framework. With three cooperative modules, our system grasps the structural mapping between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>RE</th>
<th>Overall F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hit@5</td>
<td>MRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>.971</td>
<td>.895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Aug.</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>.863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Effects of RE data augmentation. ”w/o Aug.” denotes the RE model trained without augmentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Elder_Brother</td>
<td>.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/o Aug.</td>
<td>Elder_Brother</td>
<td>.999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: A case study for the top-scored relation in both directions between a node pair. False answer is in bold.
a question and its corresponding query. Hence, NAMER reaches superior performance compared to previous SoTA on an open-domain Chinese complex KBQA dataset. Further experiments also demonstrate the effectiveness of the architecture and the techniques adopted in NAMER. As a system intended for easier access to KB for all users, the UI of NAMER provides not only the answers to a given question but also the query structure accompanied by a series of intermediate results (e.g. candidates & scores), assisting users to visualize our system pipeline and explore more KB information to their interest.

For the future, we will incorporate more visualization functions into NAMER to further reduce the barrier to KB for nonspecialist users. Since extra data annotations are required to support NAMER, we also plan to study the effects of the scale of annotated data on system performance. Moreover, we expect to implement and optimize NAMER in multilingual scenarios.

Ethical Considerations

Data Collection

Annotation Guideline  SPARQL queries usually include several triples, restricting the range of target answers. Nodes are defined as the entities, variables, literals, and types in a SPARQL (including the select variable). For instance, the SPARQL select ?x where {<Yao_Ming> <daughter> ?x.} corresponds to the node sequence [?x, <Yao_Ming>, ?x]. Given a natural language question "Who is Yao Ming’s daughter?" and its corresponding SPARQL, annotators are asked to annotate the mention span of every node in the question, i.e. "Yao Ming" for <Yao_Ming> and "daughter" for ?x.

Annotation Details  The questions were distributed evenly to seven annotators with substantial knowledge of NLP. To ensure that the annotators were comfortable with the task, annotation guidance was given before the task began. After the primary annotation, two annotators double-checked the annotation to ensure consistency. All annotators worked part-time on the task.

System Output  We provide an online Chinese KBQA system as shown in Figure 3. The system uses PKUBASE as its supportive KB and accepts Chinese questions as possible input. Despite our efforts to eliminate biased and offensive output, NAMER retains the potential to generate answers that may be wrong or trigger offense. This failure may be induced by the deficiency of PKUBASE, implicit bias of the pretrained model and the limitation of training data. These are known issues in current state-of-the-art neural network-based language models and automatically constructed knowledge base. In no case should inappropriate answers generated by NAMER be construed to reflect the views or values of the authors.
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Having engaging and informative conversations with users is the utmost goal for open-domain conversational systems. Recent advances in transformer-based language models and their applications to dialogue systems have succeeded in generating fluent and human-like responses. However, these systems still lack control over the generation process toward producing contentful responses and achieving engaging conversations. To address this, we present **DiSCoL** (Dialogue Systems through Conversational Line guided response generation). DiSCoL is an open-domain dialogue system that leverages conversational lines (briefly **convlines**) as controllable and informative content-planning elements to guide the generation model in producing engaging and informative responses. Two primary modules in DiSCoL’s pipeline are conditional generators trained for 1) predicting relevant and informative convlines for dialogue contexts and 2) generating high-quality responses conditioned on the predicted convlines. Users can also change the returned convlines to control the direction of the conversations toward topics that are more interesting for them. Through automatic and human evaluations, we demonstrate the efficiency of the convlines in producing engaging conversations.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, users have actively engaged with dialogue systems to fulfill a wide range of requirements. **Task-oriented dialogue systems** have assisted users in accomplishing specific tasks such as finding apartments (Gustafson et al., 2000) and restaurants (Gruenstein and Seneff, 2007) or even booking movie tickets (Li et al., 2017). While, **Open-domain dialogue systems** have been extensively leveraged for psychotherapy counseling, entertainment, and even teaching foreign languages to users (Zhou et al., 2020; Oh et al., 2017; Sarosa et al., 2020). In this work, we focus on the second group.

In the context of open-domain dialogue systems, neural-network-based generative models have outperformed retrieval-based systems by generating diverse and novel responses. More recently, large-scale language models with transformer-based architectures, such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and BART (Lewis et al., 2019), have advanced the state of the art in Natural Language Generation and Dialogue Systems. Such models can be further enhanced by fine-tuning them on task-specific data, as it is the case of DialoGPT (dialogue generative pre-trained transformer) (Zhang et al., 2019), a neural conversational response generation model, trained on 147M conversation-like exchanges extracted from Reddit. Although responses generated by such models are fluent and locally coherent, they usually suffer from content poverty (e.g., generating non-informative content), which can negatively impact user engagement. Furthermore, these models do not allow the users to exert control on the generation process and guide the conversation to-
ward users’ desired direction. The first block in Figure 1 depicts an example of a generated response by DialoGPT.

To alleviate this issue, here we propose DiSCoL, an open-domain dialogue system, which leverages convlines as primary elements to add control for generating informative and content-rich responses. Convlines are abstract representations of utterances in the dialogues that can be used as content planning elements to form high-level content of an utterance and guide the generator to incorporate these informative units in the generation (See colored boxes in Figure 1). Content planning has been shown to be beneficial in the story generation task. These abstract representations known as storylines or story plots have been successful to guide the language models produce more coherent and fluent stories (Yao et al., 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2020; Rashkin et al., 2020; Brahman et al., 2020).

DiSCoL is composed of four main neural-network-based modules (See Figure 3). The first two modules are designed to extract entities and topics of the dialogue context. The third module is a fine-tuned conditional generator that learns to take the dialogue context and previously extracted information and predict convlines that would be leveraged in the response generator module. Similar to convline generator, response generator is a conditional auto-regressive language model that generates response conditioned on the dialogue context and its convlines, entities, and topics extracted from previous modules. The middle block of Figure 1 exhibits the generated response for the inferred convlines shown in green boxes. In the interactive setting of our devised demo from which a snapshot is shown in Figure 2, we provide the users with the facility to manipulate the predicted convlines to direct the conversation toward its topics of interest. The last block in Figure 1 depicts the removed and edited convlines (red and blue boxes) that led the generator to generate a slightly different response by taking into account the applied adjustments.

We validate DiSCoL on the Topical chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) using both human and automatic evaluations. Our results demonstrate the superiority of DiSCoL over DialoGPT in terms of generating higher quality responses, thus indicating the usefulness of convlines as dialogue control mechanisms for generating more engaging responses. We release the source code and trained models to facilitate the future dialogue research.

1 Github Link: https://github.com/PlusLabNLP/Dialogue_System_Hackathon

2 system Architecture

The architecture of our proposed DiSCoL demo system and its modules are depicted in Figure 3. A user converses with the system by writing an utterance as an input. This utterance passes through all the modules and in each module some new information such as its extracted entities, topics, and convlines are augmented. The last module, response
generator, incorporates all this information to generate a response as the output of the system. In this section, we explain each module in detail.

### 2.1 Entity Extractor

One of the principal components in the conversational systems is the set of entities that both interlocutors are interested to converse about. It is crucial that the system can identify the main entities from the dialogue context and try to continue the conversation by providing more relevant information or even expressing its opinions and impressions regarding them. Therefore, in DiSCoL we take the user’s utterance as the dialogue context and extract its entities. This task is known as a named entity recognition (NER) task, where each token in the text is classified into one of the predefined classes such as a person, organization, location or other.

Toward this goal, we leverage the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) fine-tuned on CoNLL-2003 dataset (Sang and De Meulder, 2003), which is a well-known corpus for NER task.\(^2\) We detokenize the output of the fine-tuned BERT model to get the original version of entities’ tokens and disregard the predefined classes of entities since in our case they do not augment additional benefits. As shown in Figure 3, all entities with labels other than O are returned from the entity extractor module.

### 2.2 Topic Classifier

Knowing the topic that the user is enthusiastic to discuss is essential for the dialogue system to generate utterances about that specific topic. The blue box in Figure 3 represents the topic classifier that takes the user’s utterance and predicts the most relevant topics from a predefined set. These topics are later used for predicting convlines and consequently generating responses.

Due to the proven effectiveness of the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019) and its wide applicability in many classification tasks, we incorporate it into the topic classifier module of DiSCoL. We fine-tune BERT model on pairs of utterances and their aligned topics with the main goal of minimizing the cross-entropy loss.

### 2.3 Convline Generator

DiSCoL’s main contribution is in the convline generator module that is depicted as the purple box in Figure 3. Convlines are abstract representations or content plans of utterances throughout the conversation. These representations, which are also known as storylines or story plots in the context of story generation, have recently posited their efficiency in generating higher quality stories (Yao et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2020; Rashkin et al., 2020). Story generation models leverage plan-and-write framework that is successful in generating fluent and informative stories by the intervention of storylines as an intermediate step. In this work, we follow the same idea but in the context of conversational systems. In particular, we aim to show that the controlled generation of high-quality utterances by planning in advance and leveraging useful abstract-level convlines can be beneficial for dialogue systems as well.

To compose the convlines as the main component in the convline generator module, we extract sequences of important words in each utterance from existing human-human conversational data. We use the YAKE (Campos et al., 2018) method that relies on the text’s statistical features to extract the most important keywords of an utterance, as it has shown its superiority over other state-of-the-art unsupervised approaches such as TF-IDF and RAKE (Rose et al., 2010).
To train the convline generator, we extract pairs of \((u_i, r_i)\) as a set of consecutive pairs of dialogue context utterances and their corresponding ground-truth responses in the human-human conversational data. For each dialogue context utterance \((u_i)\), we extract its entities \((e_i)\) and topics \((t_i)\) using the entity extractor and topic classifier modules. Each response \((r_i)\) is replaced by its convlines \((c_i)\) obtained by the YAKE algorithm. The constructed input data are in \((u_i, e_i, t_i, c_i)\) format.

The convline generator is a conditional model that generates the most probable convlines given the provided dialogue context utterance together with its entities and topics. To this end, we apply BART (Lewis et al., 2019), which is a state-of-the-art pre-trained sequence-to-sequence generative model. It combines a bidirectional encoder as that of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to encode the input and a GPT like (Radford et al., 2018) autoregressive decoder model to generate convlines as the output. The top block in Figure 4 encapsulates the training process of the convlines module. We fine-tune BART on the constructed training data with the objective of minimizing the negative log likelihood shown in Equation (1).

\[
L_{\text{line, gen}} = -\log \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(c_i|u_i, t_i, e_i) \tag{1}
\]

During inference, the fine-tuned BART model takes the user’s utterance augmented with its inferred entities and topics to predict the most probable convlines, as depicted in the bottom block of Figure 4. We use top-k sampling (Fan et al., 2019) with \(k = 5\) and a temperature of 0.7 for the generation.

2.4 Response Generator

The last module in DiSCoL system’s pipeline is the response generator that is identical to convline generator except for the type of inputs and outputs. The response generator takes the dialogue context utterance, its convlines and topics as inputs and generates response conditioned on those data.

\[
L_{\text{resp, gen}} = -\log \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(r_i|u_i, t_i, c_i) \tag{2}
\]

During training, we provide utterances, their topics and convlines extracted from YAKE to the BART model and fine-tune this pre-trained conditional generator. As it is shown in Equation (2), the training objective is to maximize the probability of generating ground-truth responses given their context utterances, topics, and the convlines.

During inference, the generator attempts to produce the most probable responses that include convlines returned by the convline generator module.

3 System Implementation

We test our system on Topical-Chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) that includes knowledge-grounded human-human conversations covering a set of 8 different topics. This dataset has been collected by employing Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers who have been provided with specific entities and some external knowledge (Wikipedia lead sections, Washington Post articles, or some Reddit fun facts) to chat about. Therefore, each utterance in the conversation is either based on provided knowledge sources or the user’s personal knowledge. Overall, 261 popular entities spanning 8 various topics (Fashion, Sports, Books, Politics, General Entertainment, Music, Science & Technology and Movies) have been selected for the dataset collection. We add General topic for utterances (e.g. greetings) that do not include any specific contents such as "hi, how are you today?".

3.1 Topic Classification Data

Although each utterance in the Topical-Chat dataset comes from either provided external knowledge or interlocutor’s personal knowledge about some specified entities, it lacks determined topic labels, which are necessary for DiSCoL modules. To infer topics, we first manually match all 261 entities in the external knowledge to one of the topics in the predefined set (Fashion, Sports, Books, Politics, and etc.). Next, we label all utterances talking about those entities to their corresponding topics. This simple labeling scheme produces topics for about 78% of the 188,378 \((easy\_set)\) total utterances. As an example, the utterance "Do you know Tom Brady" is about "Tom Brady" entity that is an indication of the "Sports" topic. Therefore, we label this utterance with the "Sports" topic.

The remaining challenging utterances are mainly the continuation of the dialogue history without directly containing any entities. Take "I guess they live up to their name then!" as an example of such utterances with no mentioned entities. We pursue the following context-based heuristics to label such \(challenging\_set\) utterances with their relevant topics. If the utterance’s neighbors (utterances right before or after the current utterance) are from \(easy\_set\) and both share the same entity, we assign
BARTSports <EOT> Are you an NFL fan? <EOU> NFL <EOE>
Books <EOT> Nice. Do you like Shakespeare? <EOU> Shakespeare <EOE>

yes. I am from Chicago so I am a bears fan. Yes I do. Do you know that he popularized many phrases

Figure 4: Architecture of the convline generator during training and inference time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>188,378</td>
<td>146,370</td>
<td>5,323</td>
<td>5,966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of different groups of utterances (uttr.) in the Topical chat dataset

that entity’s topic to the current utterance, while in the case of neighbors containing different entities, we label the given utterance with both utterances’ topics. If the previous rules do not apply to an utterance in the challenging_set, we use the most frequent topic in the dialog as its topic.

In parallel to the above heuristics and in order to improve the quality of assigned topics, we also apply a keyword-based classifier that classifies challenging_set utterances with appropriate topics. The keyword-based classifier retrieves the most similar entity from the overall 261 entities to each utterance’s keywords using their BERT embeddings. Then, the manually matched topics for the retrieved entity are assigned to the utterance. We only consider 5323 challenging_set utterances that their adapted labels based on both approaches: 1) context-based heuristics and 2) keyword-based classifier are the same (See statistics in Table 1).

The remaining utterances shown in the last column of Table 1 are mainly general utterances for starting or ending conversations without any specific content such as “Good Morning! How are you today?” or “It was nice chatting with you!”. We fine-tune the BERT model as the topic classifier for 10 epochs and get an accuracy of 85.55 on the validation set.

3.2 Convline Generator Data

Convlines are the central components in the training of the DiSCoL system. We leverage YAKE (Campos et al., 2018) for retrieving discourse keywords representing convlines. YAKE assigns an importance score to tokens in a text by following an unsupervised approach that builds upon features extracted from the text (Campos et al., 2018). In this model, a set of features are computed for each term in the text. Subsequently, a list of candidates (n-grams of tokens) is created. Next, the Levenshtein distance is used to remove duplicate keywords. Finally, the aggregation of token scores in each keyword is used to represent the keyword’s score. Keywords with lower scores are returned as the text’s salient convlines. We use YAKE to generate a contiguous sequence of 1, 2, and 3-grams candidate convlines. We extract 3-grams convlines, followed by extracting 2-grams and 1-gram that are not included in the previously returned keywords. We fine-tune BART-large for both convlines and response generator models for 3 epochs and checkpoint the best epoch based on validation perplexity.3

4 Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of DiSCoL system against DialoGPT, which is one of the strongest recent baselines that has shown its efficiency in generating consistent and relevant responses.

4.1 Metrics

To explore the efficiency of our proposed controlled response generation, we apply both automatic and human evaluations.

Table 2: Statistics and inter-annotator agreements of AMT evaluations on DiSCoL and DialoGPT performances.

---

3We fine-tune BART model using https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
4.2 Automatic Evaluations

Due to the multi-faceted nature of dialogue quality, it is necessary to do the evaluation from different aspects (See et al., 2019; Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020). To this end, we compare the quality of DiSCoL and DialoGPT generated responses through computing different metrics. We conduct automatic evaluations and compute evaluation metrics on 23,530 consecutive utterance pairs (dialogue context utterances and their ground-truth responses) of the Topical chat test set. The measured metrics are averaged over all utterance pairs within the test set. We compute BLEU-3 (Papineni et al., 2002) to evaluate the similarity of generated responses to ground-truth responses based on the 3-grams overlaps. Due to the one-to-many essence of open-domain dialogue systems and the imperfection of such word-overlap metrics (Liu et al., 2016; Ghazarian et al., 2019; Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020), we also focus on three main aspects: diversity, relevancy, and engagingness as better indications of systems performances.

Diversity measures the percentage of distinct generated tokens by each model. Li et al. (2015) proposed distinct-2 that computes distinct bi-grams divided by the total number of generated words. Relevancy utilizes both dialogue context utterance and the generated response to deliberate how much it is relevant to the given utterance (Tao et al., 2018; Ghazarian et al., 2019). We use the contextualized Ruber metric for this purpose (Ghazarian et al., 2019). At the end, since in open-domain dialogue systems, it is necessary to have both relevant and interesting responses to make the user feel satisfied (Ghazarian et al., 2020), we further validate systems based on the engagingness of responses. We compute engagingness as the probability score of the engaging class predicted by Ghazarian et al. (2020)’s proposed engagement classifier.

4.3 Human Evaluations

We extend our evaluations by running AMT experiments to report human judgments on the quality of system-generated responses. We randomly select 100 dialogue context utterances from the Topical chat test set. For each given dialogue context utterance, we ask three AMT workers to rate DiSCoL and DialoGPT’s generated responses by keeping these systems anonymous. Participants rate the relevance, engagingness, and overall quality of each response on a 5-point Likert scale (1 indicating irrelevant/not engaging and low-quality response). The statistics of the AMT experiment are shown in Table 2.

4.4 Results

Automatic Evaluation. Figure 5 depicts the average scores of diversity, BLEU, relevancy, and engagingness resulted from automatic evaluation metrics for all the generated responses of DiSCoL and DialoGPT systems. The strength of DiSCoL is noticeable from its higher BLEU score and more diverse, relevant, and engaging responses. Overall, the diversity is low due to the limited distinct topics considered in the Topical chat dataset. The BLEU metric is low for both systems which shows its inadequacy in the open-domain evaluations; where a response can be super appropriate and at the same time not similar to the ground-truth response.

Human Evaluation. The bars in Figure 6 demonstrate the average of human annotations for different qualities of generated utterances. Each response’s score is the mean aggregation of three annotators’ ratings. According to Figure 6, annotators appraise responses generated by DiSCoL with higher scores in terms of relevancy, engagingness, and overall quality. This could be an evidence for the positive impact of incorporating convlines to
guide the dialogue system towards generating controllable, relevant, and contentful responses that infuse the user to converse for a longer time.

5 Conclusion

We have introduced DiSCoL, an open domain dialogue system that leverages convline as an intermediate step toward generating more informative and controllable responses in dialogues. The convlines are predicted and subsequently leveraged in the response generation process. Additionally, DiSCoL allows users to manipulate convlines towards their favorite conversational direction. Our findings show that in contrast to other transformer-based dialogue systems that do not incorporate content planning, DiSCoL takes the advantage of such a principled structure to generate better and more engaging conversations with users.

In the future, we imagine an open path of possible research in the controllable conversations which would guide the dialogue toward having pleasant features such as empathy and bias-free or even personalized convlines to generate dialogues with such aspects. It is also expecting to train dialogue models to converse by following specific styles such as generating formal conversations by predicting more formal convlines.

6 Ethics

Through the entire phases of the conducted research and developed DiSCoL system, all co-authors were agreed and adhered to ACM Code of Ethics. Our effort was to ensure we stuck to the conscience of the profession and considered the Code principles. We certify that this system and all the presented evaluations are compatible with the provided code. In the following, we discuss two main spots in the development and evaluation of our system that could be targeted for encompassing abusive and improper conversations and having biased evaluations.

DiSCoL System’s Development The main contribution of our proposed DiSCoL system is to augment controllable response generation with the intervention of convlines that leads the generation towards producing more relevant and interesting responses. Indeed, DiSCoL provides an opportunity for users to manipulate the convlines and guide the system to continue the conversation in the user’s favorite direction. All DiSCoL’s modules leverage pre-trained large language models such as BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and fine-tune them on recently proposed Topical chat dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). One potential harm that DiSCoL could cause is its feasibility to generate improper responses conditioned on the inferred convlines with abusive contents. Since the convline and response generators are BART models finetuned on human-human conversations that do not encompass profanity and inappropriate content ((Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019)), hence the convlines that indeed are important informative units of the utterances would be free of bias and obscene content. However, there still is a possibility of dual-usage attacks by augmenting conversations with offensive languages to fine-tune the generators and teach them to generate such inappropriate content. The identification of such attacks that could occur in almost all learnable models and the way to overcome them by itself is a distinct and huge research area that is out of this paper’s scope.

DiSCoL System’s Evaluation Alongside the automatic evaluation for demonstrating the efficiency of controllable generations using convlines, we further collected human annotations by conducting Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) experiments. We provided different systems responses for given utterances while keeping systems anonymous and asked users to rate responses by considering different aspects that had been explained in the AMT surveys. We estimated the average time users would spend on each survey and fairly compensated them according to the hourly wage.

We kept the privacy of all AMT turkers who participated in the experiments. Our experiments did not have the requisite to know the user’s personal information, therefore their personal information including their genre, ethnicity, and etc. are not revealed. This fades the necessity for IRB approvals.

At the end, we want to note that our system’s target is NLP open-domain conversational AI community with the main goal of achieve engaging conversations with the incorporation of convlines and increasing the user’s ability to control the generation process. Likewise other proposed dialogue systems, we anticipate specific failure modes specifically for novel conversations on new topics. Lifelong learning in dialogue systems which is not the focus of this work is a research area that attempts to enhance conversation systems’ ability to deal with such novel scenarios.
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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce FITAnnotator, a generic web-based tool for efficient text annotation. Benefiting from the fully modular architecture design, FITAnnotator provides a systematic solution for the annotation of a variety of natural language processing tasks, including classification, sequence tagging and semantic role annotation, regardless of the language. Three kinds of interfaces are developed to annotate instances, evaluate annotation quality and manage the annotation task for annotators, reviewers and managers, respectively. FITAnnotator also gives intelligent annotations by introducing task-specific assistant to support and guide the annotators based on active learning and incremental learning strategies. This assistant is able to effectively update from the annotator feedbacks and easily handle the incremental labeling scenarios.

1 Introduction

Manually-labeled gold standard annotations are the first prerequisite for the training and evaluation of modern Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods. With the development of deep learning, neural networks have achieved state-of-the-art performance in a variety of NLP fields. These impressive achievements rely on large-scale training data for supervised training. However, building annotation requires a significant amount of human effort and incurs high costs, and can place heavy demands on human annotators for maintaining annotation quality and consistency.

To improve annotation productivity and reduce the financial cost of annotation, many text annotation softwares are developed by constraining user actions and providing an effective interface. In the early days, platforms for linguistic annotations such as O’Donnell (2008), BART (Stenetorp et al., 2012), WebAnno-13 (Yimam et al., 2013) mainly focused on providing a visual interface for user labeling process, making annotation accessible to non-expert users. Recently, integrating active learning into annotation systems for providing suggestions to user has become mainstream (TextPro (Planta et al., 2008), WebAnno-14 (Yimam et al., 2014), Active DOP (van Cranenburgh, 2018), INCEpTION (Klie et al., 2018), etc), but most of these works focus on English text and rarely consider the multi-lingual setting, which is necessary due to the growing demand for annotation in other languages. In addition to the interface and efficiency, incremental annotation is also necessary in real-world scenarios since the pre-defined annotation standards and rules cannot handle rapidly emerging novel classes in the real world, while being less addressed in existing annotation tools.

To address the challenges above, we propose FITAnnotator, a generic web-based tool for text annotation, which fulfills the following requirements:

- Extremely flexible and configurable: our system architecture is fully modular, even the user interface is a replaceable module. Which means it is model-agnostic and supports annotation on a variety of linguistic tasks, including tagging, classification, parsing, etc.
- Active learning: learning from small amounts of data, and selecting by itself what data it would like the user to label from an unlabeled dataset. Annotators label these selected instances and add them to the training set. A new model is automatically trained on the updated training set. This process repeats and results in dramatic reductions in the amount of labeling required to train the NLP model.
- Expansible data provider: the previous annotation tools are compatible with the static corpus for annotation, which is not convenient
for annotating from sketch and expansion. FITAnnotator sets up an independent data loader and data provider, which can continuously import data to the corpus in bulk. The flexible data provider also brings new problems, such as dynamic labeling schema, which should be solved by incremental learning.

- Incremental learning: creating a prototype for each category and enabling the prototypes of the novel categories far from the prototypes of the original categories while maintaining features to cluster near the corresponding category prototypes, which makes the tool suitable for annotating with new classes added incrementally.

- Collaboration & crowdsourcing: the system is designed for the multi-user scenario, where multiple annotators can work collaboratively at the same time. When multiple users cooperate in annotation, the dismountable crowdsourcing algorithm interface can be used to allocate overlapping data in apiece task packages, for evaluating the annotation quality of each user. Also, the system provides a manual review interface, which can perform sampling inspection and evaluation on various users’ annotation.

Figure 1 reflects our design philosophy and comprehension of the interaction between the three major elements in our annotation system.

### 2 Related Works

In recent years, the NLP community has developed several annotation tools (Neves and Ševa, 2019). Yedda (Yang et al., 2018b) provides an easy-to-use and lightweight GUI software for collaborative text annotation, and provides certain administrator analysis for evaluating multi-annotators. FLAT² introduces generalised paradigm and well-defined annotation format defined in folia (van Gompel, 2012), and provides web-based annotation interface. Doccano (Nakayama et al., 2018) is an open-source, web-based text annotation tool that provides collaboration, intelligent recommendation functions, and includes a user-friendly annotation interface. INCEpTION (Klie et al., 2018) is a comprehensive text annotation system, which is also web-based and open-source, integrates active learning algorithms and provides various interfaces for different annotation tasks, and it is developing for more tasks (de Castilho et al., 2018), more convenient (Boullosa et al., 2018) and low-resource scenarios (Klie et al., 2020).

In addition, commercial annotation tools such as prodigy³, tagtog⁴, LightTag⁵ also provide powerful active learning support, team-collaboration functions, efficient user interfaces, and provide more related commercial solutions, which have gained appreciable business achievement.

All of these intelligent text annotation tools have several common features: supporting active learning and a rich variety of tasks. And commercial annotation tools pay more attention to user experience and collaboration.

### 3 Architecture

The architecture of FITAnnotator is influenced by the ideas of functional programming and, in particular, by the desire to combine functional with object-oriented programming. The adherence to the programming principles such as immutability and modularity, FITAnnotator is developed by hybrid programming language Python. An overview of our system is shown in Figure 2, which has four main modules:

1. core module controls all data flow and provides the gateway for other modules. Tasks and projects are stored in the database of this module, and there are some fields to specify the URI of each related module. The system is based on these URLs to transfer and process data between modules. This module also

---

provides an administrator control panel for managing the system and database.

2. **data-loader** module contains fundamental tokenizer and data-loader of specific machine learning model. By deploy multifarious data-loader module with different tokenizers, we can adapt this system to different languages and tasks. In addition, we also provide data expansion function in this module. Expanded data would be cleaned in this module and passed to **core** module.

3. **intelligent annotation** module acts as the assistant which provides a pre-built machine learning model according to the type of tasks. This model could be simple as FastText (Joulin et al., 2017) or complex as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). With such a model, we can obtain automatic labeling results for unlabeled data, and calculate their ranking scores according to the active learning strategy. By reordering the unlabeled data before pushing them to annotators, the annotation speed could be accelerated. Besides, incremental learning is also implemented in this module. We describe the details of this module in Section 4.

4. **interface** module contains three separate web interfaces: annotator, reviewer and administrator. The annotator interface presents the ranked unlabeled instances based on the recommendation score provided by the active learning module. Upon annotating a new sentence, the annotator is presented with the most probable labels recommended by the active learning model (see Figure 4). When the annotators make a decision for confirming model recommendation or altering the labels, the operations will be fed back to the backend system and update the parameters of the active learning model. In the reviewer interface, the users monitor the progress of the annotation and see statistics such as the number of annotated instances, and the remaining unlabeled data. The reviewers can also review these already annotated instances and introduce corrections if necessary. In the administrator interface (shown in Figure 3), the project manager defines the annotation standards and sets all parameters for the annotation process, including the configs of active learning models, the management of annotators and reviewers, the assignment of tasks and so on.

The system is written with a modular design intended to be easily modifiable. Modules and interfaces (except core module and administrator interface) can be replaced easily for specific requirements. The flexibility it easy to adapt to multiple tasks and languages. FITAnnotator has three built-in annotation templates now: text classification, sequence tagging and semantic structure annotation, which cover most common NLP tasks, including sentence classification, sentence pair matching, named entity recognition and semantic role annotation. Users can also migrate to other tasks through simple modification of the framework.

4 Intelligent Annotation

Creating high-quality annotated corpora is a laborious process and requires experts who are highly familiar with the annotation schemes and stan-
To accelerate the annotation process, we introduce the intelligent assistant that incorporates task-specific neural networks which actively assist and guide annotators. The cores of intelligent annotation are two adaptive learning mechanisms: active learning and incremental learning.

### 4.1 Active Learning

A framework where a model learns from small amounts of data, and optimizes the selection of the most informative or diverse sample to annotate in order to maximize training utility value, is referred to as active learning (Gal et al., 2017; Schröder and Niekler, 2020). In particular, we employ a fused active learning method as a default strategy for evaluating, re-ranking and re-sampling data, which considers uncertainty and diversity at the same time (Zhou et al., 2017; Lutnick et al., 2019). Using such a strategy, the most difficult and diverse instances will be annotated first, which are more valuable for model learning with respect to the rest of the corpus. After the instances have been selected by active learning, the system displays them in the annotator interface with the highlighted suggestion labels. The annotator can then accept or modify the suggestion. The choices are stored and passed to the active learning module as new training data to update the parameters.

For analyzing the effectiveness of active learning strategies in FITAnnotator, we conduct a simple but representative comparative experiment based on the IMDb movie reviews sentiment classification task (Maas et al., 2011). In this experiment, we respectively explore the effectiveness of the uncertainty sampling and the diversity sampling in active learning.
learning (Fu et al., 2013), and employ a random sampling strategy as the baseline method. Two kinds of popular text classification models (FastText (Joulin et al., 2017) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)) are respectively implemented as the backbone of active learning. We use \( \text{accuracy}^+ \) as the indicator to measure the performance (Lu et al., 2019):

\[
\text{accuracy}^+ = \frac{TP^H + TN^H + TP^M + TN^M}{N}
\]

where \( N \) is the size of dataset, \( H \) and \( M \) represent the human-annotated labels and the model-predicted labels respectively. The evaluation is continuously carried out with the annotation process of the IMDb training set. Every 100 new annotation samples are generated, the performance of the backbone is evaluated on the standard test set. The results are shown in Figure 6. Apparently, the BERT-based active learning method outperforms the FastText-based method. In terms of training convergence speed, the sampling strategy based on the uncertainty criterion is similar to the diversity criterion, but both of them are obviously faster than the random sampling baseline. After plenty of samples are labeled, the accuracy of those sampling methods tends to be approximate. This observation demonstrates that our system is able to accelerate the training process of the models by introducing active learning algorithms, so as to provide users with label recommendations more quickly and accurately.

### 4.2 Incremental Learning

Existing annotation tools focus on labeling instances based on a fixed annotation scheme. However, the pre-defined standards may not cover all the cases met in the annotation process, especially for the classification task with constantly updated source data. Take the case of aspect category classification (ACC). In E-commerce platforms, online reviews are valuable resources for providers to get feedback for their services. ACC aims to identify all the aspects discussed in a given review. Yet in the real world, new reviews and products are rapidly emerging, and it is impossible to annotate reviews with a pre-defined set of aspect categories once to cover all aspects (Toh and Su, 2015; Wu et al., 2018).

Considering the enormous cost of re-labeling the entire corpus, in an ideal annotation system, the new classes should be integrated into the existing labeled instances, sharing the previously learned parameters of active learning. To this end, we introduce an incremental learning mechanism into our annotation system. As Figure 5 shown, by creating a prototype for each category, the classification problem is converted into a problem of matching the samples to the prototypes (Yang et al., 2019).
During the training process, the loss function is designed to minimize the distance between the sample and the prototype ($m$ in Figure 5 is the minimal margin between prototypes) and maximize the distance between prototypes. Thus the space of representation is sparse and clear outside of prototype clusters, a new prototype of the category can be added easily (Rebuffi et al., 2017).

To verify the effectiveness of FITAnnotator combined with incremental learning, we conduct experiments on the AG News dataset\(^6\), which is collected from the news corpus with four classes. In order to simulate the real-world scenario, we first use samples belonging to three of the four categories for annotation. After labeling 1000 samples, we import the data of the fourth category, and use the class-incremental function provided by FITAnnotator to change the annotation schema. For evaluation, we construct a word-level LSTM + CNN representation model with glove word embedding (Pennington et al., 2014) as the encoder, and compare our prototype-based method with the classic softmax-based classifier. The micro-F1 score is chosen as the evaluation metric.

Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results. In the ordinary text classification task, the performance of the softmax-based classifier and the prototype-based classifier is relatively approximate. After introducing the fourth class (new class), the performance of the softmax-based classifier occurs a catastrophic recession. On the contrary, the prototype-based method shows impressive results in the class-incremental scenario, and the negative effect of the newly introduced class is negligible.

\(^6\)http://groups.di.unipi.it/~gulli/AG_corpus_of_news_articles.html

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present FITAnnotator, a web-based system for interactive NLP annotation. In order to reduce the workload of annotators, we integrate an active learning strategy in our system recommendation part, and introduce an incremental learning strategy to facilitate the rapid annotation of incessantly emerging novel categories. It supports a range of annotation types, and analyzing, assessing, and managing the annotations. In future work, FITAnnotator will integrate more advanced incremental learning and active learning algorithms, and be enhanced to develop more task templates.
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Abstract

Despite impressive performance on standard benchmarks, natural language processing (NLP) models are often brittle when deployed in real-world systems. In this work, we identify challenges with evaluating NLP systems and propose a solution in the form of Robustness Gym (RG), a simple and extensible evaluation toolkit that unifies 4 standard evaluation paradigms: subpopulations, transformations, evaluation sets, and adversarial attacks. By providing a common platform for evaluation, RG enables practitioners to compare results from disparate evaluation paradigms with a single click, and to easily develop and share novel evaluation methods using a built-in set of abstractions. Robustness Gym is under active development and we welcome feedback & contributions from the community.

1 Introduction

Advances in natural language processing (NLP) have led to models that achieve high test accuracy on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) data. However, analyses suggest that models are not robust to data corruptions (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018), distribution shifts (Hendrycks et al., 2020; Miller et al., 2020), and harmful data manipulations (Jia and Liang, 2017), and rely on spurious patterns (McCoy et al., 2019b). In practice, these vulnerabilities hinder deployment of trustworthy systems, as seen in public-use systems that were later revealed to be systematically biased, such as chatbots (Stuart-Ulin, 2018) and recruiting tools (Hamilton, 2018).

While practitioners know of these problems, it remains common to evaluate solely on i.i.d. data. Ideally, the goal of evaluation is to perform a broad assessment of a model’s capabilities on the types of examples that it is likely to see when deployed. This process is complex for practitioners, since existing tools cater to a specialized set of evaluations for a task, and provide no clear way to leverage or share findings from prior evaluations. Thus, current evaluation practices face two challenges:

1. Idiomatic lock-in (Section 2.1). We identify 4 distinct evaluation types or idioms supported by existing tools and research – subpopulations, transformations, adversarial attacks and evaluation sets. Existing tools use bespoke abstractions to serve a subset of these idioms (e.g., adversarial attacks on words), requiring users to glue together tools to perform a broad evaluation that mixes idioms.

2. Workflow fragmentation (Section 2.2). As practitioners evaluate, they need to save progress, report findings and collaborate to understand model behavior. Existing solutions to save progress are tool- and idiom-specific, lack versioning, and provide limited support for sharing. Existing reporting templates are free-form, and have not successfully incentivized users to report findings e.g. only 6% of Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2020b) models report evaluation information.

In response to these challenges, we introduce Robustness Gym (RG), a simple, extensible and unified toolkit for evaluating robustness and sharing findings (Figure 1). RG users can:

1. Create slices (Section 3.1) of data in RG. Each slice is a collection of examples, built using one or more evaluation idioms. RG scaffolds users in a two-stage workflow, separating the storage of side-information about examples (CachedOperation) from the nuts and bolts of programmatically building slices using this information (SliceBuilder). This workflow helps...
users quickly implement new ideas, minimize boilerplate code and seamlessly integrate existing tools.

2. Consolidate evaluations (Section 3.2) and findings for community sharing. RG users add slices into a TestBench that can be versioned and shared, allowing users to collaboratively build benchmarks and track progress. For standardized reporting, RG provides Robustness Reports that can be auto-generated from test-benches and included in paper appendices.

We close with a discussion of how Robustness Gym can benefit practitioners2 (Section 4), describing how users with varying expertise – novice, intermediate, expert – can evaluate a natural language inference (NLI) model in RG.

2 The Landscape of Evaluation Tools

We describe two challenges facing evaluation today, and situate them in the context of existing work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Instantiation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filters</td>
<td>HasPhrase Subpopulation that contains negation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HasLength Subpopulation that is in the {X} percentile for length.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position Subpopulation that contains {TOKEN} in position {N}.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic</td>
<td>IFTTT recipes</td>
<td>If example ends in {ING} then transform with backtranslation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>Switch the first and last sentences of a source document to create a new eval set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Adding “aaaaabbb” at the end of every example as a form of attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template</td>
<td>Checklist</td>
<td>Generate new eval set using examples of the form “I {NEGATION} {POS_VERB}.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>HasScore Subpopulation with perplexity {&gt;X} based on a L.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HasTopic Subpopulation belonging to a certain topic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagger*</td>
<td>POS Subpopulation that contains {POS_NOUN} in position {N}.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NER</td>
<td>Subpopulation that contains entity names with non-English origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRL</td>
<td>Subpopulation where there is no {AGENT}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coref</td>
<td>Subpopulation that contains the pronouns for a particular gender.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parser*</td>
<td>Constituency</td>
<td>Transform with all complete subtrees of {POS_VP} in the input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependency</td>
<td>Subpopulation that has at least 2 {POS_NP} dependent on {POS_VP}.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generative</td>
<td>Backtranslation</td>
<td>Using a seq2seq model for transformation using backtranslation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Few-shot</td>
<td>Using GPT3 like models for creating synthetic eval sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perturbation</td>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>Synonym substitution using EDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TextAttack</td>
<td>Perturbing input using TextAttack recipes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtering</td>
<td>Figurative text</td>
<td>Using humans to identify subpopulation that contains sarcasm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curation</td>
<td>Evaluation sets</td>
<td>Building datasets like ANLI Contrast sets, HANS, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data validation</td>
<td>Using human-in-the-loop for label verification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adversarial</td>
<td>Invariant</td>
<td>Perturbing text in a way that the expected output does not change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directional</td>
<td>Perturbing text in a way that the expected output changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Counterfactual</td>
<td>Transforming to counterfactuals for a desired target concept.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample of slice builders and corresponding data slices along with example use cases that can either be used out-of-the-box or extended from Robustness Gym. * marked are CachedOperations and the rest are SliceBuilders.

2.1 Challenge 1: Idiomatic Lock-In

When practitioners decide what they want to evaluate, they can suffer from lock-in to a particular idiom or type of evaluation after they adopt a tool. Our analysis suggests that most tools and research today serve a subset of four evaluation idioms:

1. Subpopulations. Identify subpopulations of a dataset where the model may perform poorly. Example: short reviews (< 50 words) in the IMDB sentiment dataset (Maas et al., 2011).

2. Transformations. Perturb data to check that the model responds correctly to changes. Example: substitute words with their synonyms in the IMDB dataset.

3. Attacks. Perturb data adversarially to exploit weaknesses in a model. Example: add “aabbccaa” to the end of reviews, making the model predict positive sentiment.

4. Evaluation Sets. Use existing datasets or author examples to test generalization and perform targeted evaluation.

See 2 minute supplementary demo video.
Table 2: Evaluation tools and literature, focusing on NLI as a case study. Some tools support multiple types of evaluations, e.g., TextAttack supports both augmentations and attacks. For additional related work, see Section 5.

Example: author new movie reviews in the style of a newspaper columnist.

We note that these idioms are not exhaustive. In Table 2, we use this categorization to summarize the tools and research available today, using the well-studied natural language inference (NLI) task as a case study. As an example, TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) users can perform attacks, while Checklist (Ribeiro et al., 2020) users author examples using templates, but cannot perform attacks.

Tools vary in whether they provide scaffolding to let users build on new evaluation ideas easily. They often provide excellent abstractions for particular idioms, e.g., TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) scaffolds users to easily write new adversarial attacks. However, no tool that we are aware of addresses this for evaluation that cuts across multiple idioms.

All of these limitations make it difficult for practitioners, who are forced to glue together a combination of tools. Each tool meets different developer needs, and has its own abstractions and organizing principles, which takes away time from users to inject their own creativity and expertise into the evaluation process.

We address these challenges with Robustness Gym (Section 3.1), which uses an open-interface design to support all 4 evaluation idioms, and provides a simple workflow to scaffold users.

2.2 Challenge 2: Workflow Fragmentation

As practitioners evaluate, they need to keep track of progress and communicate findings. Evaluation tools today let users save their progress, but provide no support for semantic versioning (Preston-Werner, 2013) and sharing findings. This is made more difficult when consolidating evaluations and results across multiple tools. General-purpose data storage solutions (McKerns et al., 2012) solve this problem, but require significant user effort to customize and manage.

Reporting findings can be difficult since there is no consensus on how to report when performing evaluation across multiple idioms. To study whether existing tools incentivize reporting, we scraped model cards for all available Huggingface models (Wolf et al., 2020a). Model cards (Mitchell et al., 2019) are free-form templates for standardized reporting that contain an entry for “Evaluation” or “Results”, but leave the decision of what to report to the user. Huggingface provides tools for users to create model cards when submitting models to their model hub.

Our findings are summarized in Table 3. Only a small fraction (6.0%) of models carry model cards with any evaluation information. Qualitatively, we found low consistency in how users report findings, even for models trained on the same task. This suggests that it remains difficult for users to report evaluation information consistently and easily.

In Section 3.2, we describe the support that Robustness Gym provides for versioning evaluations in testbenches, and easily exporting and reporting findings with reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Idiom</th>
<th>Tools Available</th>
<th>Research Literature (focusing on NLI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subpopulations</td>
<td>Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2017), Enrudite (Wu et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Hard/easy sets (Gururangan et al., 2018), Compositional-sensitivity (Nie et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformations</td>
<td>NLPaug (Ma, 2019)</td>
<td>Counterfactuals (Kaushik et al., 2019), Stress test (Naik et al., 2018), Bias factors (Sanchez et al., 2018), Verb veridicality (Ross and Pavlick, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacks</td>
<td>TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020), OpenAttack (Zeng et al., 2020), Dynambench (Kiel, 2020), SuperGLUE diagnostic sets (Wang et al., 2019), Checklist (Ribeiro et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Universal Adversarial Triggers (Wallace et al., 2019a), Adversarial perturbations (Glockner et al., 2018), ANLI (Nie et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation Sets</td>
<td>FraCaS (Cooper et al., 1994), RTE (Dagan et al., 2005), SICK (Marelli et al., 2014), MNLI (Williams et al., 2018), HANS (McCoy et al., 2019b), Quantified NLI (Geiger et al., 2018), MPE (Lai et al., 2017), EQUATE (Ravichander et al., 2019), DNC (Polatak et al., 2018), ImpPres (Jericic et al., 2020), Systematicity (Yanaka et al., 2020), ConjNLI (Saha et al., 2020), SherLIiC (Schmitt and Schütze, 2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Prevalence of evaluations in model cards on the HuggingFace Model Hub (huggingface.co/models).
3 Robustness Gym

We address the challenges highlighted in Section 2 with Robustness Gym (RG). We describe how users can build evaluations in Section 3.1, and version evaluations and report findings in Section 3.2. Figure 1 provides a visual depiction of the system design and workflow in RG, while Python examples for RG are in Tables 4, 5 and 6 of the appendix.

3.1 Evaluation Workflow

As highlighted in Section 2.1, practitioners can get locked into a single tool that supports only a few evaluation idioms. By contrast, RG enables broad evaluations across multiple idioms. At a high level, RG breaks evaluation into a two-stage workflow:

1. Caching information. First, practitioners typically perform a set of common pre-processing operations (e.g., tokenization, lemmatization) and compute useful side information for each example (e.g., entity disambiguation, coreference resolution, semantic parsing) using external knowledge sources and models, which they cache for future analysis. An example is running the spaCy pipeline, and caching the Doc object that is generated for downstream analysis.

   A large part of practitioner effort goes into generating this side information – which can be expensive to compute – and into standardizing it to a format that is convenient for analysis.

   RG Support. CachedOperation is an abstraction in RG to derive useful information or generate side information for each example in a dataset by (i) letting users run common operations easily and caching the outputs of these operations e.g., running spaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020); (ii) storing this information alongside the associated example so that it can be accessed conveniently; (iii) providing a simple abstraction for users to write their own operations.

2. Building slices. Second, practitioners use the examples’ inputs and any available cached information to build slices, which are collections of examples used for evaluation based on any of the 4 evaluation idioms. These slices are derived from a loaded dataset by applying one of the evaluation idioms, e.g. filtering a dataset based on some criteria to construct a subpopulation.

   RG Support. SliceBuilder is an abstraction to retrieve information for an example and create slices of data from them by (i) providing retrieval methods to access inputs and cached information conveniently when writing custom code to build slices; (ii) providing specialized abstractions for specific evaluation idioms: transformations, attacks and subpopulations. Robustness Gym includes wrappers for libraries such as TextAttack and nlpaug that provide specialized support for constructing adversarial attacks and data transformations respectively. This allows users the ability to utilize external libraries in a unified toolkit and workflow.

This breakdown naturally separates the process of gathering useful information from the nuts and bolts of technical implementation.
bolts of using that information to build slices. Table 1 contains examples of CachedOperations and SliceBuilders that can be supported by RG.

RG relies on a common data interface provided by the datasets library from HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020a), which is backed by Apache Arrow (Foundation, 2019). This ensures that all operations in RG interoperate with HuggingFace models.

### Testbenches and Reports

As highlighted in Section 2.2, users may find themselves consolidating evaluation results across several tools and evaluation idioms. RG addresses this fragmentation by providing users a TestBench abstraction for storing and versioning evaluations, and a Report abstraction for sharing findings.

- **Versioning evaluations.** Users can assemble and version a collection of slices into a TestBench, which represents a suite of evaluations. A TestBench contains the slices created by the user, and users can interact with a TestBench to evaluate models and store metrics. Each TestBench has an associated semantic version that can be “bumped” as changes are made, e.g. if a user adds a new set of slices, they can change the version to indicate that the TestBench has been modified.

RG tracks the provenance or history of slices, making it easy to identify the (i) slice’s original data source; (ii) sequence of SliceBuilders by which a slice was created. This makes it easy for another user to reproduce evaluations when given a TestBench, even without the original code. They can simply inspect the slices in the TestBench to look at provenance information, and use it to reproduce their evaluation process.

- **Sharing findings.** Users can create a Robustness Report for any model on a TestBench (Figure 2), or standalone reports for evaluations that are not performed in RG, using the Report abstraction. To incentivize standardized reporting, RG supports Standard Reports for several tasks. The Standard Report is comprehensive, static and is backed by a TestBench that contains slices from all evaluation idioms. It can be generated in a PDF or LaTeX format to be added to the appendix of a paper\(^3\). Reports reduce user burden in communicating findings, and make it easier to standardize reporting in the community.

RG supports an interactive Streamlit tool\(^4\) for generating standard reports, which will be expanded in the future to allow users to pick slices based on their evaluation needs.

### User Personas in Robustness Gym

Next, we discuss how users with varying expertise can use RG. We describe how 3 user personas—beginner, intermediate, and advanced—can use RG

\(^3\)See Figure 3 in the appendix.

\(^4\)Screenshot in Figure 4 of the appendix.
to analyze the performance of an natural language inference (NLI) model. In NLI, the goal is to determine whether a premise sentence entails, is neutral to, or contradicts a hypothesis sentence.

4.1 Scenario I: Beginner User

Description. Users new to NLP and robustness, lack knowledge to choose or write specific slices.

Example Goal. Exploratory robustness testing.

RG support:

- **Visual Interface.** The user creates a report with a few clicks in the Streamlit interface\(^5\). They select “Standard Report”, “SNLI” (dataset)\(^6\), “Ternary Natural Language Inference” (task), “BERT-Base” (model), and click “Generate Report”.

- **Standard Reports.** The Standard Report, shown in Figure 2 provides a detailed snapshot of various robustness tests for NLI. The tests may include Subpopulations (e.g., HASNEGATION, LEXICALOVERLAP), Transformations (e.g., SYNONYMAUG, KEYBOARDAUG) (Ma, 2019), Attacks (TEXTATTACK) (Morris et al., 2020; Garg and Ramakrishnan, 2020), and Evaluation Sets (Bowman et al., 2015). The user gleaned several initial insights from this report. For example, their model is vulnerable to typing mistakes due to low accuracy on the KEYBOARDAUG slice; the predicted class distribution column reveals that this noise causes the model to predict contradiction more frequently than entailment or neutral. The user is able to easily share the generated PDF of this report.

4.2 Scenario II: Intermediate User

Description. Users familiar with NLP and robustness, willing to write minimal code.

Example Goal. Explore gender bias when gendered pronouns are present in the input.

RG support:

- **Built-in SliceBuilders.** Apply the existing HAS-PHRAVE SliceBuilder to create subpopulations with female pronouns in the hypothesis:

  ```python
  subpopulations = HasPhrase(['her', 'she'])
  slices = subpopulations(snli, ['hypothesis'])
  ```

- **Testbenches.** Put slices into a TestBench and make it available on GitHub for collaboration.

- **Reports.** Generate Robustness Reports for any model from the TestBench.

4.3 Scenario III: Advanced User

Description. NLP experts, need to write custom code for their task and research.

Example Goal. Evaluate whether NLI models rely on surface-level spurious similarities between premise and hypothesis.

RG support:

- **CachedOperations.** Run the spaCy pipeline for tokenization.

- **Custom SliceBuilders.** Utilize the SCORESUBPOPULATION class to construct subpopulations with arbitrary scoring functions. Write a custom scoring function \texttt{len\_diff} that returns the absolute difference in length between the tokenized hypothesis and premise. Then, find examples that score in the top 10\% as follows:

  ```python
  s = ScoreSubpopulation(intervals=[('90%', '100%')], score_fn=len\_diff)
  ```

- **Transformations.** Transform data using classes such as EASYDATAAUGMENTATION (Wei and Zou, 2019). Compose this transformation with the custom SCORESUBPOPULATION described earlier to create a larger slice.

- **Testbench.** Publish a new TestBench on GitHub for others to reuse and refine the evaluations.

- **Report.** Generate a report for immediate analysis and a LATEX appendix to share results in a research paper (see Figure 3 in appendix).

5 Related Tools and Work

We highlight additional related work for evaluation and reporting, including work on interpretability.

Evaluation and error-analysis. Tools for evaluation and error analysis support users in understanding where their models fail. In contrast to RG, existing tools support only a subset of evaluations and analyses. Errudite (Wu et al., 2019), Snorkel (Ratner et al., 2017) support subpopulations, TextAttack (Morris et al., 2020) adversarial attacks, nlpaug (Ma, 2019) transformations, and CrossCheck (Arendt et al., 2020), Manifold (Zhang et al., 2018) focus on visualization and analysis for model comparison.

Interpretability. Tools for interpretability enable a better understanding of model behavior. These
tools serve complementary objectives to Robustness Gym, e.g., explaining why a model makes a certain prediction, rather than performing broad evaluations. Tools include the recent Language Interpretability Tool (LIT) (Tenney et al., 2020), IBM’s AI Explainability 360 (Arya et al., 2019), AllenNLP Interpret (Wallace et al., 2019b), InterpretML (Nori et al., 2019), Manifold (Zhang et al., 2018), Pytorch Captum (Narine Kokhlikyan and Reblitz-Richardson), DiCE (Mothilal et al., 2020), What-if (Wexler et al., 2019), FairVis (Cabrera et al., 2019), and FairSight (Ahn and Lin, 2019). Many of these tools focus on interactive visualization, which limits their scope to interpreting small numbers of examples and makes their use susceptible to subjectivity and selection bias. By contrast, Robustness Gym can scale to large datasets, while testbenches ensure reproducibility of analyses.

6 Conclusion

We introduced Robustness Gym, an evaluation toolkit that supports a broad set of evaluation idioms, and can be used for collaboratively building and sharing evaluations and results. Robustness Gym is under active development and we welcome feedback and contributions from the community.
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A Appendix

Code. We provide example code snippets for Robustness Gym in Tables 4 (CachedOperation), 5 (SliceBuilder), and 6 (TestBench, Report), below.

\LaTeX Report. Figure 3 is an example of a report generated in a \LaTeX format. The code for the figure was auto-generated and the figure was simply included in the appendix.

Streamlit Application. Figure 4 is a screenshot of our streamlit application for generating standard reports.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Code Snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Create Spacy cached operation    | ```python
spacy = Spacy()
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Create Stanza cached operation   | ```python
stanza = Stanza()
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Create a custom cached operation | ```python
cachedop = CachedOperation(
    apply_fn=my_custom_fn,
    identifier=Identifier('MyCustomOp'),
)
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Run a cached operation           | ```python
dataset = cachedop(dataset, columns)
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Retrieve all Spacy info cached   | ```python
Spacy.retrieve(dataset, columns)
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Retrieve Spacy tokens            | ```python
Spacy.retrieve(batch, columns, 'tokens')
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Retrieve Stanza entities         | ```python
Stanza.retrieve(
    batch,
    columns,
    Stanza.entities
)
```                                                                                                                                  |
| Retrieve any cached operation    | ```python
CachedOperation.retrieve(
    batch,
    columns,
    my_proc_fn,
    'MyCustomOp'
)
```                                                                                                                                  |

Table 4: Code for the `CachedOperation` abstraction in Robustness Gym.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Code Snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subpopulations</strong></td>
<td>Create a subpopulation that generates three slices based on raw lengths in [0, 10], [10, 20] and [20, ∞)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>length_sp = Length([[0, 10], [10, 20], [20, np.inf]])</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create a subpopulation that generates two slices based on bottom 10% and top 10% length percentiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>length_sp = Length([('0%', '10%'), ('90%', '100%')])</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create a custom subpopulation by binning the outputs of a scoring function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>custom_sp = ScoreSubpopulation([('0%', '10%'), ('90%', '100%')], my_scoring_fn)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformations</strong></td>
<td>Create EasyDataAugmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>eda = EasyDataAugmentation()</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create any NlpAug transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>nlpaug_trans = NlpAugTransformation(pipeline=nlpaug_pipeline)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create a custom transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>custom_trans = Transformation(Identifier('MyTransformation'), my_transformation_fn)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attacks</strong></td>
<td>Create TextAttack recipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>attack = TextAttack.from_recipe(recipe, model)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation Sets</strong></td>
<td>Create a slice from a dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>si = Slice(dataset)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slice Builders</strong></td>
<td>Run any SliceBuilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>dataset, slices, membership = slicebuilder(batch_or_dataset=dataset, columns=columns)</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Code for the **SliceBuilder** abstraction in Robustness Gym.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Code Snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Create a testbench | testbench = TestBench(
 identifier=Identifier('MyTestBench'),
 version='0.1.0'
) |
| Add slices to testbench | testbench.add_slices(slices) |
| Fuzzy search testbench for slices | top_k_matched_slices = testbench.search('len') |
| Bump testbench minor version | testbench.bump_minor() |
| Save and load a testbench | testbench.save(path)
 testbench.load(path) |
| Evaluate model on slices and generate report | testbench.create_report(model) |
| Create a custom report | report = Report(
 dataframe_with_metrics,
 report_columns,
) |
| Generate figure from report | figure = report.figure() |
| Generate LATEXreport | latex = report.latex() |

Table 6: Code for the TestBench and Report abstractions in Robustness Gym.
### Figure 3: Robustness report for textattack/bert-base-uncased-snli model on SNLI dataset. The report lays out scores for each evaluation, broken out by category. Citations: (Chen et al., 2019; Naik et al., 2018; McCoy et al., 2019a; Wei and Zou, 2019; Ma, 2019; Bowman et al., 2015).

Note: the **LaTeX** figure and caption above is auto-generated using “report.latex()”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Idiom</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Class Dist</th>
<th>Pred Dist</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Constituency Tree Overlap (McCoy, 2019)</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>20 39 41</td>
<td>20 39 41</td>
<td>2.1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Constituency Tree Overlap (McCoy, 2019)</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>53 24 23</td>
<td>51 24 25</td>
<td>1.99K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation @ hypothesis (Naik, 2018)</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>22 17 61</td>
<td>23 13 64</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation @ premise (Naik, 2018)</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>31 38 31</td>
<td>38 26 36</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessive Preposition @ hypothesis (Chen, 2020)</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>39 34 27</td>
<td>36 35 29</td>
<td>585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifier @ hypothesis (Chen, 2020)</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>39 34 28</td>
<td>37 34 28</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Preposition @ hypothesis (Chen, 2020)</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>13 61 25</td>
<td>13 67 29</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Lexical Overlap (McCoy, 2019)</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>20 33 47</td>
<td>20 33 46</td>
<td>2.04K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Lexical Overlap (McCoy, 2019)</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>52 29 19</td>
<td>51 30 20</td>
<td>1.98K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE (Garg, 2019)</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>13 58 29</td>
<td>12 46 40</td>
<td>2.92K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy Data Augmentation (Wei, 2019)</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>34 33 33</td>
<td>28 36 32</td>
<td>9.84K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Character Errors (Ma, 2019)</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>34 33 33</td>
<td>24 33 34</td>
<td>9.14K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonym Substitution (Ma, 2019)</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>34 33 33</td>
<td>24 33 36</td>
<td>9.84K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNLI (Bowman, 2015)</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>34 33 33</td>
<td>33 33 37</td>
<td>9.84K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 4: Screenshot of our interactive Streamlit application for creating standard reports. Users can choose a task, dataset and model on the left side, and a standard report spanning all 4 evaluation idioms – subpopulations, transformations, attacks and evaluation sets – is auto-generated on the right side.
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Abstract

We present EventPlus, a temporal event understanding pipeline that integrates various state-of-the-art event understanding components including event trigger and type detection, event argument detection, event duration and temporal relation extraction. Event information, especially event temporal knowledge, is a type of common sense knowledge that helps people understand how stories evolve and provides predictive hints for future events. EventPlus as the first comprehensive temporal event understanding pipeline provides a convenient tool for users to quickly obtain annotations about events and their temporal information for any user-provided document. Furthermore, we show EventPlus can be easily adapted to other domains (e.g., biomedical domain). We make EventPlus publicly available to facilitate event-related information extraction and downstream applications.

1 Introduction

Event understanding is intuitive for humans and important for daily decision making. For example, given the raw text shown in Figure 1, a person can infer lots of information including event trigger and type, event related arguments (e.g., agent, patient, location), event duration and temporal relations between events based on the linguistic and common sense knowledge. These understandings help people comprehend the situation and prepare for future events. The event and temporal knowledge are helpful for many downstream applications including question answering (Meng et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2019), story generation (Peng et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2019; Goldfarb-Tarrant et al., 2019, 2020), and forecasting (Wang et al., 2017; Granroth-Wilding and Clark, 2016; Li et al., 2018).

Despite the importance, there are relatively few tools available for users to conduct text-based temporal event understanding. Researchers have been building natural language processing (NLP) analysis tools for “core NLP” tasks (Gardner et al., 2018; Manning et al., 2014; Khashabi et al., 2018). However, systems that target at semantic understanding of events and their temporal information are still under-explored. There are individual works for event extraction, temporal relation detection and event duration detection, but they are separately developed and thus cannot provide comprehensive and coherent temporal event knowledge.

We present EventPlus, the first pipeline system integrating several high-performance temporal event information extraction models for comprehensive temporal event understanding. Specifically, EventPlus contains event extraction (both on defined ontology and novel event triggers), event temporal relation prediction, event duration detection and event-related arguments and named entity recognition, as shown in Figure 2.

¹The system is publicly accessible at https://kairos-event.isi.edu. The source code is available at https://github.com/PlusLabNLP/EventPlus. We also provide an introductory video at https://pluslabnlp.github.io/eventplus.
EventPlus is designed with multi-domain support in mind. Particularly, we present an initial effort to adapt EventPlus to the biomedical domain. We summarize the contributions as follows:

• We present the first event pipeline system with comprehensive event understanding capabilities to extract event triggers and argument, temporal relations among events and event duration to provide an event-centric natural language understanding (NLU) tool to facilitate downstream applications.

• Each component in EventPlus has comparable performance to the state-of-the-art, which assures the quality and efficacy of our system for temporal event reasoning.

2 Component

In this section, we introduce each component in our system, as shown in Figure 3. We use a multi-task learning model for event trigger and temporal relation extraction (§ 2.1). The model introduced in § 2.2 extracts semantic-rich events following the ACE ontology, and the model introduced in § 2.3 predicts the event duration. Note that our system handles two types of event representations: one represents an event as the trigger word (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) (as the event extraction model in § 2.1), the other represents event as a complex structure including trigger, type and arguments (Ahn, 2006) (as the event extraction model in § 2.2). The corpus following the former definition usually has a broader coverage while the latter can provide richer information. Therefore, we develop models to combine the benefits of both worlds. We also introduce a speculated and negated events handling component in § 2.4 to further identify whether an event happens or not.

2.1 Multi-task Learning of Event Trigger and Temporal Relation Extraction

The event trigger extraction component takes the input of raw text and outputs single-token event triggers. The input to the temporal relation extraction model is raw text and a list of detected event triggers. The model will predict temporal relationships between each pair of events. In previous literature (Han et al., 2019b), multi-task learning of these two tasks can significantly improve performance on both tasks following the intuition that
event relation signals can be helpful to distinguish event triggers and non-event tokens.

The model feeds BERT embedding (Devlin et al., 2019) of the input text to a shared BiLSTM layer for encoding task-specific contextual information. The output of the BiLSTM is passed to an event scoring function and a relation scoring function which are MLP classifiers to calculate the probability of being an event (for event extraction) or a probability distribution over all possible relations (for temporal relation extraction). We train the multi-task model on MATRES (Ning et al., 2018a) containing temporal relations BEFORE, AFTER, SIMULTANEOUS and VAGUE. Though the model performs both tasks during training, it can be separately used for each individual task during inference.

2.2 Event Extraction on ACE Ontology

Although event triggers present the occurrence of events, they are not sufficient to demonstrate the semantic-rich information of events. ACE 2005\(^2\) corpus defines an event ontology that represents an event as a structure with triggers and corresponding event arguments (participants) with specific roles (Doddington et al., 2004).\(^3\) Our system is trained with ACE 2005 corpus, thus it is capable of extracting events with the complex structure. ACE focuses on events of a particular set of types including LIFE, MOVEMENT, TRANSACTION, BUSINESS, CONFLICT, CONTACT, PERSONNEL and JUSTICE, where each type has corresponding sub-types. Following prior works (Wadden et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020), we keep 7 entity types (person, organization, location, geo-political entity, facility, vehicle, weapon), 33 event sub-types, and 22 argument roles that are associated with sub-types.

Similar to Han et al. (2019b), we build our event extraction component for ACE ontology upon a multi-task learning framework that consists of trigger detection, argument role detection and entity detection. These tasks share the same BERT encoder, which is fine-tuned during training. The entity detector predicts the argument candidates for all events in an input sentence. The trigger detector labels the input sequence with the event sub-types at the token level. The argument role detector finds the argument sequence\(^4\) for each detected trigger via attention mechanism. For example, for the sentence in Figure 1, its target trigger sequence has MOVEMENT:TRANSPORT label at the position of “toured” token, and its argument sequence for this MOVEMENT:TRANSPORT event has B-ARTIFACT, I-ARTIFACT labels at the position of “George Pataki” and B-DESTINATION label at the position of “counties” respectively. The entire multi-task learning framework is jointly trained.

During inference, our system detects arguments solely based on triggers. To make our system better leverage information from argument candidates, we developed the following constraints during decoding based on the predicted entities (argument candidates) and other specific definitions in ACE:

- **Entity-Argument constraint.** The argument role label for a token can take one of the 22 argument roles if and only if the token at this position belongs to a predicted entity.
- **Entity-Trigger constraint.** The trigger label for a token can take one of the 33 event sub-types if and only if the token at this position does not belong to a predicted entity.
- **Valid Trigger-Argument constraint.** Based on the definitions in ACE05, each event sub-type takes

\(^2\)https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace

\(^3\)The ACE program provides annotated data for five kinds of extraction targets: entities, times, values, relations and events. We only focus on events and entities data in this paper.

\(^4\)Argument sequences are presented using BIO encoding.
certain types of argument roles. We enforce that given the predicted trigger label, the argument roles in this sequence can only take those that are valid for this trigger.

To account for these constraints, we set the probability of all invalid configurations to be 0 during decoding.

2.3 Event Duration Detection

This component classifies event triggers into duration categories. While many datasets have covered time expressions which are explicit timestamps for events (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b; Cassidy et al., 2014; Reimers et al., 2018; Bethard et al., 2017), they do not target categorical event duration. To supplement this, Vashishtha et al. (2019) introduces the UDS-T dataset, where they provide 11 duration categories which we adopt for our event pipeline: INEMENT, SECONDS, MINUTES, HOURS, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, YEARS, DECADES, CENTURIES, and FOREVER. Pan et al. (2006) also present a news domain duration annotation dataset containing 58 articles developed from TimeBank corpus (we refer to Typical-Duration in the following), it provides 7 duration categories (a subset of the 11 categories in UDS-T from SECONDS to YEARS).

We developed two models for the event duration detection task. For a sentence, along with predicate root and span, the models perform duration classification. In the first method, we fine-tune a BERT language model (Devlin et al., 2019) on single sentences and take hidden states of event tokens from the output of the last layer, then feed into a multi-layer perceptron for classification.

The second model is adapted from the UDS-T baseline model, which is trained under the multi-task objectives of duration and temporal relation extraction. The model computes ELMo embeddings (Peters et al., 2018) followed by attention layers to compute the attended representation of the predicate given sentence. The final MLP layers extract the duration category. Even though this model can detect temporal relations, it underperforms the model we described in § 2.1, so we exclude the temporal relation during inference.

2.4 Negation and Speculation Cue Detection and Scope Resolution

The event extraction components described above are designed to extract all possible events, but we identify events that are indicated by speculation (e.g., would) or negation (e.g., not) keywords (Konstantinova et al., 2012). Since those events do not happen, we mark them with special labels. For example, in the sentence “The United States is not considering sending troops to Mozambique”, we identify “send” will not happen.

We adapt the BERT-based negation and speculation cue detection model and the scope resolution model introduced by Khandelwal and Sawant (2020). To fine-tune these models, we use the SFU Review dataset with negation and speculation annotations (Taboada et al., 2006; Taboada and Grieve, 2004; Konstantinova et al., 2012), and we feed ground truth negation and speculation cues as input for the scope resolution model. We evaluate the two models on a separate testing set of the SFU Review dataset. The cue detection model yields a 0.92 F1 score, and the scope resolution model yields a 0.88 F1 score for token-level prediction, given ground truth cues as input. In EventPlus, we input cues detected by the cue detection model to the scope resolution model.

3 System

We design a pipeline system to enable the interaction among components with state-of-the-art performance introduced in § 2 and provide a comprehensive output for events and visualize the results. Figure 3 shows the overall system design.

3.1 Pipeline Design

Event Extraction EventPlus takes in raw text and feeds the tokenized text to two event extraction modules trained on ACE ontology-based datasets and free-formatted event triggers. The ACE ontology extraction modules will produce the output of event triggers (“toured” is a trigger), event type (it is a MOVEMENT:TRANSPORT event), argument and its role (the ARTIFACT is “George Pataki” and DESTINATION is “counties”) and NER result (“New York” and “counties” are GEO-POLITICAL ENTITY and “governor” and “George Pataki” are PERSON). The trigger-only extraction model will produce all event triggers (“continues”, “maintain” and “declared” are also event triggers but we do not have arguments predicted for them). Then trigger-only events will be merged to ACE-style events list and create a combined event list from the two models. For each extracted event, if it is in the negation or speculation scope predicted by the cue detection and scope resolution component, then we add a
“speculation or negation” argument to that event.

**Duration Detection and Temporal Relation Extraction** The combined events list will be passed to the event duration detection model to detect duration for each of the extracted events (“tours” will take DAYS etc.) and passed to temporal relation extraction component to detect temporal relations among each pair of events (“toured” is after “declared” etc.). Note that duration and temporal relation extraction are based on the context sentence besides the event triggers themselves and they are designed to consider contextualized information contained in sentences. Therefore “take (a break)” can take MINUTES in the scenario of “Dr. Porter is now taking a break and will be able to see you soon” but take DAYS in the context of “Dr. Porter is now taking a Christmas break” (Ning, 2019).

**Visualization** To keep the resulted temporal graph clear, we remove predicted VAGUE relations since that indicates the model cannot confidently predict temporal relations for those event pairs. Finally, all model outputs are gathered and pass to the front-end for visualization.

### 3.2 Interface Design

Figure 2 shows the interface design of EventPlus. We display the NER result with wavy underlines and highlight event triggers and corresponding arguments with the same color upon clicks. Besides, we represent the temporal relations among events in a directed graph using d3 if there are any, where we also indicate each event’s duration in the label for each event node.

### 4 Evaluation

Each capability in the pipeline has its own input and output protocol, and they require various datasets to learn implicit knowledge independently. In this section, we describe the performance for each capability on corresponding labeled datasets.

#### 4.1 Event Trigger Extraction

We report the evaluation about event triggers extraction component on TB-Dense (Cassidy et al., 2014) and MATRES (Ning et al., 2018a), two event extraction datasets in the news domain (Han et al., 2019b). We show the result in Table 1. Comparing the performance on TB-Dense with CAEVO (Chambers et al., 2014), DEER (Han et al., 2020a) and MATRES performance with Ning et al. (2018b), the model we use achieves best F1 scores and yields the state-of-the-art performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB-Dense</td>
<td>Chambers et al. (2014)</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Han et al. (2020a)</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATRES</td>
<td>Ning et al. (2018b)</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation for event trigger extraction

#### 4.2 Event Extraction on ACE Ontology

We evaluate our event extraction component on the test set of ACE 2005 dataset using the same data split as prior works (Lin et al., 2020; Wadden et al., 2019). We follow the same evaluation criteria:

- **Entity**: An entity is correct if its span and type are both correct.
- **Trigger**: A trigger is correctly identified (Trig-I) if its span is correct. It is correctly classified (Trig-C) if its type is also correct.
- **Argument**: An argument is correctly identified (Arg-I) if its span and event type are correct. It is correctly classified (Arg-C) if its role is also correct.

In Table 2, we compare the performance of our system with the current state-of-the-art method OneIE (Lin et al., 2020). Our system outperforms OneIE in terms of entity detection performance. However our trigger and argument detection performance is worse than it. We leave the improvements for triggers and arguments for future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Entity Trig-I</th>
<th>Trig-C</th>
<th>Arg-I</th>
<th>Arg-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OneIE</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><strong>91.3</strong></td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Test set performance on ACE 2005 dataset.

Following prior works, we use the same evaluation criteria: *-I represent Trigger or Argument Identification. *-C represent Trigger or Argument Classification.

#### 4.3 Event Duration Detection

We evaluate the event duration detection models on Typical-Duration and newly annotated ACE-Duration dataset to reflect the performance on
generic news domain for which our system is optimized. Since UDS-T dataset (Vashishtha et al., 2019) is imbalanced and has limited samples for some duration categories, we do not use it as an evaluation benchmark but we sample 466 high IAA data points as training resources. We split Typical-Duration dataset and use 1790 samples for training, 224 for validation and 224 for testing.

To create ACE-Duration, we sample 50 unique triggers with related sentences from the ACE dataset, conduct manual annotation with three annotators and take the majority vote as the gold duration category. Given natural ordering among duration categories, the following metrics are employed: accuracy over 7 duration categories (Acc), coarse accuracy (Acc-c, if the prediction falls in categories whose distance to the ground truth is 1, it is counted as correct) and Spearman correlation (Corr).

Table 3: Event duration detection experimental result. Typical-Duration results are from testing subset. Notations in the bracket of model names indicate resources for training: U: 466 UDS-T high IAA samples, T: Typical-Duration training set.

Experimental results in Table 3 show the BERT model is better than UDS-T ELMo-based model in general and data augmentation is especially helpful to improve performance on ACE-Duration. Due to the limited size of ACE-Duration, we weight more on the Typical-Duration dataset and select BERT (T) as the best configuration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the state-of-the-art performance on the event duration detection task.

4.4 Temporal Relation Extraction

We report temporal relation extraction performance on TB-Dense and MATRES datasets. TB-Dense consider the duration of events so the labels are INCLUDES, INCLUDED IN, BEFORE, AFTER, SIMULTANEOUS and VAGUE, while MATRES uses start-point as event temporal anchor and hence its labels exclude INCLUDES and INCLUDED IN. In EventPlus, we augment extracted events from multiple components, so we report temporal relation extraction result given golden events as relation candidates to better reflect single task performance.

Table 4: Experimental result for temporal relation extraction given golden event extraction result.

Table 4 shows the experimental results. Our model in § 2.1 achieves the best result on temporal relation extraction and is significantly better than (Vashishtha et al., 2019) mentioned in § 2.3.

5 Extension to Biomedical Domain

With our flexible design, each component of EventPlus can be easily extended to other domains with little modification. We explore two approaches to extend the event extraction capability (§ 2.2) to the biomedicine domain: 1) multi-domain training (MDT) with GENIA (Kim et al., 2009), a dataset containing biomolecular interaction events from scientific literature, with shared token embeddings, which enables the model to predict on both news and biomedical text; 2) replace the current component with an in-domain event extraction componentSciBERT-FT (Huang et al., 2020) which is a biomedical event extraction system based on fine-tuned SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019).
While MDT on ACE and GENIA datasets from different domains improves the performance on GENIA, it is still lower than SciBERT-FT (Figure 4). Therefore, we decide to pursue the second extension approach to incorporate SciBERT-FT and extend EventPlus to the biomedical domain.

6 Related Works

Existing NLP toolkits (Manning et al., 2014; Khashabi et al., 2018) provide an interface for a set of useful models. Some tools integrate several models in a pipeline fashion (Peng et al., 2015; Noji and Miyao, 2016). The majority of these systems focus on token-level tasks like tokenization, lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, or sentence-level tasks like syntactic parsing, semantic role labeling etc. There are only a few systems that can provide capabilities of event extraction and temporal information detection (Tao et al., 2013; Ning, 2019).

For event extraction, some systems only provide results within a certain defined ontology such as AIDA (Li et al., 2019), there are also some works utilizing data from multiple modalities (Li et al., 2020a,b). Some works could handle novel events (Xiang and Wang, 2019; Ahmad et al., 2021; Han et al., 2020b; Huang and Peng, 2020), but they are either restricted to a certain domain (Yang et al., 2018) or lack of performance superiority because of their lexico-syntactic rule-based algorithm (Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2015). For temporal information detection, Ning et al. (2019) proposes a neural-based temporal relation extraction system with knowledge injection. Most related to our work, Ning et al. (2018b) demonstrates a temporal understanding system to extract time expression and implicit temporal relations among detected events, but this system cannot provide event-related arguments, entities and event duration information.

These previous works either are not capable of event understanding or just focus on one perspective of event-related features. There is no existing system that incorporates a comprehensive set of event-centric features, including event extraction and related arguments and entities, temporal relations, and event duration.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We represent EventPlus, a pipeline system that takes raw texts as inputs and produces a set of temporal event understanding annotations, including event trigger and type, event arguments, event duration and temporal relations. To the best of our knowledge, EventPlus is the first available system that provides such a comprehensive set of temporal event knowledge extraction capabilities with state-of-the-art components integrated. We believe EventPlus will provide insights for understanding narratives and facilitating downstream tasks.

In the future, we plan to further improve EventPlus by tightly integrating event duration prediction and temporal relation extraction modules. We also plan to improve the performance for triggers and arguments detection under the ACE ontology and develop joint training models to optimize all event-related features in an end-to-end fashion.
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Abstract

To combat COVID-19, both clinicians and scientists need to digest vast amounts of relevant biomedical knowledge in scientific literature to understand the disease mechanism and related biological functions. We have developed a novel and comprehensive knowledge discovery framework, COVID-KG, to extract fine-grained multimedia knowledge elements (entities and their visual chemical structures, relations and events) from scientific literature. We then exploit the constructed multimedia knowledge graphs (KGs) for question answering and report generation, using drug repurposing as a case study. Our framework also provides detailed contextual sentences, subfigures, and knowledge subgraphs as evidence. All of the data, KGs, reports, resources, and shared services are publicly available.

1 Introduction

Practical progress at combating COVID-19 relies heavily on effective search, discovery, assessment, and extension of scientific research results. However, clinicians and scientists are facing two unique barriers in digesting these research papers.

The first challenge is quantity. Such a bottleneck in knowledge access is exacerbated during a pandemic when increased investment in relevant research leads to even faster growth of literature than usual. For example, as of April 28, 2020, at PubMed1 there were 19,443 papers related to coronavirus; as of June 13, 2020, there were 140K+ related papers, nearly 2.7K new papers per day (see Figure 1). The resulting knowledge bottleneck contributes to significant delays in the development of vaccines and drugs for COVID-19. More intelligent knowledge discovery technologies need to be developed to enable researchers to more quickly and accurately access and digest relevant knowledge from the literature.

The second challenge is quality. Many research results about coronavirus from different research labs and sources are redundant, complementary, or even conflicting with each other, while some false information has been promoted in both formal publication venues as well as social media platforms such as Twitter. As a result, some of the public policy responses to the virus, and public perception of it, have been based on misleading, and at times erroneous claims. The relative isolation of these knowledge resources makes it hard, if not impossible, for researchers to connect the dots that exist in separate resources to gain new insights.

Let us consider drug repurposing as a case study.4 Besides the long process of clinical trials and biomedical experiments, another major cause of the lengthy discovery phase is the complexity of the problem involved and the difficulty in drug discovery in general. The current clinical trials for drug repurposing rely mainly on reported symptoms in considering drugs that can treat diseases with similar symptoms. However, there are too many drug candidates and too much misinformation published in multiple sources. The clinicians and scientists thus urgently need assistance in obtaining a reliable ranked list of drugs with detailed evidence, and also in gaining new insights into the underlying molecular cellular mechanisms on COVID-19 and the pre-existing conditions that may affect the mortality and severity of this disease.

To tackle these two challenges we propose a new

1Demo video: http://159.89.180.81/demo/covid/Covid-KG_DemoVideo.mp4
2Project website: http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/covid19/
4This is a pre-clinical phase of biomedical research to discover new uses of existing, approved drugs that have already been tested in humans and so detailed information is available on their pharmacology, formulation, and potential toxicity.
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framework, COVID-KG, to accelerate scientific discovery and build a bridge between the research scientists making use of our framework and clinicians who will ultimately conduct the tests, as illustrated in Figure 2. COVID-KG starts by reading existing papers to build multimedia knowledge graphs (KGs), in which nodes are entities/concepts and edges represent relations and events involving these entities, as extracted from both text and images. Given the KGs enriched with path ranking and evidence mining, COVID-KG answers natural language questions effectively. With drug repurposing as a case study, we focus on 11 typical questions that human experts pose and integrate our techniques to generate a comprehensive report for each candidate drug.

2 Multimedia Knowledge Graph Construction

2.1 Coarse-grained Text Knowledge Extraction

Our coarse-grained Information Extraction (IE) system consists of three components: (1) coarse-grained entity extraction (Wang et al., 2019a) and entity linking (Zheng et al., 2015) for four entity types: Gene nodes, Disease nodes, Chemical nodes, and Organism. We follow the entity ontology defined in the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) (Davis et al., 2016), and obtain a Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) Unique ID for each mention. (2) Based on the MeSH Unique IDs, we further link all entities to the CTD and extract 133 subtypes of relations such as Gene–Chemical–Interaction Relationships, Chemical–Disease Associations, Gene–Disease Associations, Chemical–GO Enrichment Associations and Chemical–Pathway Enrichment Associations. (3) Event extraction (Li et al., 2019): we extract 13 Event types and the roles of entities involved in these events as defined in (Nédellec et al., 2013), including Gene expression, Transcription, Localization, Protein catabolism, Binding, Protein modification, Phosphorylation, Ubiquitination, Acetylation, Deacetylation, Regulation, Positive regulation, and Negative regulation. Figure 3 shows an example of the constructed KG from multiple papers. Experiments on 186 documents with 12,916 sentences manually annotated by domain experts show that our method achieves 83.6% F-score on node extraction and 78.1% F-score on link extraction.

2.2 Fine-grained Text Entity Extraction

However, questions from experts often involve fine-grained knowledge elements, such as “Which amino acids in glycoprotein are most related to Glycan (CHEMICAL)?”. To answer these questions, we apply our fine-grained entity extraction system CORD-NER (Wang et al., 2020c) to extract 75 types of entities to enrich the KG, including many COVID-19 specific new entity types (e.g., coronaviruses, viral proteins, evolution, materials, substrates, and immune responses). CORD-NER relies on distantly- and weakly-supervised methods (Wang et al., 2019b; Shang et al., 2018), with no need for expensive human annotation. Its entity annotation quality surpasses SciSpacy (up to 93.95% F-score, over 10% higher on the F1 score based on a sample set of documents), a fully supervised BioNER tool. See Figure 4 for results on part of a COVID-19 paper (Zhang et al., 2020).

2.3 Image Processing and Cross-media Entity Grounding

Figures in biomedical papers may contain different types of visual information, for example, displaying molecular structures, microscopic images, dosage response curves, relational diagrams, and other unique visual content. We have developed a visual IE subsystem to extract the visual information from figures to enrich the KG. We start by designing a pipeline and automatic tools shown in Figure 5 to extract figures from papers in the CORD-19 dataset and segment figures into nearly half a million isolated subfigures. In the end, we perform cross-modal entity grounding, i.e., associating visual objects identified in these subfigures with entities mentioned in their captions or refer-
Figure 2: COVID-KG Overview: From Data to Semantics to Knowledge

Figure 3: Constructed KG Connecting Losartan (candidate drug in COVID-19) and cathepsin L pseudogene 2 (gene related to coronavirus), where red nodes represent chemicals, grey nodes represent genes, and edges represent gene-chemical relations.

Figure 4: Example of Fine-grained Entity Extraction

Figure 5: System Pipeline for Automatic Figure Extraction and Subfigure Segmentation. The figure image shown here is from (Kizziah et al., 2020)
the end, each subfigure is segmented, and associated with its corresponding sub-caption and referring context. The segmented subfigures and associated text labels provide rich information that can expand the KG constructed from text captions. For example, as shown in Figure 6, we apply a classifier to detect subfigures containing molecular structures. Then by linking the specific drug names extracted from within-figure text to corresponding drug entities in the coarse KG constructed from the caption text, an expanded cross-modal KG can be constructed that then links images with specific molecular structures to their drug entities in the KG.

2.4 Knowledge Graph Semantic Visualization

In order to enhance the exploration and discovery of the information mined from the COVID-19 literature through the algorithms discussed in previous sections, we create semantic visualizations over large complex networks of biomedical relations using the techniques proposed by Tu et al. (2020). Semantic visualization allows for the visualization of user-defined subsets of these relations interactively through semantically typed tag clouds and heat maps. This allows researchers to get a global view of selected relation subtypes drawn from hundreds or thousands of papers at a single glance. This in turn allows for the ready identification of novel relations that would typically be missed by directed keyword searches or simple unigram word cloud or heatmap displays.⁵

We first build a data index from the knowledge elements in the constructed KGs, and then create a Kibana dashboard⁶ out of the generated data indices. Each Kibana dashboard has a collection of visualizations that are designed to interact with each other. Dashboards are implemented as web applications. The navigation of a dashboard is mainly through clicking and searching. By clicking the protein keyword EIF2AK2 in the tag cloud named “Enzyme proteins participating Modification relations”, a constraint on the type of proteins in modifications is added. Correspondingly, all the other visualizations will be changed.

One unique feature of the semantic visualization is the creation of dense tag clouds and dense heatmaps, through a process of parameter reduction over relations, allowing for the visualization of relation sets as tag clouds and multiple chained relations as heatmaps. Figure 7 illustrates such a dense heatmap that contains relations between proteins and implicated diseases (e.g., “those proteins that are down-regulators of TNF which are implicated in obesity”), along with their type information⁷.

5.1 Knowledge-driven Question Answering

In contrast to most current question-answering (QA) methods which target single documents, we have developed a QA component based on a combination of KG matching and distributional semantic matching across documents. We build KG indexing and searching functions to facilitate effective and

Figures and Table:

- Figure 6: Expanding KG through Subfigure Segmentation and Cross-modal Entity Grounding. The figure image shown here is from (Ekins and Coffee, 2015)
- Figure 7: Regulatory Processes-Disease Interactions Heatmap

⁵https://www.semviz.org/
⁶https://github.com/elastic/kibana
⁷We use the following symbols to indicate the “action” involved in each protein: “++” = increase, “−−” = decrease, “→” = affect.
efficient search when users pose their questions. We also support extended semantic matching from the constructed KGs and related texts by accepting multi-hop queries.

A common category of queries is the connections between two entities. Given two entities in a query, we generate a subgraph covering salient paths between them to show how they are connected through other entities. Figure 3 is an example subgraph summarizing the connections between Losartan and cathepsin L, pseudogene 2. The paths are generated by traversing the constructed KG, and are ranked by the number of papers covering the knowledge elements in each path in the KG. Each edge is assigned a salience score by aggregating the scores of paths passing through it. In addition to knowledge elements, we also present related sentences and source information as evidence. We use BioBert (Lee et al., 2020), a pre-trained language model to represent each sentence along with its left and right neighboring sentences as local contexts. Using the same architecture computed on all respective sentences and the user query, we aggregate the sequence embedding layer, the last hidden layer in the BERT architecture with average pooling (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We use the similarity between the embedding representations of each sentence and each query to identify and extract the most relevant sentences as evidence.

Another common category of queries includes entity types, rather than entity instances, and requires extracting evidence sentences based on type or pattern matching. We have developed EvidenceMINER (Wang et al., 2020a,b), a web-based system that allows for the user’s query as a natural language statement or an inquiry about a relationship at the meta-symbol level (e.g., CHEMICAL, PROTEIN) and then automatically retrieves textual evidence from a background corpora of COVID-19.

4 A case study on Drug Repurposing Report Generation

4.1 Task and Data

A human-written report about drug repurposing usually answers the following typical questions.

1. Current indication: what is the drug class? What is it currently approved to treat?
2. Molecular structure (symbols desired, but a pointer to a reference is also useful)
3. Mechanism of action i.e., inhibits viral entry, replication, etc. (w/ a pointer to data)
4. Was the drug identified by manual or computation screen?
5. Who is studying the drug? (Source/lab name)
6. In vitro Data available (cell line used, assays run, viral strain used, cytopathic effects, toxicity, LD50, dosage response curve, etc.)
7. Animal Data Available (what animal model, LD50, dosage response curve, etc.)
8. Clinical trials on going (what phase, facility, target population, dosage, intervention etc.)
9. Funding source
10. Has the drug shown evidence of systemic toxicity?
11. List of relevant source to pull data from.

The answers to questions #5 and #11 are extracted based on the meta-data sections of research papers in scientific literature, including the author affiliation and acknowledgement sections. The answers for other questions are all extracted based on the knowledge graphs constructed and knowledge-driven question-answering method described above.

As in our case studies, DARPA biologists inquired about three drugs, Benazapril, Losartan, and Amiodaquine, and their links to COVID-19 related chemicals/gens as shown in Figure 8:

Figure 8: COVID-19 related chemicals/gens.

Our KG results for many other drugs are visualized at our website¹. We download new COVID-19 papers from three Application Programming Interfaces (APIs): NCBI PMC API, NCBI Pubtator API, and CORD-19 archive. We provide incremental updates including new papers, removed papers and updated papers, and their metadata information at our website².

¹ http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/covid19/visualization.html
² http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/covid19/
4.2 Results
As of June 14, 2020 we collected 140K papers. We selected 25,534 peer-reviewed papers and constructed the KG that includes 7,230 Diseases, 9,123 Chemicals and 50,864 Genes, with 1,725,518 Chemical-Gene links, 5,556,670 Chemical-Disease links, and 77,844,574 Gene-Disease links. The KG has received more than 1,000+ downloads. Our final generated reports\textsuperscript{10} are shared publicly. For each question, our framework provides answers along with detailed evidence, knowledge subgraphs, image segmentation and analysis results. Table 1 shows some example answers.

Several clinicians and medical school students in our team have manually reviewed the drug repurposing reports for three drugs, and also the KGs connecting 41 drugs and COVID-19 related chemicals/genes. In checking the evidence sentences and reading the original articles, they reported that most of our output is informative and valid. For instance, after the coronavirus enters the cell in the lungs, it can cause a severe disease called Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome. This condition causes the release of inflammatory molecules in the body named cytokines such as Interleukin-2, Interleukin-6, Tumor Necrosis Factor, and Interleukin-10. We see all of these connections in our results, such as the examples shown in Figure 3 and Figure 9. With further checks on these results, the scientists also indicated that many results were worth further investigation. For example, in Figure 3 we can see that Losartan is connected to tumor protein p53 which is related to lung cancer.

Figure 9: Connections Involving Coronavirus Related Diseases

5 Related Work
Extensive prior research work has focused on extracting biomedical entities (Zheng et al., 2014; Habibi et al., 2017; Crichton et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Beltagy et al., 2019; Alsentzer et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020c), relations (Uzuner et al., 2011; Krallinger et al., 2011; et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2019; Li and Ji, 2019; Peng et al., 2019, 2020), and events (Ananiadou et al., 2010; Van Landeghem et al., 2013; Nédélec et al., 2013; Deléger et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019; ShafieiBavani et al., 2020) from biomedical literature, with the most recent work focused on COVID-19 literature (Hope et al., 2020; Ilievski et al., 2020; Wolinski, 2020; Ahamed and Samad, 2020).

Most of the recent biomedical QA work (Yang et al., 2015, 2016; Chandu et al., 2017; Kraus et al., 2017) is driven by the BioASQ initiative (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015), and many live QA systems, including COVIDASK\textsuperscript{11} and AUEB\textsuperscript{12}, and search en-

\textsuperscript{10}http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/covid19/DrugRe-purposingReport_V2.0.docx
\textsuperscript{11}https://covidask.korea.ac.kr/
\textsuperscript{12}http://cslab241.cs.aueb.gr:5000/

Table 1: Example Answers for Questions in Drug Repurposing Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Drug Class</th>
<th>Example Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>hypertension</td>
<td>[PMID:323174699 (PMC2511257)] Fast medical history was significant for hypertension, treated with amiodipine and benazepril, and chronic back pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>[PMID:32081428 (PMC7092824)] On the other hand, many ACE inhibitors are currently used to treat hypertension and other cardiovascular diseases. Among them are captopril, perindopril, ramipril, lisinopril, benazepril, and moexipril.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>[PMID:23200722 (PMC7102827)] The in vitro half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) values of food-derived ACE inhibitory peptides are about 1000 fold higher than that of synthetic captopril but they have higher in vivo activities than would be expected from their in vitro activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>[PMID:32336612 (PMC7165881)] Two trials of losartan as additional treatment for SARS-CoV-2 infection in hospitalized (NCT04312009) or not hospitalized (NCT04311177) patients have been announced, supported by the background of the huge adverse impact of the ACE Angiotensin II AT1 receptor axis over-activity in these patients.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manandhar and Yuret, 2013; Bui et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2019; Li and Ji, 2019; Peng et al., 2019, 2020), and events (Ananiadou et al., 2010; Van Landeghem et al., 2013; Nédélec et al., 2013; Deléger et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019; ShafieiBavani et al., 2020) from biomedical literature, with the most recent work focused on COVID-19 literature (Hope et al., 2020; Ilievski et al., 2020; Wolinski, 2020; Ahamed and Samad, 2020).

Most of the recent biomedical QA work (Yang et al., 2015, 2016; Chandu et al., 2017; Kraus et al., 2017) is driven by the BioASQ initiative (Tsatsaronis et al., 2015), and many live QA systems, including COVIDASK\textsuperscript{11} and AUEB\textsuperscript{12}, and search en-
gines (Kricka et al., 2020; Esteva et al., 2020; Hope et al., 2020; Taub Tabib et al., 2020) have been developed. Our work is an application and extension of our recently developed multimedia knowledge extraction system for the news domain (Li et al., 2020a,b). Similar to the news domain, the knowledge elements extracted from text and images in literature are complementary. Our framework advances state-of-the-art by extending the knowledge elements to more fine-grained types, incorporating image analysis and cross-media knowledge grounding, and KG matching into QA.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed a novel framework, COVID-KG, that automatically transforms a massive scientific literature corpus into organized, structured, and actionable KGs, and uses it to answer questions in drug repurposing reporting. With COVID-KG, researchers and clinicians are able to obtain informative answers from scientific literature, and thus focus on more important hypothesis testing, and prioritize the analysis efforts for candidate exploration directions. In our ongoing work, we have created a new ontology that includes 77 entity subtypes and 58 event subtypes, and we are building a neural IE system following this new ontology. In the future, we plan to extend COVID-KG to automate the creation of new hypotheses by predicting new links. We will also create a multimedia common semantic space (Li et al., 2020a,b) for literature and apply it to improve cross-media knowledge grounding and inference.

Ethical Considerations

Required Workflow for Using Our System

Human review required. Our knowledge discovery tool provides investigative leads for pre-clinical research, not final results for clinical use. Currently, biomedical researchers scour the literature to identify candidate drugs, then follow a standard research methodology to investigate their actual utility (involving literature reviews, computer simulations of drug mechanisms and effectiveness, in-vitro studies, cellular in-vivo studies, etc. before moving to clinical studies.). Our tool COVID-KG (and all knowledge discovery tools for biomedical applications) is not meant to be used for direct clinical applications on any human subjects. Rather, our tool aims to highlight unseen relations and patterns in large amounts of scientific textual data that would be too time-consuming for manual human effort. Accordingly, the tool would be useful for stakeholders (e.g., biomedical scientists) to identify specific drug candidates and molecular targets that are relevant in their biomedical and clinical research aims. The use of our knowledge discovery tool allows the researcher to narrow down the set of candidate drugs to investigate rapidly, but then proceed with the usual sequence of steps before kicking off expensive and time-consuming clinical tests. Failure to follow this sequence of events, and use of the system without the required human review, could lead to misguided experimental design wasting time and resources.

Check evidence and source before using our system results. In addition, our tool provides source, confidence values and rich evidence sentences for each node and link in the KG. To curtail potential harms caused by extraction errors, users of the knowledge graphs should double-check the source information and verify the accuracy of the discovered leads before launching expensive experimental studies. We spell out here the positive values, as well as the limitations and possible solutions to address these issues for future improvement. Moreover, any planned investigations involving human subjects should first be approved by the stakeholder’s IRB (Institutional Review Board) who will oversee the safety of the proposed studies and the role of COVID-KG before any experimental studies are conducted. COVID-KG is a tool to enhance biomedical and clinical research; it is not a tool for direct clinical application with human subjects.

Limitations of System Performance and Data Collection

System errors. Our system can effectively convert a large amount of scientific papers into knowledge graphs, and can scale as literature volume increases. However, none of our extraction components is perfect, they produce about 6%-22% false alarms and misses as reported in section 2. But as we described in the workflow, all of the connections and answers will be validated by domain experts by checking their corresponding sources before they are included in the drug repurposing report. COVID-KG is developed for pre-clinical research to target down drugs of interest for biomedical scientists. Therefore, no human subjects or specific populations are directly subjected to COVID-
KG unless approved by the stakeholder’s IRB who oversees the safety and ethical aspects of the clinical studies in accordance with the Belmont report (https://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/regulations-and-policy/belmont-report/index.html). Accordingly, COVID-KG will not impose direct harm to vulnerable human cohorts or populations, unless misused by the stakeholders without IRB approval. With regards to potential harm in preclinical studies, users of COVID-KG are advised to verify the accuracy of the discovered leads in the source information before conducting expensive experimental studies.

**Bias in training data.** Proper use of the technology requires that input documents are legally and ethically obtained. Regulation and standards (e.g. GDPR\(^{13}\)) provide a legal framework for ensuring that such data is properly used and that any individual whose data is used has the right to request its removal. In the absence of such regulation, society relies on those who apply technology to ensure that data is used in an ethical way. The input data to our system is peer-reviewed publicly available scientific articles. Additional potential harm could come from the output of the system being used in ways that magnify the system errors or bias in its training data. The various components in our system rely on weak distant supervision based on large-scale external knowledge bases and ontologies that cover a wide range of topics in the biomedical domain. Nevertheless, our system output is intended for human interpretation. We do not endorse incorporating the system’s output into an automatic decision-making system without human validation; this fails to meet our recommendations and could yield harmful results. In the cited technical reports for each component in our framework, we have reported detailed error rates for each type of knowledge element from system evaluations and provide detailed qualitative analysis and explanations.

**Bias in development data.** We also note that the performance of our system components as reported is based on the specific benchmark datasets, which could be affected by such data biases. Thus questions concerning generalizability and fairness should be carefully considered. Within the research community, addressing data bias requires a combination of new data sources, research that mitigates the impact of bias, and, as done in (Mitchell et al., 2019), auditing data and models. Sections 2 and 4 cite data sources used for training to support future auditing. A general approach to properly use our system should incorporate ethics considerations as the first-order principles in every step of the system design, maintain a high degree of transparency and interpretability of data, algorithms, models, and functionality throughout the system, make software available as open-source for public verification and auditing, and explore countermeasures to protect vulnerable groups. In our ongoing and future work, we will keep increasing the annotated dataset size, add more rounds of user correction and validation, and iteratively incorporate feedback from domain experts who have used the tool, to create new benchmarks for retraining model and conducting more systematic evaluations. We recommend caution of using our system output until a more complete expert evaluation has occurred.

**Bias in source.** Furthermore, our system output may include some biases from the sources, by way of biases in the peer-reviewing process. In our previous work (Yu et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2015; Zhi et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019), we have aggregated source profile, knowledge graphs, and evidence for fact-checking across sources. We plan to extend our framework to include fact-checking to enable practitioners and researchers to access up-to-the-minute information.

**Bias in test queries.** Finally, the queries (i.e., the lists of candidate drugs and proteins/genes) are provided by the users who might have biases in their selection. Addressing the user’s own biases falls outside the scope of our project, but as we have stated in the previous subsection, we direct users to carefully examine source information (author, publication date, etc.) and detailed evidence (contextual sentences and documents) associated with the extracted connections.
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Abstract
Current document embeddings require large training corpora but fail to learn high-quality representations when confronted with a small number of domain-specific documents and rare terms. Further, they transform each document into a single embedding vector, making it hard to capture different notions of document similarity or explain why two documents are considered similar. In this work, we propose our Faceted Domain Encoder, a novel approach to learn multifaceted embeddings for domain-specific documents. It is based on a Siamese neural network architecture and leverages knowledge graphs to further enhance the embeddings even if only a few training samples are available. The model identifies different types of domain knowledge and encodes them into separate dimensions of the embedding, thereby enabling multiple ways of finding and comparing related documents in the vector space. We evaluate our approach on two benchmark datasets and find that it achieves the same embedding quality as state-of-the-art models while requiring only a tiny fraction of their training data.

1 Introduction
Many documents have an inherently multifaceted nature, a characteristic that domain experts could exploit when searching through large document collections. For example, doctors could search through medical archives for documents containing similar disease descriptions or related uses of a specific drug. However, one of the major challenges of information retrieval in such document collections is domain-specific language use:

1. Training datasets to learn document representations are limited in size,

2. documents might express the same information by using completely different terms (vocabulary mismatch) or different levels of granularity (granularity mismatch),

3. and the lack of context knowledge prevents drawing even simple logical conclusions.

Domain-specific embeddings are available for a variety of domains, including scientific literature (Beltagy et al., 2019), patents (Risch and Krestel, 2019), and the biomedical domain (Kalyan and Sangeetha, 2020). However, these approaches require large amounts of training data and computing resources. In this paper, we introduce and demonstrate our Faceted Domain Encoder, a document embedding approach that produces comparative results on considerably smaller document collections and requires fewer computing resources. Further, it provides a multifaceted view of texts while also addressing the challenges of domain-specific language use. To this end, we introduce external domain knowledge to the embedding process, tackling the problem of vocabulary and granularity mismatches. A screenshot of the demo is shown in Figure 1. The interactive demo, our source code, and the evaluation datasets are available online: https://hpi.de/naumann/s/multifaceted-embeddings and a screencast is available on YouTube: https://youtu.be/HHcsX2clEwg.

2 Related Work
A popular approach for introducing external domain knowledge to the embedding process uses retrofitting of word vectors based on a graph of semantic relationships as a post-processing step (Faruqui et al., 2015). Similarly, Zhang et al. (2019) train fastText embeddings on biomedical journal articles and additionally on sequences of medical terms sampled from a knowledge graph. Dis2Vec uses a lexicon of medical terms to bring Word2Vec vectors of domain terms closer together and to push out-of-domain vectors further away (Ghosh et al., 2016). Unlike Dis2Vec, which concerns only whether a word is in the domain vocabulary or not, our approach handles diverse types
Figure 1: The demo shows nearest neighbor documents and highlights entities within the same categories (“facets”). Stop word removal and lemmatization can be turned off for increased readability. The user interface allows to adjust the weights of the facets of the document embeddings.

of relationships between domain terms. Nguyen et al. (2017) propose an extension of Doc2Vec, adding vectors for domain concepts as input for learning medical document embeddings. Roy et al. (2017) annotate words in the input text with a list of matching entities and relationships from a knowledge graph and extend Word2Vec to jointly learn embeddings for words and annotations. Their abstraction of the graph structure as text annotations enables the inclusion of different node types and edge connections into word embeddings. Another work (Liu et al., 2020) proposed K-BERT, which extends BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) by expanding input sentences with entities from a knowledge graph.

Multifaceted embeddings capture more than one view of a document. Yang et al. (2018) propose a multifaceted network embedding and apply community detection algorithms to learn separate embeddings for each community. Liu et al. (2019) suggest an extension to the deepwalk graph embedding, which learns separate node embeddings for different facets of nodes in a knowledge graph. Similar to our approach, they propose to concatenate the obtained facet embeddings into a single representation. We learn separate embeddings for types of domain knowledge and concatenate them into an overall document representation.

3 Faceted Domain Encoder

Our Faceted Domain Encoder is a supervised learning approach using a Siamese neural network to encode documents and a knowledge graph as a source for additional domain information. The architecture is visualized in Figure 2.

3.1 Overview

The network encodes two documents at-a-time with a bidirectional GRU layer and predicts a similarity score for each pair. By computing the pair’s target similarity score based on our knowledge graph, we train the network to adjust its document representations to the relationships between domain terms in the graph. We introduce multiple facets in this process by grouping nodes in the graph into multiple categories. Our model represents different aspects of domain knowledge in different category embeddings by learning not a single embedding vector but an embedding per graph category. We train one embedding for each graph category per document and concatenate them into a single embedding vector to represent the entire document. This representation enables the fast discovery of related documents by performing a conventional nearest neighbor search either based on the whole document or specific category embeddings. To control which category contributes the most to the doc-
To cope with limited amounts of training data, our approach leverages external domain knowledge during the training process. We represent this external domain knowledge in the form of a knowledge graph. Each node in the graph represents an entity, e.g., the name of a disease. Each entity belongs to a category, modeled as a node attribute. For example, entities in a medical graph are grouped into diseases, chemicals, or body parts. Categories define the different types of domain knowledge that the model learns to embed into different subparts of the document embedding. Edges between nodes represent relationships, e.g., chemicals in the same group in the periodic table. The entity linking requires a dictionary mapping from words to entities and handles synonyms mapping to the same entity. For the demo, we created a knowledge graph from the taxonomy underlying Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). Figure 3 shows a small excerpt of the graph.

After parsing and deduplicating the official dataset, MeSH comprises 29,641 concepts (entities) and 271,846 synonyms, which are organized in a hierarchy ranging from broad concepts to specific sub-concepts. Following previous work (Guo et al., 2020), we transform the hierarchy into a network graph prevailing the relationships between concepts.

### 3.2 Equally Weighted Categories

Our approach learns separate embeddings for different categories of domain terms. However, not all categories might be useful when it comes to representing the overall document. We illustrate this problem with a fictional example from the medical domain. Our approach might learn that an article covers a seldom form of cancer (disease category) in the lung and stomach (anatomy category), and the study originates in the United States (location category). Concatenating these three embeddings gives equal weight to each category. The closest document in embedding space needs to be similar in all of the three categories. This might lead to counterintuitive results with the most relating article covering a stomach disease in a small town in Ohio, instead of a document just covering lung cancer. When reading the text again, we might weigh the given information differently based on its specificity and expect the form of cancer to be more important than the geographic location of the study. Note that this problem is magnified when combining up to sixteen categories in the case of our medical dataset. We illustrate the problem with an actual example from our demo in Figure 4.

A second problem can arise when a single, seemingly unimportant category dominates the document embedding. Some documents mention a single term very often, e.g., the word “patient”. A high frequency of less-informative words can lead to individual categories collecting vastly more word...
embeddings than others and taking over the entire document embedding.

The root cause of both issues is an unintended difference in magnitude between the category embeddings. When concatenating multiple embeddings into a new vector, the category embeddings with the highest magnitude will decide the overall direction of the embedding vector. We address this issue with a simple normalization and weighting process to control which category embeddings contribute the most to the overall direction of the document vector. This approach is similar to what Liu et al. proposed in their work on multifaceted graph embeddings but differs in that we also apply normalization and propose new weighting strategies.

### 3.3 Category Normalization Strategies

We propose two strategies to compute category weights: corpus-idf and document-tfidf. The first strategy, corpus-idf, sums the inverse-document-frequency of all terms in the category across the entire vocabulary. We normalize the resulting values for all categories to sum to one. This strategy applies the same category weights to all documents in the entire corpus. The motivation is to identify categories that contain the most important words in a collection of documents. This strategy is closely related to the number of unique mentioned tokens in each category.

The second strategy, document-tfidf, computes category weights for individual documents by summing the inverse-document-frequency value of all category terms in the document. Since terms can occur multiple times, the result is similar to the tf-idf value when computed for each category. Additionally, we sum the idf of all words without a category and split the weight equally among all categories. Thereby, we avoid zero weights for categories in the overall embedding. The idea behind this weighting scheme is to have a document-level proxy metric to indicate which categories are important for the document.

### 4 Experiments

For our experiments, we use two Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) benchmarks from the biomedical domain, BIOSSES (Soğancıoğlu et al., 2017) and Med-STS (Wang et al., 2020). The benchmarks comprise sentence pairs with relatedness scores assigned by domain experts. They measure embedding quality by comparing the annotator score with the embedding similarity of both sentences based on Pearson correlation.

To this end, BIOSSES contains 100 sentence pairs collected from medical articles and judged by five domain experts at a scale of 0 to 4. We perform stratified 10-fold cross-validation as proposed by the benchmark authors. We divide the dataset into ten equally-sized subsets using the annotator scores for stratification. Stratification ensures that each split has a similar distribution of related and unrelated sentence pairs. We train ten separate models on the subsets, always using one subset for testing and the remaining nine for training. Note that we still use 30 percent of the training dataset for validation and early stopping: we stop the training process after the first epoch in which the loss on the validation set stops decreasing. Med-STS contains 1,068 sentence pairs from medical records collected internally in the U.S. Mayo Clinics. Two domain experts judged each sentence pair on a scale from 0 to 5. The dataset authors proposed a train-test split of 750 to 350 sentence pairs. Additionally, we use 30 percent, or 225 pairs, of our training set for validation and early stopping.

The experiment results listed in Table 1 show that our Faceted Domain Encoder outperforms the domain-agnostic embeddings from fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) on both benchmarks. The corpus-idf normalization is better than the document-tfidf normalization strategy on the BIOSSES dataset but not on the Med-STS dataset. In comparison with the domain-specific embeddings from BioWordVec (Zhang et al., 2019) and BioSentVec (Chen et al., 2019), our approach achieves almost the same performance on MedSTS, which is remarkable given that our Faceted Domain Encoder requires no pre-training on large corpora in contrast to the other presented models. For BIOSSES, only BioSentVec outperforms our approach by a large margin.

### 5 Interactive User Interface

The user interface comprises three main parts: top center, bottom center, and sidebar. In the top center, the user can select a source document and one or all of the categories (“facets”). Further, either a preprocessed (stop word removal, lemmatization) or a raw document version can be selected for the viewed documents and word highlighting can be
Table 1: Pearson correlation on STS benchmarks (* marks results reported by Chen et al. (2019)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Embedding</th>
<th>Pre-Trained</th>
<th>BIOSSES</th>
<th>Med-STS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. fastText English (Bojanowski et al., 2017)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.35*</td>
<td>0.71*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. BioWordVec (Zhang et al., 2019)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.69*</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioSentVec (Chen et al., 2019)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
<td>0.77*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faceted Domain Encoder, Document Normalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faceted Domain Encoder, Corpus Normalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

switched between coloring by entities and coloring by attention scores. The bottom center shows the selected document and the top ten documents that are closest to the selected document in the embedding space. Depending on the selected facet, the documents’ distance is calculated based on one specific facet or on the entire document embedding. The sidebar at the left-hand side provides an option to adjust the document embedding in detail. It allows the user to specify what impact the individual facets have on the document’s overall embedding.

6 Conclusion

Current document embeddings require large amounts of training data and provide only a single view of document similarity, which prevents searches with different notions of similarity. In this paper, we introduced and demonstrated an approach for multifaceted domain-specific document embeddings. It is tailored to small document collections of only a few hundred training samples and leverages knowledge graphs to enhance the learned embeddings. Experiments on two benchmark datasets show that our model outperforms state-of-the-art domain-agnostic embeddings and is on par with specialized biomedical document embeddings trained on extensive document collections while only using a tiny fraction of their training data. Our demo provides a faceted view into documents by learning to identify different types of domain knowledge and encoding them into specific dimensions of the embeddings. Thereby, it enables novel ways to compare documents and provides a comparatively high level of interpretability of neural-network-based document similarity measures. A promising path for future work is to remove our neural networks’ reliance on ground truth data by designing a semi-supervised approach in which the model learns to update its training goal while discovering new domain terms by itself.
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Abstract

Automated fact-checking on a large-scale is a challenging task that has not been studied systematically until recently. Large noisy document collections like the web or news articles make the task more difficult. In this paper, we describe the components of a three-stage automated fact-checking system, named Quin+. We demonstrate that using dense passage representations increases the evidence recall in a noisy setting. We experiment with two sentence selection approaches, an embedding-based selection using a dense retrieval model, and a sequence labeling approach for context-aware selection. Quin+ is able to verify open-domain claims using a large-scale corpus or web search results.

1 Introduction

With the emergence of social media and many individual news sources online, the spread of misinformation has become a major problem with potentially harmful social consequences. Fake news can manipulate public opinion, create conflicts, elicit unreasonable fear and suspicion. The vast amount of unverified online content led to the establishment of external post-hoc fact-checking organizations, such as PolitiFact, FactCheck.org, Snopes etc, with dedicated resources to verify claims online. However, manual fact-checking is time consuming and intractable on a large scale. The ability to automatically perform fact-checking is critical to minimize negative social impact.

Automated fact checking is a complex task involving evidence extraction followed by evidence reasoning and entailment. For the retrieval of relevant evidence from a corpus of documents, existing systems typically utilize traditional sparse retrieval which may have poor recall, especially when the relevant passages have few overlapping words with the claims to be verified. Dense retrieval models have proven effective in question answering as these models can better capture the latent semantic content of text. The work in (Samarinas et al., 2020) is the first to use dense retrieval for fact checking. The authors constructed a new dataset called Factual-NLI comprising of claim-evidence pairs from the FEVER dataset (Thorne et al., 2018) as well as synthetic examples generated from benchmark Question Answering datasets (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Nguyen et al., 2016). They demonstrated that using Factual-NLI to train a dense retriever can improve evidence retrieval significantly.

While the FEVER dataset has enabled the systematic evaluation of automated fact-checking systems, it does not reflect well the noisy nature of real-world data. Motivated by this, we introduce the Factual-NLI+ dataset, an extension of the FEVER dataset with synthetic examples from question answering datasets and noise passages from web search results. We examine how dense representations can improve the first-stage retrieval recall of passages for fact-checking in a noisy setting, and make the retrieval of relevant evidence more tractable on a large scale.

However, the selection of relevant evidence sentences for accurate fact-checking and explainability remains a challenge. Figure 1 shows an example of a claim and the retrieved passage which has three sentences, of which only the last sentence provides the critical evidence to refute the claim. We propose two ways to select the relevant sentences, an embedding-based selection using a dense retrieval model, and a sequence labeling approach for context-aware selection. We show that the former generalizes better with a high recall, while the latter has higher precision, making them suitable for the identification of relevant evidence sentences. Our fact-checking system Quin+ is able
to verify open-domain claims using a large corpus or web search results.

2 Related Work

Automated claim verification using a large corpus has not been studied systematically until the availability of the Fact Extraction and VERification dataset (FEVER) (Thorne et al., 2018). This dataset contains claims that are supported or refuted by specific evidence from Wikipedia articles. Prior to the work in (Samarinas et al., 2020), fact-checking solutions have relied on sparse passage retrieval, followed by a claim verification (entailment classification) model (Nie et al., 2019).

Other approaches used the mentions of entities in a claim and/or basic entity linking to retrieve documents and a machine learning model such as logistic regression or an enhanced sequential inference model to decide whether an article most likely contains the evidence (Yoneda et al.; Chen et al., 2017; Hanselowski et al., 2018).

However, retrieval based on sparse representations and exact keyword matching can be rather restrictive for various queries. This restriction can be mitigated by dense representations using BERT-based language models (Devlin et al., 2019). The works in (Lee et al., 2019; Karpukhin et al., 2020; Xiong et al., 2020; Chang et al., 2020) have successfully used such models and its variants for passage retrieval in open-domain question answering. The results can be further improved using passage re-ranking with cross-attention BERT-based models (Nogueira et al., 2019). The work in (Samarinas et al., 2020) is the first to propose a dense model to retrieve passages for fact-checking.

Apart from passage retrieval, sentence selection is also a critical task in fact-checking. These evidence sentences provide an explanation why a claim has been assessed to be credible or not. Recent works have proposed a BERT-based model for extracting relevant evidence sentences from multi-sentence passages (Atanasova et al., 2020). The authors observe that joint training on veracity prediction and explanation generation performs better than training separate models. The work in (Stammbach and Ash, 2020) investigates how the few-shot learning capabilities of the GPT-3 model (Brown et al., 2020) can be used for generating fact-checking explanations.

3 The Quin+ System

The automated claim verification task can be defined as follows: given a textual claim \( c \) and a corpus \( D = \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_n\} \), where every passage \( d \) is comprised of sentences \( s_j, 1 \leq j \leq k \), a system will return a set of evidence sentences \( \hat{S} \subset \bigcup d_i \) and a label \( \hat{y} \in \{\text{probably true, probably false, inconclusive}\} \).

We have developed an automated fact-checking system, called Quin+, that verifies a given claim in three stages: passage retrieval from a corpus, sentence selection and entailment classification as shown in Figure 2. The label is determined as follows: we first perform entailment classification on the set of evidence sentences. When the number of retrieved evidence sentences that entail or contradict the claim is low, we label the claim as “inconclusive”. If the number of evidence sentences that support the claim exceeds the number of sentences that refute the claim, we assign the label “probably true”. Otherwise, we assign the label “probably false”.

3.1 Passage Retrieval

The passage retrieval model in Quin+ is based on a dense retrieval model called QR-BERT (Samarinas et al., 2020). This model is based on BERT and creates dense vectors for passages by calculating their average token embedding. The relevance of a passage \( d \) to a claim \( c \) is then given by their dot product:

\[
r(c, d) = \phi(c)^T \phi(d)
\]

(1)

Dot product search can run efficiently using an approximate nearest neighbors index implemented using the FAISS library (Johnson et al., 2019). QR-BERT maximizes the sampled softmax loss:

\[
L_\theta = \sum_{(c,d) \in D_b^+} r_\theta(c, d) - \log \left( \sum_{d_i \in D_b} e^{r_\theta(c, d_i)} \right)
\]

(2)
where $D_b$ is the set of passages in a training batch $b$, $D_b^+$ is the set of positive claim-passage pairs in the batch $b$, and $\theta$ represents the parameters of the BERT model.

The work in (Samarinas et al., 2020) introduced the Factual-NLI dataset that extends the FEVER dataset (Thorne et al., 2018) with more diverse synthetic examples derived from question answering datasets. There are 359,190 new entailed claims with evidence and additional contradicted claims from a rule-based approach. To ensure robustness, we compile a new large-scale noisy version of Factual-NLI called Factual-NLI+\(^1\). This dataset includes all the 5 million Wikipedia passages in the FEVER dataset. We add ‘noise’ passages as follows. For every claim $c$ in the FEVER dataset, we retrieve the top 30 web results from the Bing search engine and keep passages with the highest BM25 score that are classified as neutral by the entailment model. For claims generated from MSMARCO queries (Nguyen et al., 2016), we include the irrelevant passages that are found in the MSMARCO dataset for those queries. This results in 418,650 additional passages. The new dataset reflects better the nature of a large-scale corpus that would be used by real-world fact-checking system. We trained a dense retrieval model using this extended dataset.

The Quin+ system utilizes a hybrid model that combines the results from the dense retrieval model described above and BM25 sparse retrieval to obtain the final list of retrieved passages. For efficient sparse retrieval, we used the Rust-based Tantivy full text search engine\(^2\).

### 3.2 Sentence Selection

We propose and experiment with two sentence selection methods: an embedding-based selection and context-aware sentence selection method.

The embedding-based selection method relies on the dense representations learned by the dense passage retrieval model QR-BERT. For a given claim $c$, we select the sentences $s_i$ from a given passage $d = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_k\}$ whose relevance score $r(c, s_i)$ is greater than some threshold $\lambda$ which is set experimentally.

The context-aware sentence selection method uses a BERT-based sequence labeling model. The input of the model is the concatenation of the tokenized claim $C = \{C_1, C_2, ..., C_k\}$, the special [SEP] token and the tokenized evidence passage $E = \{E_1, E_2, ..., E_m\}$ (see Figure 3). For the output of the model, we adopt the BIO tagging format so that all the irrelevant tokens are classified as O, the first token of an evidence sentence classified as B evidence and the rest tokens of an evidence sentence as I evidence. We trained a model based on RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019), minimizing the cross-entropy loss:

$$L_\theta = - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{l_i} \log(p_\theta(y^i_j))$$

where $N$ is the number of examples in the training batch, $l_i$ the number of non-padding tokens of the $i^{th}$ example, and $p_\theta(y^i_j)$ is the estimated softmax probability of the correct label for the $j^{th}$ token of the $i^{th}$ example. We trained this model on Factual-NLI with batch size 64, Adam optimizer and initial learning rate $5 \times 10^{-5}$ until convergence.

### 3.3 Entailment Classification

Natural Language Inference (NLI), also known as textual entailment classification, is the task of detecting whether a hypothesis statement is entailed by a premise passage. It is essentially a text classification problem, where the input is a
pair of premise-hypothesis \((P, H)\) and the output a label \(y \in \{\text{entailment, contradiction, neutral}\}\). An NLI model is often a core component of many automated fact-checking systems. Datasets like the Stanford Natural Language Inference corpus (SNLI) (Bowman et al., 2015), Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference corpus (Multi-NLI) (Williams et al., 2018) and Adversarial-NLI (Nie et al., 2020) have facilitated the development of models for this task.

Even though pre-trained NLI models seem to perform well on the two popular NLI datasets (SNLI and Multi-NLI), they are not as effective in a real-world setting. This is possibly due to the bias in these two datasets, which has a negative effect in the generalization ability of the trained models (Poliak et al., 2018). Further, these datasets are comprised of short single-sentence premises. As a result, models trained on these datasets usually do not perform well on noisy real-world data involving multiple sentences. These issues have led to the development of additional more challenging datasets such as Adversarial NLI (Nie et al., 2020).

Our Quin+ system utilizes an NLI model based on RoBERTa-large with a linear transformation of the [CLS] token embedding (Devlin et al., 2019):

\[ o = \text{softmax}(W \cdot \text{BERT}_{\text{CLS}}([P; H]) + a) \] (4)

where \(P; H\) is the concatenation of the premise with the hypothesis, \(W_{3 \times 1024}\) is a linear transformation matrix, and \(a_{3 \times 1}\) is the bias. We trained the entailment model by minimizing the cross-entropy loss on the concatenation of the three popular NLI datasets (SNLI, Multi-NLI and Adversarial-NLI) with batch size 64, Adam optimizer and initial learning rate \(5 \times 10^{-5}\) until convergence.

### 4 Performance of Quin+

We evaluate the three individual components of Quin+ (retrieval, sentence selection and entailment classification) and finally perform an end-to-end evaluation using various configurations.

Table 1 gives the recall@k and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@100) of the passage retrieval models on FEVER and Factual-NLI+. We also compare the performance on a noisy extension of the FEVER dataset where additional passages from the Bing search engine are included as ‘noise’ passages. We see that when noise passages are added to the FEVER dataset, the gap between the hybrid passage retrieval model in Quin+ and sparse retrieval widens. This demonstrates the limitations of using sparse retrieval, and why it is crucial to have a dense retrieval model to surface relevant passages from a noisy corpus. Overall, the hybrid passage retrieval model in Quin+ gives the best performance compared to BM25 and the dense retrieval model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R@5</th>
<th>R@10</th>
<th>R@20</th>
<th>R@100</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>50.53</td>
<td>58.92</td>
<td>67.93</td>
<td>82.93</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>65.47</td>
<td>69.61</td>
<td>72.51</td>
<td>75.71</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>71.71</td>
<td>78.60</td>
<td>83.65</td>
<td>91.09</td>
<td>0.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R@5</th>
<th>R@10</th>
<th>R@20</th>
<th>R@100</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>35.17</td>
<td>44.18</td>
<td>53.89</td>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>0.2649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>54.10</td>
<td>62.13</td>
<td>68.09</td>
<td>75.24</td>
<td>0.4053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>54.89</td>
<td>64.61</td>
<td>73.33</td>
<td>86.11</td>
<td>0.4074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R@5</th>
<th>R@10</th>
<th>R@20</th>
<th>R@100</th>
<th>MRR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>45.02</td>
<td>53.20</td>
<td>61.56</td>
<td>77.96</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>59.66</td>
<td>67.09</td>
<td>72.23</td>
<td>78.52</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>70.03</td>
<td>77.51</td>
<td>87.90</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of passage retrieval models.
Table 2: Performance of sentence selection methods.

(a) Factual-NLI Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>67.74</td>
<td>91.87</td>
<td>77.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>94.78</td>
<td>92.11</td>
<td>93.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>66.12</td>
<td>90.29</td>
<td>76.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) SciFact Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>62.21</td>
<td>71.54</td>
<td>66.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>69.38</td>
<td>68.45</td>
<td>68.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>43.30</td>
<td>92.36</td>
<td>58.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance of entailment classification model on different forms of input evidence.

(a) Supporting evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole passages</td>
<td>63.40</td>
<td>53.93</td>
<td>58.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlighted ground truth</td>
<td>82.15</td>
<td>60.05</td>
<td>69.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected sentences</td>
<td>74.40</td>
<td>56.68</td>
<td>64.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Refuting evidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whole passages</td>
<td>33.95</td>
<td>40.65</td>
<td>37.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlighted ground truth</td>
<td>77.54</td>
<td>89.32</td>
<td>83.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected sentences</td>
<td>75.27</td>
<td>81.96</td>
<td>78.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: End-to-end claim verification on Factual-NLI+ for different configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passage retrieval</th>
<th>Sentence selection</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25, k=5</td>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>52.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25, k=20</td>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>47.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25, k=5</td>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>49.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense, k=5</td>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>49.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense, k=5</td>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>52.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense, k=50</td>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>58.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, k=6</td>
<td>Embedding-based</td>
<td>50.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, k=50</td>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>57.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid, k=50</td>
<td>Sequence labeling</td>
<td>52.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 System Demonstration

We have created a demo for verifying open-domain claims using the top 20 results from a web search engine. For a given claim, Quin+ returns relevant text passages with highlighted sentences. The passages are grouped into two sets, supporting and refuting. It computes a veracity rating based on the number of supporting and refuting evidence. It returns “probably true” if there does better on sentence-level evidence compared to the longer passages.

Finally, we carry out an end-to-end evaluation of our fact-checking system on Factual-NLI+ using various configurations of top-\(k\) passage retrieval (BM25, dense, hybrid, for various values of \(k \in [5, 100]\)) and evidence selection approaches (embedding-based and sequence labeling). Table 4 shows the macro-average F1 score for the three classes (supporting, refuting, neutral) for some of the tested configurations. We see that dense or hybrid retrieval with evidence selection using the proposed sequence labeling model gives the best results. Even though hybrid retrieval seems to lead to slightly worse performance, it requires much fewer passages (6 instead of 50) and makes the system more efficient.
are more supporting evidence, otherwise it returns "probably false". When the number of retrieved evidence is low, it returns "inconclusive". Figure 4 shows a screen dump of the system with a claim that has been assessed to be probably false based on the overwhelming number of refuting sentence evidence (21 refute versus 0 support). Quin+ can also be used on a large-scale corpus.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

In this work, we have presented a three-stage fact-checking system. We have demonstrated how a dense retrieval model can lead to higher recall when retrieving passages for fact-checking. We have also proposed two schemes to select relevant sentences: an embedding-based approach and a sequence labeling model to improve the claim verification accuracy. Quin+ gave promising results in our extended Factual-NLI+ corpus, and is also able to verify open-domain claims using web search results. The source code of our system is publicly available.

Even though our system is able to verify multiple open-domain claims successfully, it has some limitations. Quin+ is not able to effectively verify multi-hop claims that require the retrieval of multiple pieces of evidence. For the verification of multi-hop claims, methodologies inspired by multi-hop question answering could be utilized.

For the future development of large-scale fact-checking systems we believe that a new benchmark needs to be introduced. The currently available datasets, including Factual-NLI+, are not suitable for evaluating the verification of claims using multiple sources.

---

Figure 4: The Quin+ system returning relevant evidence and a veracity rating for a claim.

https://github.com/algoprog/Quin
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Abstract

We present an interactive Plotting Agent, a system that enables users to directly manipulate plots using natural language instructions within an interactive programming environment. The Plotting Agent maps language to plot updates. We formulate this problem as a slot-based task-oriented dialog problem, which we tackle with a sequence-to-sequence model. This plotting model while accurate in most cases, still makes errors, therefore, the system allows a feedback mode, wherein the user is presented with a top-k list of plots, among which the user can pick the desired one. From this kind of feedback, we can then, in principle, continuously learn and improve the system. Given that plotting is widely used across data-driven fields, we believe our demonstration will be of interest to both practitioners such as data scientists broadly defined, and researchers interested in natural language interfaces.

1 Introduction

Motivation. Data can be utilized to improve outcomes in many sectors, for example healthcare, education, and business. However, when presented in its raw form, it is difficult to derive insights from data. Plotting is a simple yet powerful technique for making raw data readable, and exposing trends. Data plotting libraries, such as matplotlib, provide operations that enable users to visualize their data. Such libraries support functionalities at different levels, from high-level, “change the X-axis from linear to log scale”; to low-level “color this screen pixel red”. However, novice users and expert programmers alike may still find it time-consuming to create plots of interest using these libraries. We therefore propose an interactive natural language interface (NLI) for plotting, that enables users to manipulate plots using natural language. The interactive aspect allows complex plotting needs to be specified and refined in multiple steps.

Prior Work. Previous work on NLIs for plotting focused on enabling users to describe the data or the mathematical function of interest. In contrast, our approach enables users to directly manipulate a plot. NLIs that focus on describing the data have emerged from Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and related areas (Gao et al., 2015; Setlur et al., 2016; Srinivasan and Stasko, 2017; Yu and Silva, 2019; Sun et al., 2010). Thus the user poses queries such as: “Show me medals for hockey and skating by country.” or “Is there a seasonal trend for bike usage?” . The system retrieves the relevant data, performs simple data analysis, and produces a visualization. Commercial products such as wolframalpha.com enable users to describe the function
they would like to visualize. By leveraging knowledge of functions and mathematical procedures, the system produces meaningful results for queries such as: “plot the tangent to \( x^2 \) at \( x = 3 \)”, as shown in Figure 1.

Our work is also related to conversational image editing (Manuvinakurike et al., 2018b,a), which yields results for queries such as “Can you fix the glare on my dog’s eyes”. The key difference is that our images are plots, and thus the manipulations are different from those involving photo images.

**Contributions and Demonstration Overview.** We present a Plotting Agent for matplotlib, a popular Python plotting library. The Plotting Agent provides users with various ways to manipulate plots in an interactive programming environment, Jupyter Notebooks.

Our demonstration allows the user to explore the Plotting Agent in various ways: (1) Upload custom data and interactively manipulating plots on the uploaded data. (2) Work in a feedback mode, wherein the user is presented with a top-k list of plots, among which the user can pick the desired one. (3) Operate in batch mode where a series of instructions written in a file are loaded and executed sequentially by the system.

(4) Have a personalized experience, wherein the system learns user preferences, enabling them to perform certain tasks faster.

In addition to the novel functionality, we also build on ChartDialogs (Shao and Nakashole, 2020) to enable other functionality.

(5) Generate synthetic data using pre-defined random data samplers from ChartDialogs, and interactively manipulate plots on the synthetic data.

(6) Load existing dialogs from the ChartDialogs dataset to observe the plot updates for each dialog turn. The user can make further changes to the plot.

In all the above cases, the user can use different lexical items and paraphrases to express the same intent. This demonstrates the advantage of our neural-based model compared to a system that might rely on rules and dictionaries. We have publicly released a live demo system\(^1\) and a screencast showcasing the demo\(^2\).

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/Bawerlacher/Plotting_Agent

\(^2\)https://youtu.be/a2D77JI7RVs

---

![Figure 2: Model for mapping natural language inputs to plot updates.](image)

**2 The Plotting Agent System**

We cast the Plotting Agent problem as a slot-based, task-oriented dialog problem. Each slot represents a plot property, such as *line color*, *marker size*, etc. Each plot type has different slots. However, some slots are shared and apply to multiple plot types. Consider the slot “X-axis scale”, which takes the value “X-axis scale = log”, from the request “change the x-axis scale from linear to log”. Since the “X-axis scale” slot applies to the x-axis, it is applicable to any plot type with an x-axis, such as line chart, bar plot, or contour plot. Given the slots and their values, we can generate a plot image using matplotlib.

**Model for Predicting Updates.** Our model, depicted in Figure 2, for mapping natural language to plot slots and slot values builds on the sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) framework (Sutskever et al., 2014; Vinyals and Le, 2015). The input to the model is a natural language request, a text-representation of the current plot, the dialog history, formulated as a set of slot-value pairs, and the current plot image\(^3\). The dialog history consists of prior utterances, which are concatenated and treated as the dialog history.

The model outputs the update needed to go from the current set of slot-value pairs to the new slot-value pairs. For example, if the current slot-value pairs are \( \{\{'line\_width': 'thin'\}, \{'line\_color': 'black'\}\} \) and the new slot-value pairs are \( \{\{'line\_width': 'thin'\}, \{'line\_color': 'red'\}\} \) after the user utterance that says “change the line color to red”, then the corresponding update

---

\(^3\)Our experiments showed that incorporating the plot image did not improve model performance, thus plot images are omitted in the model we present in this demo.
Table 1: Top-K exact match (EM) performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top-k</th>
<th>Exact Match</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@1</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@3</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@5</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@10</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Top-K exact match (EM) performance

(Δ) that the model must predict is \{('line\_color': 'red')\}. We output decoder predicts Δ as a sequence.

Implementation and Training. The system is implemented in Python and makes use of the PyTorch library for neural network models. We use a 2-layer Bi-LSTM for the text encoder and another 2-layer Bi-LSTM for the decoder. We trained the model on the ChartDialogs (Shao and Nakashole, 2020) dataset which contains dialogs about plots. The dataset was generated by pairs of humans, where one human plays the role of the user, and the other plays the role of the agent. We use the train/dev/test split provided.

3 System Evaluation

Exact Match. Table 1 shows performance in terms of Exact Match (EM), a measure that reflects how accurate the model is at updating the plots exactly as requested by the natural language utterance. We show performance at top-k ranked predictions, which are obtained from Beam Search. Beam Search keeps track of the k most probable partial predictions (hypotheses). A hypothesis has a score which is its log probability. As can be seen in Table 1, At k = 1, EM accuracy is only 61%. However, for k = 5, EM accuracy is much higher at 78%. We leveraged this fact, in the feedback mode of our demo, where instead of just showing the highest ranked plot, the top-k plots are shown, and the user selects the one that best corresponds to the intent of their utterance.

Runtime. Response times to utterances are on average 0.3s on modest hardware. This is much faster than using a Web search engine which might involve time consuming tasks such as refining the query multiple times and visiting community tutorial websites such as StackOverflow to search for similar questions that might have been answered.

4 Plotting Agent Demonstration

Interactive functionality is showcased within Jupyter Notebooks.

Data points and Instructions. To generate a plot, the following information must be specified: the data points to plot and the slot-value assignments of the plot. The system therefore consists of two parts: data loading and instruction delivery. For data loading, the system supports uploading data files or randomly sampling synthetic data using our pre-defined data samplers. For instruction delivery, the system allows users to instruct the agent interactively or to load instructions from existing dialogs from our ChartDialogs dataset. In both cases, the natural language input and the current plot slot-value assignments (states) are fed into the back-end model to predict a set of slot-value pairs for plot updates.

4.1 Data Specification

Custom Data Upload. The user can upload a csv file containing the data to visualize. For “clean” csv files in which all the columns are to be plotted, e.g. using the first column for X axis, the second column for Y axis, etc., the data can be automatically loaded without further specifications. For more complex csv files, we also provide a more detailed and customized data specification process. If data loading is successful, the system will output “Data loaded from the csv file!” Figure 3 shows an example of uploading a csv file containing the cumulative COVID-19 daily confirmed cases in the United States until mid June 2020.

Synthetic Data. The user can generate data using our pre-defined data samplers for each plot type. After the user specifies the plot type, the system will invoke the corresponding data sampler to generate a group of data suitable for the given plot type. An example of plotting with generated data is shown in the Figure 4.

4.2 Plotting Intent Specification

Interactive Mode. The user can send instructions directly to the system using the interactive interface. There are two kinds of instructions: special commands and plot descriptions. Special commands are instructions that refer to specific system functionalities, such as “undo”, “redo”, “load csv”, “plot”, etc. For example, “plot” will show the plot...
image and “undo” will undo the last change to the plot.

Any other natural language instructions that are not in the special commands set are treated as plot descriptions. A plot description will be fed to the back-end model to predict the plot update, as described above. An example of interactive instruction delivery is shown on the COVID-19 US daily confirmed cases data, in Figure 3.

Prior Dialog Mode. In order to get a quick idea of how the system works, the user can choose to load a random dialog from the ChartDialogs dataset. The system treats the utterances in each dialog turn as a natural language instruction and predicts the plot update. The user chooses if they wish to view the updated plot step-by-step or only to obtain the final resulting plot. After the system processes all the dialog turns and shows the result, the user can continue to make further changes to the plot properties through natural language instructions. An example of this use case is shown in Figure 5.

Batch Mode. The user can also write their own instructions in a file and send the file path to the system. The system will read the instructions one by one, update the plot correspondingly, and show the final result.

4.3 User Feedback

Our plotting model while accurate in most cases, still makes errors, therefore, the system allows a feedback mode, wherein the user is presented with a top-k list of plots, among which the user can pick the desired one. The top-k results are obtained from Beam search used in our decoder in the architecture shown in 2. At each step of the decoder, Beam
search keeps track of the $k$ most probable partial results, where $k$ is the beam size. As shown in Table 1, the higher the value of $k$, the more likely it is to have the correct plot presented to the user. From this kind of feedback, we can then, in principle, continuously learn and improve the system.

### 4.4 Personalization

A useful system should be personalized to an individual user. It should adapt to their unique goals, context, or nuances of the types of visualizations they like to produce. For example, the user can request "change the font size to 16, and the line..."
color to cyan”. But in a personalized form, the user may simply state “fix the fonts and colors”, in which case the agent relies on the user prior preferences. Our demo includes a basic notion of personalization.

5 Discussion

**Primitive to Complex Plotting Intents.** Interactions with our current plotting agent are limited to manipulating slots preprogrammed by the API developers of the plotting library, such as changing the font size or the color of a particular item. Our goal is to expand commands understood by the plotting agent to include complex slots beyond the API slots (e.g., by teaching the system to “shift the legend so that it does not obscure important parts of the plot” or “make the text labels of a scatter plot to be aesthetically optimized”, or “change colors to be colorblind friendly”).

**Limitations of Slot-based Representation.** The current demo system also has limitations due to design choices guided by the goal of task simplification. For example, some plot components that are not easily formulated as slot-value pairs are not supported. This is a research question of representation, while the slot based representation facilitates quick learning, more expressive representations can resolve these limitations.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced an interactive Plotting Agent for mapping natural language instructions to plot updates. The system supports various modes for specifying data and instructing the agent to update plots. Our interactive Plotting Agent is under further research and development to improve its language understanding capabilities, and to expand its functionality to other plot components, and plotting libraries. We hope the demo will be of interest to both practitioners such as data scientists, and researchers interested in natural language interfaces.
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Abstract

ACTIVEANNO is a novel annotation tool focused on document-level annotation tasks developed both for industry and research settings. It is designed to be a general-purpose tool with a wide variety of use cases. It features a modern and responsive web UI for creating annotation projects, conducting annotations, adjudicating disagreements, and analyzing annotation results. ACTIVEANNO embeds a highly configurable and interactive user interface. The tool also integrates a RESTful API that enables integration into other software systems, including an API for machine learning integration. ACTIVEANNO is built with extensibility in mind, all to enable users to perform annotation tasks with high efficiency and high-quality annotation results.

1 Introduction

Lots of tasks in industry and research require the manual annotation of a potentially large number of documents, for example in content analysis research or supervised machine learning. Existing tools, such as WebAnno (Yimam et al., 2013), allow for span-level annotation tasks likeNER and POS tagging. As Neves and Ševa (2019) point out in their review of annotation tools, document-level annotation is a feature missing in most existing tools. ACTIVEANNO is a novel tool created to fill this void. It was created based on five central design goals: 1) Creating annotations of high quality in an efficient manner (quality). 2) Support a broad range of use cases without any additional programming effort (configurability). 3) provide a good user experience through a modern, responsive web application to be more attractive than specialized prototypes of annotation software (responsiveness). 4) Publicly available to extend for future use cases (open source). 5) Provide APIs for easy integration into existing software systems and easy deployment to minimize the upfront effort for using ACTIVEANNO (extensibility). Through this approach, we would like to put forward ACTIVEANNO as a candidate for the default option for document-level annotation in industry and research.

2 Related Work

Neves and Ševa (2019) conducted an extensive review of 78 annotation tools in total, comparing 15 which met their minimum criteria. Five of those tools support document-level annotations: MAT, MyMiner, tagtog, prodigy, and LightTag. MAT\(^1\) (Bayer, 2015) is designed for what they call the “tag-a-little, learn-a-little (TALLAL) loop” to incrementally build up an annotation corpus, but it is only a research prototype and is not ready to be used in production. MyMiner (Salgado et al., 2012) is an online-only tool without a login or user system. Its main purpose is to classify scientific documents in a biomedical context, which is limited in scope and configuration options and not suitable as a general-purpose tool. The tools tagtog\(^2\) (Cejuela et al., 2014), prodigy\(^3\), and LightTag\(^4\) are all feature-rich and support some form of machine learning integration, but are commercial with either no free version or a free version with limited functionality. This makes these tools less accessible for projects with limited monetary resources.

According to Neves and Ševa (2019), WebAnno is the best tool fitting their criteria, however, it does not support document-level annotations. WebAnno is a notable example of an annotation tool which is open-source, widely used and feature-rich. We adapt some of the functionalities into our ACTIVEANNO document-level annotation tool.

---

\(^1\)http://mat-annotation.sourceforge.net/
\(^2\)https://www.tagtog.net/
\(^3\)https://prodi.gy/
\(^4\)https://www.lighttag.io/
Another annotation tool with limited support for document-level annotations is Doccano\(^5\) (Nakayama et al., 2018), though it is not mentioned in the evaluation of Neves and Ševa. The open-source tool currently supports three distinct annotation tasks: text classification, sequence labeling, and sequence to sequence tasks.

### 3 Architecture of ACTIVEANNO

![Figure 1: The system architecture of ACTIVEANNO.](image)

ACTIVEANNO is a client-server application as depicted in Figure 1. On the server-side, the main component is a backend service written in Kotlin using the Ktor framework. The backend service is stateless, allowing for horizontal scaling for advanced performance requirements. It is connected to a MongoDB database that is used to store documents and annotation projects. There is also a minimal authentication service written in Python and Django, which provides a simple user management UI and the authentication mechanism of JSON web token (JWT) that is used by the frontend and backend components. The authentication part is extracted into this service such that it can be exchanged for an existing or a more sophisticated user management service, if needed. Finally, the frontend is written in Javascript using React, which is served by an Nginx. All backend components are deployed as Docker containers through existing Docker Compose files. The communication between the client and server is done through HTTP requests via the JSON format.

**ACTIVEANNO documents**: A document is represented as a JSON object with a textual field containing the document text, for example the text of a tweet or the abstract of a paper. It can optionally have additional fields with meta data that can also be displayed to support the annotation process. Metadata examples include the date and username for tweets, the authors and publication for papers, or the number of stars for an app review. Documents are imported through the UI or API in the JSON format and can be annotated for multiple annotation projects afterward.

**Annotation definitions**: Annotation projects define an annotation task for one or more annotation definitions. An annotation definition describes the required type and form of the annotation that should be created. The typical example is a tag set annotation, where a document is annotated with one or more predefined tags such as spam/no spam, the sentiment or the topic classification of a text. ACTIVEANNO also supports boolean, number, and text annotations with various configuration options such as minimum/maximum values.

**Annotations and annotation results**: For an annotation project, every document can be annotated for every annotation definition of the annotation project, resulting in one annotation per definition. Together, all annotations for a document from a single annotator form an annotation result. Every annotation of the annotation result has a different value structure depending on the type of annotation definition. Additionally, every annotation value can have an associated probability used in the context of automatically generated annotations through the machine learning integration.

**Annotation process**: ACTIVEANNO has a two-step annotation process. In the first step, annotation results are created. They can be created either by annotators, annotation generators (see Section 4), or they can be imported through the import annotation API (see Section 3.2). After every new annotation result, a finalization policy logic is applied to the document and its annotation results. This logic decides if the annotation process is finished for the document and a final annotation result exists. The logic is dependent on the project configuration. The manager of a project can set the number of annotators per document. This is the minimum number of different annotators required for each document until any additional logic is applied. For example, if the number of annotators is set to three, every document will be shown to the annotators until the document is annotated by three users. One annotator can only annotate every...
document once. After three annotation results were created, the finalization policy is applied. Depending on the selected policy, the annotation results will either be exported individually, or the annotations are merged based on a majority calculation. If no majority is observed, the document can either be presented to an additional annotator until a majority is reached, or to a curator to decide on the correct annotation result. It is also possible to always require a curator for use cases with very high-quality requirements.

3.1 Web UI

ACTIVEANNO is a modern single-page and responsive web application. It is fully localized, currently supporting English and German. By using a persistent web database, the application state and therefore the created annotations are automatically persisted. A configurable role system allows for the proper authorization of endpoints. The two main roles are user and manager. A user can be an annotator or curator, a manager has the ability to edit projects as well as analyze the results. There are also the roles producer and consumer to allow the protection of the API of ACTIVEANNO. Producers are allowed to push data into ACTIVEANNO while consumers are allowed to read the annotation results through the export API. Though slightly modified, the user roles were inspired by WebAnno’s user management.

The web interface is composed of the login page, a landing page and pages for annotation, curation, and management. On the landing page, users can see their areas of responsibility and switch the application language. The manage page is for users with the manager role, allowing them to create and edit projects, annotation definitions, annotation generators, and the analysis of annotation results.

Figure 2 (left) shows the UI (Mobile version) for editing the basic properties of an example project, like name and description. Besides, the other parts of the manage project component allow configuring the filter condition to query documents from the database, defining which documents are relevant for the project, as well as the field and order of how to sort documents when querying the database. Both the filter and sort inputs translate to MongoDB queries. Additionally, the manager of the project can configure the annotation schema, which is composed of the annotation definitions for the project. From this and the document mapping step, where the manager defines which part

Figure 2: Left: Edit project UI, Right: Annotation UI

(1) JSON keys) of the imported documents are relevant for the project, the layout for the annotation task gets generated. The generated layout shows all the metadata, the document text, and the annotation definitions with default input types. Figure 2 (right) shows an example layout for the annotation view (Mobile version). Lastly, the manager can configure how annotation results are able to be exported: either through the REST API, webhooks, or both (see Section 3.2 for the details of the API).

Figure 3 shows the annotation UI for a more complex annotation task, in this case on a desktop layout, with six annotation definitions of different types, including Yes/No annotations, single and multi-select tag set annotations (some displayed as buttons, some as drop-down inputs), a number annotation visualized as a slider, an extensible tag input (where annotators select tags created by other annotators or create their own), and an open text input. After a manager created a project and documents are imported into ACTIVEANNO, the annotators can annotate the documents according to the project set up in the annotate subarea. Depending on how the project is set up, the annotated documents might be checked and possibly overwritten by a curator in the curation subarea. In the curation UI, curators can see all previously created annotation results. Curators have the authority to decide if an annotation created by annotators is correct, to provide a final verdict.

After annotation results are finalized, they can be analyzed by the project managers. In addition to accuracy, the inter-annotator agreement (simple agreement with exact matching), as well as the annotation duration is generated as charts in the UI. There is also a table of individual documents, showing the correctness of every annotator and
their agreements for the document. The UI has filter inputs to restrict analyzed annotation results by annotator, date range, or more fine-grained filters.

### 3.2 Import and Export API

**ACTIVEANNO** provides multiple API endpoints to enable automated document processing and integration into larger software systems. The import document endpoint allows uploading any JSON document or an array of JSON documents. Documents will be assigned a unique ID, stored in the MongoDB, and the IDs will be returned to the caller, so they can be used for future reference, e.g. to export from **ACTIVEANNO**. The ID is also used to import externally created annotations into **ACTIVEANNO** for a specific project and document. Imported annotations can be treated like any other created annotation in the agreement process, or as pre-annotations for human annotators.

Through a single export endpoint, annotation results can be exported into other applications for further processing. Through the GET parameters, it can be filtered which annotation results will be exported, for example, based on the timestamp or document IDs. As an alternative to the export API, every project can define a list of webhook URLs, which will be called once a document is finalized.

### 4 Annotation Generator

The integration of machine learning and the ability to automate parts of the annotation process are important to increase the efficiency of the annotation process. The basis for automation is the ability to automatically generate annotations without a human annotator. To generalize the concept and to allow for other ways to automatically create annotations, **ACTIVEANNO** defines the concept of **annotation generators**. An annotation generator is anything capable of creating an annotation for a specific annotation definition given a document and potentially other previously generated annotations for other annotation definitions. An annotation generator is defined through an abstract class with a `generateAnnotation` method that every generator needs to implement. Every annotation generator also has to define what is the input to use for
the actual annotation generation. It can be any field from the original document, or it can be any value from another created annotation that is part of the same annotation schema, allowing for chaining or conditional connecting of annotation generators.

Currently, ACTIVEANNO has three inbuilt annotation generator implementations. The first one automatically detects the language of the generator input using the language detection library Lingua\(^6\). This is an example of a statistical and rule-based annotation generator as compared to a machine learning-based generator. The second annotation generator allows calling an external machine learning service through a URL for tag set annotation definitions, which will take the response and map it into the tag set options from the annotation definition. This can be used when an already trained machine learning model exists. The model would have to be wrapped by an HTTP API to comply with the API definition of ACTIVEANNO for this annotation generator. The API is structured to allow for multiple documents to be predicted at once. The third annotation generator is similar to the second one, but also supports automatically updating the external machine learning model by sending an HTTP request with the training data in the body. To support this functionality, the concept of an updatable annotation generator exists. This kind of generator extends the base annotation generator, but also requires its subclasses to implement an update method, where the training data will be aggregated and used to train or update the annotation generator. For this, updatable annotation generators also need to define a threshold when to start the training and when to update an existing model. For example, the first model should be trained after 100 training samples are generated, and then it should be updated for every 25 new training samples. An updatable annotation generator is versioned with a version number and an update state, to ensure the version is actually usable to generate new annotations.

Annotation generators can be triggered to generate/re-generate annotations for a project when appropriate, and they can be triggered to update themselves if they are updatable annotation generators and enough new training data is created to allow for a model update.

### 4.1 Machine Learning Integration

Once the annotation definitions and annotation generators are created and an external machine learning service is provided in compliance with the API of ACTIVEANNO, the last step is to integrate the machine learning module into ACTIVEANNO. For this, a project has multiple configuration possibilities. The first one is the handling policy of generated annotation results. This policy can be set to use the generated annotations as pre-annotations for the annotators. In this case, the annotations will fill out or select the inputs in the annotation panel, giving the annotators the option to just accept the automatically generated annotations, which can reduce the annotation effort. Alternatively, it is possible to set the generator results to be treated equally to an annotation where the results will be included in the finalization logic.

The other important configuration is the sorting policy. With regards to generated annotations, it is possible to overwrite the normal sorting order of the project. This can be set to prefer documents with existing generated annotation results. In this case, if only a subset of documents has received their generated annotations at a point in time, they will be preferred in sending them to the annotators. This means that if pre-annotations are available, they will always be shown before documents without pre-annotations. The second option is to set the sorting to active learning with uncertainty sampling. This is used to support active learning, where the documents with the lowest confidence values associated with the generated annotations will be preferred (see Section 4.2). We also have an alternative approach for machine learning integration that relies on the import annotation API. Imported annotations can be used instead of internally generated annotations. For updating a machine learning model, the REST API or webhook support can be used to get the final annotation results. In this case, all the logic regarding how to extract the data and when to update the model need to be implemented externally. This approach might be more useful if the required logic or process is vastly different from the inbuilt annotation generator concept.

### 4.2 Active Learning Process

When there is no existing training data for an annotation definition, ACTIVEANNO can be used to build up a training dataset based on active learning with uncertainty sampling. The training data can either be imported once at the start of the active

\(^6\)https://github.com/pemistahl/lingua
learning process or continuously, for example, if the data comes from a news crawler or the Twitter API. The active learning process would work as follows: First, when there is no training data, documents get manually labeled by an annotator. If a threshold of the annotation generator is reached, triggering the update of the generator will result in the training data being aggregated and sent to the external service. Triggering the generate annotations functionality (from the UI or via an API) will result in the newly trained generator model that will create predictions for all remaining documents in the project. Afterwards, when the projects sorting policy is set to active learning, the confidence values from the newly generated annotations will be used to sort the documents for annotation, those with the lowest confidence being presented first.

This process can then be repeated until the machine learning model is performing well enough to be partly or fully automated. This is similar to the “tag-a-little, learn-a-little loop” from MAT (Bayer, 2015). If combined with enabling pre-annotations, it is also very similar to the annotation process of RapTAT (Gobbel et al., 2014). To partly automate the process, the project has to be configured to treat the generator as an annotator and to require one annotator per document. Additionally, the configuration option of the finalize condition has to be set to some confidence threshold, for example, 80%. Then, only the documents with a confidence value below 80% will be required to be annotated further. To fully automate the process, the finalize condition should be set to always to accept the annotations automatically without additional conditions.

5 Use Cases

ACTIVEANNO is designed to be applicable in many settings, including industry and research; for small projects on a local machine and large projects with many users on the internet; for use cases with and without machine learning components. We have used ACTIVEANNO in two industry setups, to test its suitability to collect real-world annotation requirements. It was directly deployed on the service cluster of a company, configured via environment variables, and connected to the existing system via its API with some small additions to the existing software system to get documents into ACTIVEANNO. For the machine learning integration, a small Python service wrapping fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) models was employed. The data for the experiments were around 250,000 German textual feedback comments obtained from a retail context.

The first experiment was set up to analyze the effects of pre-annotations on annotation quality and efficiency. Three annotation definitions, namely spam/not spam, sentiment, and topic classification were annotated by two annotators employed at the company. One condition was provided without pre-annotations while the other one was provided with pre-annotations for all three annotation definitions. The annotations were created by pre-trained machine learning models that are integrated into ACTIVEANNO through the annotation generator and the machine learning-related APIs. Through the analyze functionality of ACTIVEANNO, the inter-annotator agreement (IAA), annotation duration, and the accuracy of annotators as well as the machine learning models are compared inside the tool. The final result showed a 28% faster annotation without any change of annotation accuracy or annotator agreement for the condition with pre-annotations. ACTIVEANNO enabled the research project itself while the annotators reported a positive user experience using the tool. They reported that the tool is easy, fast, and convenient to use.

The second experiment explored the incremental and active learning capabilities of ACTIVEANNO. A new annotation definition about the utility (or information quality) of a comment with three classes (useful, okay, spam) was created as it was a new business requirement to create such annotations for further aggregation and processing. During the experiment, multiple new machine learning models for different conditions were created by annotating new comments inside ACTIVEANNO and triggering the automatic annotation generator updating and re-annotating functionality. By additionally enabling pre-annotations, annotators had reduced effort for selecting the correct annotation option, once the model had an acceptable level of accuracy. Selecting the best performing model based on the experiment conditions then enables and improves the regular annotation process of the company. Once the model performs well enough while being used for pre-annotation, it could then be used to partly automate the process as described by simply editing the project configuration.

Finally, as both experiments were conducted on non-publicly available data, we created another example project based on the OffensEval 2019 shared task (Zampieri et al., 2019), specifically sub-task A. The task is directly integrated as an
example project in ACTIVE ANNO, including a machine learning component that can be updated through ACTIVE ANNO. Please refer to the demo7 and video8 to see this use case in action.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

ACTIVE ANNO supports several mechanisms to produce high-quality annotations with an efficient annotation process, like the number of annotators per document, a configurable agreement logic, curators, machine learning integration through annotation generators, pre-annotations, treating annotation generators as annotators, partly or fully automating annotations, and updating annotation generators with incremental or active learning. A fully configurable annotation schema with annotation definition types like tag sets, numbers and texts, a modern and responsive web UI, as well as flexible user management allows ACTIVE ANNO to be adaptable to many different kinds of annotation process requirements. The RESTful API and webhooks allow for easy integration with other software components.

Future work planned is to add in-app feedback between curators and annotators for improving annotator performance, adding more in-built annotation generators for other types of annotation definitions, UI improvements (layout editor, better display of very long documents) and span-level annotations as well as hybrid-level annotations which can be defined either on a span or document level.

Most importantly, ACTIVE ANNO was designed with extensibility and flexibility in mind. It is available as open-source software under the MIT license.

References
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7Source code, documentation and the link to the demo can be found here: https://github.com/MaxMello/ActiveAnno
8Demo Video: https://youtu.be/ryCl4XeReDg
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Abstract

Embeddings of words and concepts capture syntactic and semantic regularities of language; however, they have seen limited use as tools to study characteristics of different corpora and how they relate to one another. We introduce TextEssence, an interactive system designed to enable comparative analysis of corpora using embeddings. TextEssence includes visual, neighbor-based, and similarity-based modes of embedding analysis in a lightweight, web-based interface. We further propose a new measure of embedding confidence based on nearest neighborhood overlap, to assist in identifying high-quality embeddings for corpus analysis. A case study on COVID-19 scientific literature illustrates the utility of the system. TextEssence can be found at https://textessence.github.io.

1 Introduction

Distributional representations of language, such as word and concept embeddings, provide powerful input features for NLP models in part because of their correlation with syntactic and semantic regularities in language use (Boleda, 2020). However, the use of embeddings as a lens to investigate those regularities, and what they reveal about different text corpora, has been fairly limited. Prior work using embeddings to study language shifts, such as the use of diachronic embeddings to measure semantic change in specific words over time (Hamilton et al., 2016; Schlechtweg et al., 2020), has focused primarily on quantitative measurement of change, rather than an interactive exploration of its qualitative aspects. On the other hand, prior work on interactive analysis of text collections has focused on analyzing individual corpora, rather than facilitating inter-corpus analysis (Liu et al., 2012; Weiss, 2014; Liu et al., 2019).

We introduce TextEssence, a novel tool that combines the strengths of these prior lines of research by enabling interactive comparative analysis of different text corpora. TextEssence provides a multi-view web interface for users to explore the properties of and differences between multiple text corpora, all leveraging the statistical correlations captured by distributional embeddings. TextEssence can be used both for categorical analysis (i.e., comparing text of different genres or provenance) and diachronic analysis (i.e., investigating the change in a particular type of text over time).

Our paper makes the following contributions:

• We present TextEssence, a lightweight tool implemented in Python and the Svelte JavaScript framework, for interactive qualitative analysis of word and concept embeddings.
• We introduce a novel measure of embedding confidence to mitigate embedding instability and quantify the reliability of individual embedding results.
• We report on a case study using TextEssence to investigate diachronic shifts in the scientific literature related to COVID-19, and demonstrate that TextEssence captures meaningful month-to-month shifts in scientific discourse.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. §2 lays out the conceptual background behind TextEssence and its utility as a corpus analysis tool. In §3 and §4, we describe the nearest-neighbor analysis and user interface built into TextEssence. §5 describes our case study on scientific literature related to COVID-19, and §6 highlights key directions for future research.

2 Background

Computational analysis of text corpora can act as a lens into the social and cultural context in which those corpora were produced (Nguyen et al., 2020). Diachronic word embeddings have been shown to reflect important context behind the corpora they
are trained on, such as cultural shifts (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Hamilton et al., 2016; Garg et al., 2018), world events (Kutuzov et al., 2018), and changes in scientific and professional practice (Vylomova et al., 2019). However, these analyses have proceeded independently of work on interactive tools for exploring embeddings, which are typically limited to visual projections (Zhordania et al.; Warmerdam et al., 2020). TextEssence combines these directions into a single general-purpose tool for interactively studying differences between any set of corpora, whether categorical or diachronic.

2.1 From words to domain concepts

When corpora of interest are drawn from specialized domains, such as medicine, it is often necessary to shift analysis from individual words to domain concepts, which serve to reify the shared knowledge that underpins discourse within these communities. Reified domain concepts may be referred to by multi-word surface forms (e.g., “Lou Gehrig’s disease”) and multiple distinct surface forms (e.g., “Lou Gehrig’s disease” and “amyotrophic lateral sclerosis”), making them more semantically powerful but also posing distinct challenges from traditional word-level representations.

A variety of embedding algorithms have been developed for learning representations of domain concepts and real-world entities from text, including weakly-supervised methods requiring only a terminology (Newman-Griffis et al., 2018); methods using pre-trained NER models for noisy annotation (De Vine et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2020); and methods leveraging explicit annotations of concept mentions (as in Wikipedia) (Yamada et al., 2020). These algorithms capture valuable patterns about concept types and relationships that can inform corpus analysis (Runge and Hovy, 2020).

TextEssence only requires pre-trained embeddings as input, so it can accommodate any embedding algorithm suitting the needs and characteristics of specific corpora (e.g. availability of annotations or knowledge graph resources). Furthermore, while the remainder of this paper primarily refers to concepts, TextEssence can easily be used for word-level embeddings in addition to concepts.

2.2 Why static embeddings?

Contextualized, language model-based embeddings can provide more discriminative features for NLP than static (i.e., non-contextualized) embeddings. However, static embeddings have several advantages for this comparative use case. First, they are less resource-intensive than contextualized models, and can be efficiently trained several times without pre-training to focus entirely on the characteristics of a given corpus. Second, the scope of what static embedding methods are able to capture from a given corpus has been well-established in the literature, but is an area of current investigation for contextualized models (Jawahar et al., 2019; Zhao and Bethard, 2020). Finally, the nature of contextualized representations makes them best suited for context-sensitive tasks, while static embeddings capture aggregate patterns that lend themselves to corpus-level analysis. Nevertheless, as work on qualitative and visual analysis of contextualized models grows (Hoover et al., 2020), new opportunities for comparative analysis of local contexts will provide fascinating future research.

3 Identifying Stable Embeddings for Analysis

While embeddings are a well-established means of capturing syntax and semantics from natural language text (Boleda, 2020), the problem of comparing multiple sets of embeddings remains an active area of research. The typical approach is to consider the nearest neighbors of specific points, consistent with the “similar items have similar representations” intuition of embeddings. This method also avoids the conceptual difficulties and low replicability of comparing embedding spaces numerically (e.g. by cosine distances) (Gonen et al., 2020). However, even nearest neighborhoods are often unstable, and vary dramatically across runs of the same embedding algorithm on the same corpus (Wendlandt et al., 2018; Antoniak and Mimno, 2018). In a setting such as our case study, the relatively small sub-corpora we use (typically less than 100 million tokens each) exacerbate this instability. Therefore, to quantify variation across embedding replicates and identify informative concepts, we introduce a measure of embedding confidence.²

We define embedding confidence as the mean overlap between the top \(k\) nearest neighbors of a

---

²An embedding replicate here refers to the embedding matrix output by running a specific embedding training algorithm on a specific corpus. Ten runs of word2vec on a given Wikipedia dump produce ten replicates; using different Wikipedia dumps would produce one replicate each of ten different sets of embeddings.
given item between multiple embedding replicates. Formally, let $E^1 \ldots E^m$ be $m$ embedding replicates trained on a given corpus, and let $kNN^2(c)$ be the set of $k$ nearest neighbors by cosine similarity of concept $c$ in replicate $E^1$. Then, the embedding confidence $EC@k$ is defined as:

$$EC@k(c,E^1 \ldots E^m) = \frac{1}{m(m-1)} \sum_i \sum_{j \neq i} \left[ \frac{kNN^2(c) \cap kNN^3(c)}{k} \right]$$

An example of this calculation is illustrated in Figure 1.

We can then define the set of high-confidence concepts for the given corpus as the set of all concepts with an embedding confidence above a given threshold. A higher threshold will restrict to highly-stable concepts only, but exclude the majority of embeddings. We recommend an initial threshold of 0.5, which can be configured based on observed quality of the filtered embeddings.

3.1 Computing aggregate nearest neighbors

After filtering for high-confidence concepts, we summarize nearest neighbors across replicates by computing aggregate nearest neighbors. The aggregate neighbor set of a concept $c$ is the set of high-confidence concepts with highest average cosine similarity to $c$ over the embedding replicates. More precisely, let $D^i(c)$ be the vector of pairwise similarities between concept $c$ and all concepts in the embedding vocabulary,\(^3\) as calculated in replicate $E^i$. Then, we calculate the aggregate pairwise distance vector for $c$ as:

$$D_{Agg}(c) = \frac{1}{m} \sum_i D^i(c)$$

The $k$ aggregate nearest neighbors of $c$, $kNN_{Agg}(c)$, are then the $k$ concepts with lowest values in $D_{Agg}(c)$. This helps to provide a more reliable picture of the concept’s nearest neighbors, while excluding concepts whose neighbor sets are uncertain.

4 The TextEssence Interface

The workflow for using TextEssence to compare different corpora is illustrated in Figure 2. Given the set of corpora to compare, the user (1) trains embedding replicates on each corpus; (2) identifies the high-confidence set of embeddings for each corpus; and (3) provides these as input to TextEssence. TextEssence then offers three modalities for interactively exploring their learned representations: (1) Browse, an interactive visualization of the embedding space; (2) Inspect, a detailed comparison of a given concept’s neighbor sets across corpora; and (3) Compare, a tool for analyzing the pairwise relationships between two or more concepts.

4.1 Browse: visualizing embedding changes

The first interface presented to the user is an overview visualization of one of the embedding spaces, projected into 2-D using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). High-confidence concepts are depicted as points in a scatter plot and may be color-coded based on pre-existing groupings; for example, in our case study (§5), we color-coded

---

\(^3\)All embedding replicates trained on a given corpus will share the same vocabulary.
medical concepts based on their semantic groups in the UMLS (McCray et al., 2001), such as “Chemicals & Drugs” and “Disorders.” The user can select a point to highlight its aggregated nearest neighbors in the high-dimensional space, an interaction similar to TensorFlow’s Embedding Projector (Smilkov et al., 2016) that helps distinguish true neighbors from artifacts of the dimensionality reduction process.

The Browse interface also expands upon existing dimensionality reduction tools by enabling visual comparison of multiple corpora (e.g., embeddings from individual months). This is challenging because the embedding spaces are trained separately, and can therefore differ greatly in both high-dimensional and reduced representations. While previous work on comparing projected data has focused on algorithmically aligning projections (Liu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018) and adding new comparison-focused visualizations (Cutura et al., 2020), we chose to align the projections using a simple Procrustes transformation and enable the user to compare them using animation.

When the user hovers on a corpus thumbnail, *view lines* are shown between the positions of each concept in the current and destination corpora. The direction of each line is disambiguated by increasing its width as the line approaches its destination. In addition, the width and opacity of each point’s preview line are proportional to the fraction of the point’s aggregate nearest neighbors that differ between the source and destination corpora. This serves to draw attention to the concepts that shift the most. Upon clicking the corpus thumbnail, the points smoothly follow their trajectory lines to form the destination plot. In addition, when a concept is selected, the user can opt to center the visualization on that point and then transition between corpora, revealing how neighboring concepts move relative to the selected one.

4.2 Inspect: tracking individual concept change

Once a particular concept of interest has been identified, the Inspect view presents an interactive table depicting how that concept’s aggregated nearest neighbors have changed over time. This view also displays other contextualizing informa-
Figure 3: Similarity over time of two drugs to 116568000 Dexamethasone in our case study. April, August, and October are omitted as Dexamethasone was not high confidence for these months. Similarity values are mean over embedding replicates within each month; error bars indicate standard deviations.

4.3 Compare: tracking pair similarity

The Compare view facilitates analysis of the changing relationship between two or more concepts across corpora (e.g. from month to month). This view displays paired nearest neighbor tables, one per corpus, showing the aggregate nearest neighbors of each of the concepts being compared. An adjacent line graph depicts the similarity between the concepts in each corpus, with one concept specified as the reference item and the others serving as comparison items (similar to Figure 3). Similarity between two concepts for a specific corpus is calculated by averaging the cosine similarity between the corresponding embeddings in each replicate.

We included definitions from all English-language sources in the UMLS (Bodenreider, 2004) for our case study, the terms used to refer to the concept (limited to SNOMED CT for our case study), and a visualization of the concept’s embedding confidence over the sub-corpora analyzed. For information completeness, we display nearest neighbors from every corpus analyzed, even in corpora where the concept was not designated high-confidence (note that a concept must be high-confidence in at least one corpus to be selectable in the interface). In these cases, a warning is shown that the concept itself is not high-confidence in that corpus; the neighbors themselves are still exclusively drawn from the high-confidence set.

Table 1: 2020 monthly snapshots of CORD-19 dataset (documents added each month only; not cumulative). Entities denotes the number of SNOMED CT codes for which embeddings were learned; Hi-Conf. is the subset of these that had confidence above the 0.5 threshold. The high document count in March 2020 included all COVID-19 literature published prior to March 13, 2020 (beginning of CORD-19 dataset); the spike in May 2020 was due to adding arXiv and Medline as data sources for CORD-19.

5 Case Study: Diachronic Change in CORD-19

The scale of global COVID-19-related research has led to an unprecedented rate of new scientific findings, including developing understanding of the complex relationships between drugs, symptoms, comorbidities, and health outcomes for COVID-19 patients. We used TextEssence to study how the contexts of medical concepts in COVID-19-related scientific literature have changed over time. Table 1 shows the number of new articles indexed in the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19; Wang et al. (2020a)) from its beginning in March 2020 to the end of October 2020; while additions of new sources over time led to occasional jumps in corpus volumes, all are sufficiently large for embedding training. We created disjoint sub-corpora containing the new articles indexed in CORD-19 each month for our case study.

CORD-19 monthly corpora were tokenized using ScispaCy (Neumann et al., 2019), and concept embeddings were trained using JET (Newman-Griffis et al., 2018), a weakly-supervised concept embedding method that does not require explicit corpus annotations. We used SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT), a widely-used reference embedding method that does not require explicit corpus annotations. We used SNOMED CT International Edition, which included COVID-19 concepts. We trained JET embeddings using a vector dimensionality $d = 100$ and 10 iterations,
We used 10 replicates per monthly corpus, and a high-confidence threshold of 0.5 for EC@5.

5.1 Findings

TextEssence captures a number of shifts in CORD-19 that reflect how COVID-19 science has developed over the course of the pandemic. Table 2 highlights key findings from our preliminary investigation into concepts known a priori to be relevant. Please note that while full nearest neighbor tables are omitted due to space limitations, they can be accessed by downloading our code and following the included guide to inspect CORD-19 results.

44169009 Anosmia While associations of anosmia (loss of sense of smell) were observed early in the pandemic (e.g., Hornuss et al. (2020), posted in May 2020), it took time to begin to be utilized as a diagnostic variable (Talavera et al., 2020; Wells et al., 2020). Anosmia’s nearest neighbors reflect this, staying stably in the region of other otorhinolaryngological concepts until October (when Talavera et al. (2020); Wells et al. (2020), inter alia were included in CORD-19), where we observe a marked shift in utilization to play a similar role to other common symptoms of COVID-19.

116568000 Dexamethasone The corticosteroid dexamethasone was recognized early as valuable for treating severe COVID-19 symptoms (Lester et al. (2020), indexed July 2020), and its role has remained stable since (Ahmed and Hassan (2020), indexed October 2020). This is reflected in the shift of its nearest neighbors from prior contexts of traumatic brain injury (Moll et al., 2020) to a stable neighborhood of other drugs used for COVID-19 symptoms. However, in September 2020, 702806008 Ruxolitinib emerges as Dexamethasone’s nearest neighbor. This reflects a spike in literature investigating the use of ruxolitinib for severe COVID-19 symptom management (Gozzetti et al., 2020; Spadea et al., 2020; Li and Liu, 2020). As a result, a number of studies re-investigated the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19 in hospitalized patients (Ip et al. (2020); Albani et al. (2020); Rahmani et al. (2020), all indexed August 2020). This shift is reflected in the neighbors of Hydroxychloroquine, adding investigative outcomes such as nosocomial (hospital-acquired) infections and respiratory failure to the expected anti-malarial neighbors.

6 Discussion

Our case study on scientific literature related to COVID-19 demonstrates that TextEssence can be used to study diachronic shifts in usage of domain concepts. We highlight three directions for future work using TextEssence: mining for new shifts and associations in changing literature (§6.1); applications between comparative analysis of corpora (§6.2); and further investigation of embedding confidence as a tool for analysis (§6.3).

6.1 Mining shifts in the literature

While our primary focus in developing TextEssence was on its use as a qualitative tool for targeted research, we found that TextEssence can also be used to identify new and important shifts in the literature. For example, we identified a new shift in the use of ruxolitinib for severe COVID-19 symptoms, which led to a re-investigation of the efficacy of hydroxychloroquine as a treatment for COVID-19 in hospitalized patients. This shift is reflected in the neighbors of hydroxychloroquine, adding new investigative outcomes such as nosocomial infections and respiratory failure to the expected anti-malarial neighbors.
inquiry, diachronic embeddings have significant potential for knowledge discovery through quantitative measurement of semantic differences. For example, new embeddings could be generated for subsequent months of CORD-19 (or other corpora), and analyzed to determine what concepts shifted the most—indicating current trends—or what concepts are just starting to shift—suggesting potential future developments.

However, quantitative, vector-based comparison of embedding spaces faces significant conceptual challenges, such as a lack of appropriate alignment objectives and empirical instability (Gonen et al., 2020). While nearest neighbor-based change measurement has been proposed (Newman-Griffis and Fosler-Lussier, 2019; Gonen et al., 2020), its efficacy for small corpora with limited vocabularies remains to be determined. Our novel embedding confidence measure offers a step in this direction (see §6.3 for further discussion), but further research is needed.

6.2 Other applications of TextEssence

A previous study on medical records (Newman-Griffis and Fosler-Lussier, 2019) showed that the technologies behind TextEssence can be used for categorical comparison as well as analysis of temporal shifts. More broadly, the use of TextEssence is not limited to comparison of text corpora alone. In settings where multiple embedding strategies are available, such as learning representations of domain concepts from text sources (Beam et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020), knowledge graphs (Grover and Leskovec, 2016), or both (Yamada et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020b), TextEssence can be used to study the different regularities captured by competing algorithms, providing insight into the utility of different approaches. TextEssence also can function as a tool for studying the properties of different terminologies for domain concepts, something not previously explored in the computational literature.

In addition, the TextEssence interface can provide utility for other types of analyses as well. For example, the Inspect and Compare portions of the interface could be used to interact with topic models learned from different corpora. These components are largely agnostic to the nature of the underlying data, and could be extended for studying a variety of different types of NLP models.

6.3 Confidence estimation in embedding analysis

The relatively constrained size of corpora in our analysis motivated our novel embedding confidence measure, to help separate differences due to random effects in embedding training from differences in concept usage patterns. We used a fixed confidence threshold for our analyses; however, increasing or decreasing the threshold for high-confidence embeddings will affect both the set of reported neighbors and the visualization of the embedding space, and can inform the user of TextEssence which observations are more or less stable. We highlight varying this threshold as an important area for future investigation with TextEssence.

More broadly, prior work by Wendlandt et al. (2018), Antoniak and Mimno (2018), and Gonen et al. (2020), among others, has also shown embedding stability to be a concern in models trained on larger corpora than those used in this work. However, the role of random embedding effects on previous qualitative studies using word embeddings (e.g., Kulkarni et al. (2015), Hamilton et al. (2016)) has not been evaluated. A broader investigation of embedding confidence measures in qualitative studies will be invaluable in the continued development of embedding technologies as a tool for linguistics research.

7 Conclusion

TextEssence is an interactive tool for comparative analysis of word and concept embeddings. Our implementation and experimental code is available at https://github.com/drgriffis/text-essence, and the database derived from our CORD-19 analysis is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4432958. A screencast of TextEssence in action is available at https://youtu.be/1xEEfsMwL0k. All associated resources for TextEssence may be found at https://textessence.github.io.
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Abstract

We present a tool that provides automated feedback to students studying Spanish writing. The feedback is given for four categories: topic development, coherence, writing conventions, and essay organization. The tool is made freely available via a Google Docs add-on. A small user study with post-secondary level students in Mexico shows that students found the tool generally helpful and that most of them plan to continue using it as they work to improve their writing skills. In an analysis of 6 months of user data, we see that a small number of users continue to engage with the app, even outside of planned user studies.

1 Motivation and Background

There are a multitude of writing support tools available for students who wish to improve their English writing (e.g. Grammarly\textsuperscript{1}, Writing Mentor\textsuperscript{2}, Ginger\textsuperscript{3}, Microsoft Word, or Revision Assistant\textsuperscript{4}). These tools for English vary in complexity from basic feedback on spelling errors to advanced feedback about structure, register, topic development, and use of evidence to support claims. In the context of writing feedback for Spanish, there are automatic grammar checkers available (e.g. Language-Tool\textsuperscript{5} or SpanishChecker\textsuperscript{6}). However, there are no tools for Spanish that offer the kind of comprehensive writing feedback that tools such as Writing Mentor and Grammarly offer. There is a huge native Spanish-speaking population (almost 500 million globally according to Wikipedia\textsuperscript{7}) that we could potentially support by providing advanced NLP tools to help improve writing skills.

2 Related Work in Automated Feedback

Studies have shown that automated feedback on student writing can have a positive impact on their learning (Attali, 2004; Shermis et al., 2004; Nagata and Nakatani, 2010; Cotos, 2011; Roscoe et al., 2014). The NLP technologies used to provide feedback on writing have often gone hand-in-hand with the development of automated scoring systems. The intuition is that if the system is “measuring” some aspect of writing in order to be able to grade it, it could also use that same measurement in order to give feedback. However, there are also studies with mixed, or less favourable outcomes when students use tools that provide automated feedback on their writing (Choi, 2010; Bai and Hu, 2017; Ranalli et al., 2017). This is an active area of research, and one that requires significant resources to conduct valid user studies and evaluations.

3 Spanish Writing Mentor

Building on previous work that developed comprehensive automated writing feedback for English, we have developed a tool to similarly support Spanish writers by providing automated feedback. 

mentormywriting.org/es.html contains information about the tool, links to the download page, a video describing the main features of the tool, as well as an FAQ section. The tool is implemented as a Google Doc add-on (front-end), freely available to download from the app store, with a server-based

\textsuperscript{1}www.grammarly.com \textsuperscript{2}mentormywriting.org \textsuperscript{3}www.gingersoftware.com \textsuperscript{4}www.revisionassistant.com/ \textsuperscript{5}https://languagetool.org \textsuperscript{6}https://spanishchecker.com/ \textsuperscript{7}https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
back-end processing student texts and computing feedback. It is an extension of the original work done for English (Burstein et al., 2018; Madnani et al., 2018a) and the add-on allows users to select either English or Spanish on a per-document basis. Figure 1 shows the language selection screen when the add-on is first started.

The server-based back-end of the tool is implemented using a micro-service framework based on Apache Storm\(^8\) – see Madnani et al. (2018b) for more details. The framework allows for robust, scalable, fault-tolerant processing (automatically restarting components if they fail). The back-end engine takes a text as input and returns a JSON representation of feedback. The feedback is computed using a network of micro-services. Each micro-service is defined in terms of inputs (prerequisites) and outputs, and data flows in parallel (automatically managed by Storm) to the final component (Storm bolt) that sends JSON-encoded feedback to the front-end of the tool for display to the user.

The design of the back-end feedback engine was based on the corresponding English one. However, in terms of the implementation, much of the functionality naturally differs in order to account for the language differences. Furthermore, we introduce some new functionality – most notably the section on well-organized writing – that could potentially also be made available for the English version of the tool.

We take advantage of a number of publicly available tools to build our feedback components. We use the Spanish Stanford Core NLP\(^9\) for tokenization, tagging and constituency parsing (Manning et al., 2014). We use the Spacy\(^10\) Spanish dependency parser (Honnibal et al., 2020), aligning the dependency relations to the tokenization provided by the Stanford tools. We use the standalone version of Spanish LanguageTool\(^11\) to compute a subset of the feedback relating to writing conventions (spelling and grammatical errors).

### 3.1 Feedback Components

Spanish Writing Mentor gives feedback on four broad areas of writing: topic development, coherence, writing conventions, and essay organization. Figure 2 shows the tool when the user loads the app on an open document.

#### 3.1.1 Topic Development

As in the English version of Writing Mentor, we include feedback on topic development (Beigman Klebanov and Flor, 2013), which relies on a database of pointwise mutual information (PMI) values. In this instance, we are able to re-use the code from the English implementation and simply substitute a Spanish PMI database. We build the database by re-tokenizing the raw version of the Spanish Billion Word Corpus (Cardellino, 2019) with the Stanford tools. This corpus is a union of Spanish resources in a wide range of domains and formats, including legal, financial and medical

---

8\(\text{https://storm.apache.org}\)

9\(\text{https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/download.html}\) We use version 3.9.2 which has the linguistically desirable feature of separating clitics from the words they depend on during tokenization. Sadly this feature is not available in the most recent versions of the Stanford Spanish tools, as they have switched to UD tokenization.

10\(\text{https://spacy.io/models/es}\)

11\(\text{https://github.com/languagetool-org/languagetool/}\)
documents, books, and movie subtitles. This variety of domains makes it a suitable background database for topic detection in essays on many different subjects. Topic words are identified if they have PMI values higher than a set threshold when paired with all other words in the text, i.e. only the PMI of words in the student’s response are considered for this feature. The threshold for identified topic words was tuned by experimenting with a range of values and manually inspecting the output to judge the appropriateness of the topics detected. The tuning was done on a small set of 96 essays written by native-speaker university students as well as a sample of 60 essays representing various levels of proficiency from a publicly available corpus of non-native Spanish essays. A lower threshold yielded many word pairs that were unrelated, while a higher threshold yielded far fewer word pairs. Further threshold tuning and assessment of the background database on a broader dataset remains for future work. The main topic of the essay is identified as the topic word that participates in the most pairs of words over the PMI threshold. As in the English version, users are also able to provide their own topic terms. If these are provided they are highlighted and considered in the automatic identification of the main topic regardless of their PMI values. Users may also manually identify topics of their own choosing, and related topic words are highlighted according to the same rules.

3.1.2 Coherence

Spanish Writing Mentor gives feedback on the following aspects of coherence:

Flow of ideas The same topic words that are highlighted in the Topic Development component are also highlighted in this component, color-coded according to topic. This enables the user to visually understand the extent to which their topics are elaborated in various parts of the document, and they are advised that the most important topics should be represented throughout the entirety of the text.

Transition terms We have a fixed list of 100 words and phrases that we highlight. This is intended to prompt users to consider over/under use of transition terms that link ideas and arguments. Examples

12https://github.com/ucdaviscl/cowsl2h/blob/master/README.md

13Adapted from https://modlang.unl.edu/docs/STC/Palabras_para_ordenar_el_discurso_escrito.pdf
include *porque* (because), *primeramente* (firstly), *en conclusión* (in conclusion), etc.

**Title and section headers** We identify titles and section headers using a set of regular-expression-based rules. These are used both to visually prompt the user about the identified structure of their essay, as well as identify sections of the essay that we do not want to give certain kinds of feedback on. For example, we do not want to highlight spelling or grammatical errors in a list of references.

**Sentence/paragraph length** We highlight complex sentences, which we consider to be sentences containing 2 or more dependent clauses as identified by the constituency parse. This is intended to highlight sentences that could perhaps be broken up to make the text more readable. Using the number of sentences identified by the tokenizer, we also highlight paragraphs that are either too short (<4 sentences), or too long (>9 sentences), to prompt users to think about elaborating their claims without losing coherence. This extends what is available in the English version which only gives feedback at the sentence level.

**Pronoun use** We highlight a subset of pronouns to help prompt the user to make sure that the references that the pronouns refer to are clear. The POS tags are used to identify the pronouns.

**3.1.3 Writing Conventions**

We give the following types of feedback on Spanish Writing Conventions:

**Grammar, Usage and Mechanics** We follow a similar categorization of error types to the English Writing Mentor. Some of these errors come directly from the LanguageTool library, though only a subset of errors detected are displayed to the user. We include accent errors, agreement errors, contraction errors, comma errors, spelling errors, and incorrect word usage errors. We also implemented new grammatical error detectors. For example, rules were written to identify fragments and run-ons based on subordinating and coordinating conjunctions and their dependents identified by the dependency parses. Our initial work focused on trying to include only feedback for errors for which we were confident we could achieve reasonable precision, though of course no system is perfect. Future work would extend the coverage of these detectors.

**Unnecessary Words** Related to the concept of *pobreza léxica* (*lit.* lexical poverty), we highlight occurrences of unnecessary words. These words, when over-used, lead to imprecise and poor writing. This is done by simple regular expression matching from a list that includes words like *absolutamente* (absolutely) and *muy* (very). Future work would build out this functionality to account for more specific guidelines related to this topic.

**Constructions** We highlight sequences of words that should be contracted in Spanish, e.g. *de el* should be written as *del*.

**Accents** We highlight errors related to accent use. This category of errors is new for the Spanish version of the app. These errors are identified using dictionary resources and rules encoded in Language Tool.

**3.1.4 Essay organization**

A novel aspect of the Spanish tool is that we give feedback on essay organization in the form of a questionnaire. There are 9 main questions, each with a corresponding follow-up question (18 questions total), that prompt the user to think about how they have structured the arguments in their essay. This questionnaire draws on concepts from various rhetoric and composition studies textbooks (e.g. Ramage et al. (2015), Lunsford (2008), Hacker (2006), and Crews (1992)). The questions were chosen to implement insights and recommendations from the writing literature. Figure 3 shows the tool prompting the user to highlight the sentence in the essay containing the main claim. When the user has completed the survey, they are presented with a summary of the aspects that they highlighted, schematized in Figure 4. An obvious extension of this component will be
I. Introduction. Thesis Statement: [Thesis statement as highlighted by the user]

II. Argumentative Paragraph 1: [Topic sentence as highlighted by the user]

III. Argumentative Paragraph 2: [Topic sentence as highlighted by the user]

IV. Argumentative Paragraph 3, etc...

V. Conclusion Paragraph: [Conclusion paragraph as highlighted by the user]

Figure 3: Users are prompted to think about the structure of their essay in the *Well-Organized* questionnaire. Here the users are asked to select the sentence containing the main claim of the essay. This is question 7 of 18 total.

Figure 4: A schematic of what the user sees after completing the organization questionnaire.

to automate the detection of organizational elements and present an automated *sentence outline* (a formal representation of an essay draft) to the user in the future.

### 3.2 Paragraph-Writing Support

Analogous to the English app, the Spanish app also provides support for paragraph writing. The idea behind the paragraph-writing part of the tool is to support less proficient writers; for example adult learners. The paragraph-writing-support tool includes motivational badges, and provides a subset of the feedback available in the main tool. The focus in the paragraph-writing tool is to help the user understand what aspects of writing lead to a well-written paragraph. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the paragraph-writing help, which provides scaffolding to help them write a well-structured paragraph in response to an argumentative prompt.

the original questions supplied by the NYT who approved the translations for use).

### 4 User Study

We conducted a user study to collect initial usage and perception data from the tool. Our participants were students in the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Cuajimalpa, in Mexico City. Participants were recruited from two groups: (1) a group of students taking optional courses in the university Writing Center, which provides support to students who want to improve their writing skills and (2) a group of 3rd and 4th year undergraduate students taking an elective course in Latin American Literature. Participation in the study was optional, and each student who took part received a certificate of participation upon completion. Participants were asked to use Spanish Writing Mentor to support their regular coursework writing assignments. No changes were made to the assignments. Users were given instructions
on how to use the tool three weeks before the end of the trimester, and could choose how to use the tool (if at all) during those three weeks. The user study focused only on extended writing. An investigation into the usefulness of the paragraph writing component remains for future work.

Our user study consists of two components: (1) a measure of writing ability before and after using the tool and (2) a user survey completed after the three weeks. In order to measure writing ability before and after using the tool, each participant completed a standardized assessment of writing ability. The assessment is usually administered as a placement test in the Writing Center to assign students to one of four levels: low (0-49), moderate (50-69), acceptable (70-89) or optimum (90-100). Our user survey consisted of 13 questions (see Appendix A) and participants were asked to complete it after they had handed in their final assignments.

5 User Data Analysis

Table 1 gives an overview of our participants. We have 13 students in total who completed the entire study; 6 from the Spanish Writing course, and 7 from the Latin American Literature course. All students take the standardized test before their course and after, and receive a score in the range 0-100. We see that the writing ability of all participants, as measured by the standardized test, increases between the pre- and post-tests. Of course, this improvement can be attributed to the content of the courses, and at this point we have no way to measure the direct impact (if any) of using the Writing Mentor tool. A fully randomized controlled experiment would be needed to study this in more depth. For comparison, the average scores of all students (n=94) in the pre-test was 38.7 and this increased to 51.9 in the post-test (n=80 students). The writing proficiency of our participants was, on average, higher than the general population in these classes.

The main findings from the 13 questions in the user survey were as follows:

- The average score for how useful the participants found the tool was 3.7 (on a scale from 1-5, 5 being the most useful; min=2, max=5).

      
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: User Study Participants. Initial and Final are the written evaluation results on a standardized test (0-100 scale).

- 12 of 13 participants indicated that by using the tool they had learned something to help them improve their writing.
- The features that were selected as being the most useful were: Coherence (flow of ideas) – 10/13; Well organized – 10/13; Topic development – 9/13.
- The features that were selected as being the least useful were: Coherence (Title and Section headers) – 4/13; Coherence (Use of pronouns) – 3/13; Coherence (Sentence/paragraph length) – 3/13.
- The most useful help article was the one on Coherence (Flow of ideas) – 10/13.
- 12/13 participants plan to use Spanish Writing Mentor again, and 11/13 planned to recommend it to others.
- 11/13 participants indicated that one of the main aspects they liked LEAST about the tool was the interface, but only 2/13 participants commented that the functionality provided by the tool (i.e. what it was presenting as feedback) were what they liked least.

5.1 User Behavior

In addition to the user study, we also analyze 6 months of application log data. Figure 6a
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the time (in seconds) for each section of the app from the time period October 2020 to March 2021. We restrict the plot to the interquartile range, since there were many extreme outliers (probably due to users switching away from the app and coming back later). Even still, we see quite a range of values for the median time spent per section. Sections such as contractions, grammar errors, word choice, transition terms, well organized and long sentences engaged the users for longer times, while sections such as flow of ideas, pronoun use, title and section headers engaged the users less.

6 Conclusions

We presented a tool to support writers of Spanish by providing them automated feedback within a free Google Docs add-on. The tool was built by adapting an existing tool for English, and implementing Spanish-language-specific components. We conducted a small study with 13 post-secondary level students in Mexico City, and in general found that they considered the tool helpful and were planning to continue using it and also recommend it to others. We see that their writing ability, as measured by a standardized test, improved between the pre- and post-tests, though we cannot yet say whether the Spanish Writing Mentor app contributed to this improvement. We find that a small number of users engage with the app, even outside of planned user studies, which is encouraging.
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Appendix

A User Survey

The following questions were included (in Spanish) in our final user survey:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Overall, how useful was Writing Mentor in helping you with your writing assignment?</td>
<td>5 point scale (5 being most useful)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What (if anything) did you like most about Writing Mentor?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What (if anything) did you like the least about Writing Mentor?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Do you think you learned anything by using Writing Mentor that will help you improve your writing?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. If so, what?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Please mark the features that you found MOST useful (if any):</td>
<td>Multiple-select from list of all possible sections in the tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Please mark the <em>Writing Help</em> articles that you found MOST useful (if any)</td>
<td>Multiple-select from list of all help articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Please mark the features that you found LEAST useful (if any):</td>
<td>Multiple-select from list of all possible sections in the tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Please mark the <em>Writing Help</em> articles that you found LEAST useful (if any):</td>
<td>Multiple-select from list of all help articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. What feature(s) should be added to writing mentor (if any) and why?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. What other things should be improved in writing mentor (if any), and why?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Do you plan to use Writing Mentor again in the future to help you with your writing assignments?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Do you plan to recommend Writing Mentor to others?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience using writing mentor?</td>
<td>free text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Final User Survey Questions
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Abstract

Traditional goal-oriented dialogue systems rely on various components such as natural language understanding, dialogue state tracking, policy learning and response generation. Training each component requires annotations which are hard to obtain for every new domain, limiting scalability of such systems. Similarly, rule-based dialogue systems require extensive writing and maintenance of rules and do not scale either. End-to-End dialogue systems, on the other hand, do not require module-specific annotations but need a large amount of data for training. To overcome these problems, in this demo, we present Alexa Conversations†, a new approach for building goal-oriented dialogue systems that is scalable, extensible as well as data efficient. The components of this system are trained in a data-driven manner, but instead of collecting annotated conversations for training, we generate them using a novel dialogue simulator based on a few seed dialogues and specifications of APIs and entities provided by the developer. Our approach provides out-of-the-box support for natural conversational phenomena like entity sharing across turns or users changing their mind during conversation without requiring developers to provide any such dialogue flows. We exemplify our approach using a simple pizza ordering task and showcase its value in reducing the developer burden for creating a robust experience. Finally, we evaluate our system using a typical movie ticket booking task and show that the dialogue simulator is an essential component of the system that leads to over 50% improvement in turn-level action signature prediction accuracy.

1 Introduction

Goal-oriented dialogue systems enable users to complete specific goals such as making restaurant reservations and buying train tickets. User goals may be complex and may require multiple turns to achieve. Moreover, users can refer to contextual values anaphorically, can correct previously informed preferences and provide additional or fewer entities (over-cooperative or under-cooperative) than requested by the agent. This presents challenges for building robust dialogue agents that need to understand different kinds of user behavior, gather user requirements split over multiple turns and complete user goals with minimal friction. There is also limited availability of dialogue datasets and they span only a handful of application domains. Designing suitable data collection for dialogue systems is itself a research area.

Traditional dialogue systems follow a pipelined approach that ties together machine learning components for natural language understanding (NLU), dialogue state (belief) tracking, optimal action prediction (policy learning), and natural language generation (Young, 2000). Advances in deep learning techniques have led to the development of more end-to-end neural dialogue systems that combine some or all of the components of the traditional pipeline reducing the need for component-wise annotations and allowing for intermediate representations to be learned and optimized end-to-end (Wen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017). On the data side, notable data collection approaches for dialogue systems include the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) framework (Asri et al., 2017), rule-based or data-driven user simulators (Pietquin, 2005; Cuayáhuitl et al., 2005; Pietquin and Dutoit, 2006; Schatzmann et al., 2007; Fazel-Zarandi et al., 2017; Gur et al., 2018), and the recently-proposed Machines-Talking-To-Machines (M2M) framework (Shah et al., 2018) where user and system simulators interact with each other to generate dialogue outlines.

In this demo, we present Alexa Conversations, a novel system that enables developers to build ro-
bust goal-oriented dialogue experiences with minimal effort. Our approach is example-driven as it learns from a small number of developer-provided seed dialogues and does not require encoding dialogue flows as rigid rules. Our system contains two core components: a dialogue simulator that generalizes input examples provided by the developer and a neural dialogue system that directly predicts the next optimal action given the conversation history. The dialogue simulator component extends the M2M framework (Shah et al., 2018) in two main directions. First, instead of generating user goals randomly, we use various goal sampling techniques biased towards the goals observed in the seed dialogues in order to support variations of those dialogues robustly. Second, in M2M, the system agent is geared towards database querying applications where the user browses a catalogue, selects an item and completes a transaction. In contrast, our formulation does not require any knowledge of the purpose of the APIs provided by the developer. Moreover, our system can generate a richer set of dialogue patterns including complex goals, proactive recommendations and users correcting earlier provided entities. The proposed neural dialogue model component follows an end-to-end systems approach and bears some similarities with Hybrid Code Networks (HCN) (Williams et al., 2017). However, compared to HCN, our system is more generic in the sense that it directly predicts the full API signature that contains the API name, values of the required API arguments, relevant optional API arguments and their values. The model chooses the API argument values to fill from user mentioned, agent mentioned and API returned entities present in the full dialogue context that includes the current user utterance.

We showcase the significance of our approach in reducing developer burden using the example of a pizza ordering skill. Compared to a rule-based system where a developer would have to code hundreds of dialogue paths to build a robust experience even for such a simple skill, Alexa Conversations requires only a handful of seed dialogues. To evaluate our approach, we build a movie ticket booking experience. On a test set collected via Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) framework (Asri et al., 2017), we quantify the impact of our novel dialogue simulation approach showing that it leads to over 50% improvement in action signature prediction accuracy.

Table 1: A seed dialogue with DML annotations. Note that variables are carried over to resolve anaphoric references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template Name</th>
<th>Template Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inform_movie_duration</td>
<td>“$movieTitle is $duration long”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inform_movie_cast</td>
<td>“$cast.name was in $movieTitle”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offer_recommend_movie</td>
<td>“Would you like a $genre movie?”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Developer-provided system NLG responses

2 System Overview

In Alexa Conversations, we follow a data-driven approach where the developer provides seed dialogues covering the main use cases they want to support, and annotates them in a Dialogue Markup Language (DML). Table 1 shows an example of an annotated conversation. Developers are required to provide their domain-specific APIs and custom Natural Language Generation (NLG) responses for interacting with the user, e.g., for informing an API output response or for requesting an API input argument as shown in Table 2. These APIs and system NLG responses, with their input arguments and output values, define the domain-specific schema of entities and actions that the dialogue system will predict. Developers also provide example user-utterances (as templates with entity-value placeholders) which the users may use to invoke certain APIs or to inform slot values.

To handle the wide variation of conversations a user can have with the dialogue system, Alexa Conversations augments the developer provided seed dialogues through a simulator. This component takes the annotated seed dialogues as input, and simulates different dialogue flows that achieve the same user goals but also include common patterns such as when a user confirms, changes, or repeats an entity or action. Optionally, it uses crowdsourcing through Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to enrich the natural language variations of user utterances provided by the developer. Overall, the
developer provides on the order of 10 seed dialogues and the simulator generates on the order of 10K training dialogues with flow and language variations.

Alexa Conversations consists of three main domain-specific modeling components: 1) a Named-Entity Recognition (NER) model that tags entities in the user utterance (e.g., “La La Land” as a MovieTitle), 2) an Action Prediction (AP) model that predicts which API or NLG response should be executed next (e.g., GetDuration or inform_movie_duration), and 3) an Argument Filling (AF) model that fills required (and possibly optional) action arguments with entities (e.g., GetDuration(MovieTitle=“La La Land”)). We use the entire dialogue history, i.e., user utterances, system actions and responses, and API return values, as input for all modeling components. In this sense, this dialogue history is used as a generalized state representation from which models can retrieve relevant information. An overview of the runtime flow of a dialogue is illustrated in Figure 1. Each user utterance initiates a turn and is followed by NER, after which one or more actions are predicted. These actions could be either an API or NLG call, or a special action indicating the end of a turn or the end of dialogue. Every new action prediction updates the dialogue history and therefore influences future action predictions. For each API/NLG call the AF model is called to fill in the required arguments. When <end of turn> is predicted, the system waits for new user input. When <end of dialogue> is predicted, the system ends the interaction.

3 Dialogue Simulation

We propose a novel component called simulator to generate diverse but consistent dialogues, which can be used to train robust goal-oriented neural dialogue systems. We presented the simulator details in (Lin et al., 2020) and briefly provide an overview of the overall system here. A high-level simulator architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

The simulator is structured in two distinct agents that interact turn-by-turn: the user and the system. The user samples a fixed goal at the beginning of the conversation. We propose novel goal-sampling techniques (Lin et al., 2020) to simulate variation in dialogue flows. The agents communicate at the semantic level through dialogue acts. Having the exact information associated with each turn allows us to define a simple heuristic system policy, whose output can be used as supervised training labels to bootstrap models. We note that the user policy is also heuristic-based. In each conversation, the user agent gradually reveals its goal and the system agent fulfills it by calling APIs. The system agent simulates each API call by randomly sampling a return value without actually calling the API and chooses an appropriate response action. Depending on the returned API value, the chosen response is associated with dialogue acts. The system agent gradually constructs an estimate of the user goal and makes proactive offers based on this estimated goal. The dialogue acts generated through self-play are also used to interface between agents and their template-based NLG model. After sampling the dialogue acts from their policy, each agent samples the surface-form from available templates corresponding to the dialogue acts. In addition to enriching the dialogue flows; we use crowd-sourcing through MTurk to enrich the natural language variations of the user utterance templates. Goal sampling and the self-play loop provide dialogue flow variations while crowd-sourcing enriches language variations, both of which are essential for training robust conversational models.

We introduce additional variations to dialogues during simulation for more natural conversation
Different downstream models use slightly different subsets of these features as input. In goal-oriented conversations, users often change their mind during the course of the conversation. For example, while booking a movie ticket a user may decide to purchase three adult tickets but could eventually change their mind to book only two tickets. We used additional heuristics to introduce such variations to conversations without any additional input requirements from the developer. Another important non-task-specific conversational behavior is the system’s ability to suggest an appropriate next action based on the conversation history, without requiring invocation by a specific user utterance. We introduce proactive offers in the system policy of the simulator to facilitate exploration of the available API functionality in a manner consistent with human conversation.

4 Models

For each domain, we have three separate models: NER, Action Prediction (AP) and Argument Filling (AF), all of which depend on features extracted from conversation history and encoded using Dialogue Context Encoders.

4.1 Dialogue Context Encoders

Given a dialogue, we first apply feature extractors to extract both turn-level, e.g. current_user_utterance and current_entities (recognized by the NER model), and dialogue-level features, e.g. past_user_utterances, past_actions and past_entities. We pass these extracted features through feature-specific encoders and concatenate the feature representations to obtain the final representation for dialogue context. For encoding turn-level features and dialogue-level features, we use single LSTM and hierarchical LSTM architectures, respectively. For example, for encoding past_user_utterances, we use a hierarchical LSTM, where we encode the sequence of words with an inner LSTM and the sequence of turns with an outer LSTM. For past_actions, a single LSTM is sufficient. Figure 3 shows an example of our dialogue context encoders. We augment the context encoders with word and sentence embedding vectors from pre-trained language models (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018).

4.2 NER

The NER model is used to extract domain-specific entities from user utterances, which are then consumed by downstream models. Our NER model is based on bi-LSTM-CRF (Ma and Hovy, 2016) model. To incorporate dialogue history, we concatenate the encoded dialogue context to the word embedding of each token and use it as the input to our model. To improve NER performance on entities with large and dynamic possible values (e.g. movie titles, restaurant names), we also incorporate catalogue-based features based on domain-specific catalogues of entity values provided by the developer and values returned by APIs. Specifically, catalogue features are computed by scanning the utterance with consecutive windows of size \( n \) tokens and detecting any exact matches of the current window with the catalogue entries. For a domain with \( K \) domain-specific catalogues, the binary feature will be of dimension \( K \), where value 1 indicates an exact match in the catalogue. This approach is inspired by (Williams, 2019), which proposed a generic NER approach but not specific to conversational systems.

4.3 Action Prediction (AP)

The goal of the Action Prediction model is to predict the next action the agent should take, given the dialogue history. As illustrated in Figure 1, an action could be an API name (e.g. GetDuration), a system NLG response name (e.g. inform_movie_duration) or a general system action (e.g. <end of turn>). The model takes the dialogue context encoding, as described in Section 4.1 and passes it through linear and softmax layers to output a distribution over all actions within the domain. Our system selects \( n \)-best action hypotheses using a simple binning strategy. We reject actions in the low confidence bins and if there is no actions available in the high-
4.4 Argument Filling (AF)

The role of the Argument Filling model is to fill the arguments given a particular action and the dialogue history. We formulate the argument filling task as a variation of neural reading comprehension (Chen, 2018) where we treat the dialogue history as a passage to comprehend and ask machine the question “what is the argument value of a particular action?”. Specifically, for each argument of an action and each entity mention detected by NER, our model predicts whether to use that entity mention to fill that argument. We do this by encoding all the entities in the dialogue history and use a pointer mechanism to point to the entity position given a particular action and argument combination. The overall architecture for argument filling is shown in Figure 4. Note that a similar method to dialogue state tracking has been proposed by (Gao et al., 2019). We impose constraints to only fill arguments with entities of the correct type according to the action schema provided by the developer. For example, we only consider Time entity mentions to fill arguments that accept Time type. Finally, we combine the argument filling result with the action prediction result to execute the next system action. API arguments can also be optional. For these type of arguments, we create special optional token and insert in the dialogue context and train the model to point to that token when an optional API argument should not be filled.

5 Case Study 1: Pizzabot

To showcase how Alexa Conversations improves the skill-building experience of a typical developer, we discuss Pizzabot, a pizza ordering skill. Pizzabot is provided as one of the template Alexa Conversations skills to help bootstrap a new developer. It allows a user to order a pizza of various sizes, with different kinds of crusts and their choice of any number of toppings. The skill has just one main API OrderPizza with four slots types: toppingsList, crust, cheese and size. Even with this simple skill, ordering a two topping pizza with a choice of say 10 toppings, 5 crusts and 5 cheese in 4 different sizes results in over hundreds of different possible dialogue paths. With a typical rule-based dialogue manager, a developer would need to code most, if not all, of these flows for building a robust experience. On the other hand, with Alexa Conversations, a Pizzabot developer needs to provide just 7 example dialogues to support a total of 3 APIs and 6 entity types. The different variations are automatically generated by the proposed simulator and are consumed by the models, resulting in a robust skill with significantly lower developer effort. Alexa Conversations also provides out-of-the-box support for features like context carryover, entity confirmation, user correction, over/under-cooperative user, and multi-value slots without requiring the developer to write custom rules or logic, making the skill more robust to real user interactions. See Table 3 for an example interaction with Pizzabot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U: I want to order a large pizza</th>
<th>A: You wanted a large pizza, is that correct? (entity confirmation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U: actually make it small (user correction)</td>
<td>A: You wanted a small pizza, is that correct?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U: yes</td>
<td>A: What would you like on your pizza?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U: olives tomatoes and green peppers with thin crust and extra cheese (multi-value slots, over-cooperative user)</td>
<td>A: So far I have a small olives, tomatoes, green peppers pizza on thin crust with extra cheese. Is that correct? (context carryover)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U: yes</td>
<td>A: Great! I placed your order for a total of $5.99.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: A seed conversation with Pizzabot

6 Case Study 2: Ticketbot

To showcase the end-customer impact of Alexa Conversations, we built a movie ticket-booking experience which we call Ticketbot. Ticketbot allows a user to browse and book movie tickets. Users can browse currently playing movies by various search
criteria like date, time, location, theater and movie title. They can specify one or more search criteria either within a single turn or across multiple turns. After finding their choice of movie and theater, users can select a particular showtime, provide booking details like number of tickets and finally confirm booking. The experience was built based on the information provided by the developer. This is a complex experience with 10 APIs, 28 entity types, 10 NLG responses and 35 seed dialogues all provided as an input to the system. This experience was implemented using live APIs that were provided by the developers and thus the users were able to actually achieve their goals and complete ticket-booking transactions.

6.1 Evaluation

To evaluate our models, we collected data using a Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) framework (Asri et al., 2017). These collected dialogues were then annotated by a team of professional annotators using the Dialogue Markup Language. Annotators tagged entities, API and NLG calls and unsupported requests. This is a challenging task and we adopted various methods like inter-annotator agreement and random vetting to ensure high data annotation quality. The test set contained 50 dialogues with an average length of 5.74 turns.

We measure the F1 scores for spans of entities to evaluate NER performance. We also measure the accuracy for action prediction (AP) and full action signature prediction (ASP). The latter metric reflects the performance of both the AP and AF models combined: an action signature is counted as correct when both the action and all the corresponding arguments are predicted correctly. We compute these metrics per turn given fixed dialogue context from previous turns, where a turn can contain one user action and multiple agent actions (multiple api calls, nlg call, wait for user action). Turn-level ASP accuracy most closely reflects the user experience when interacting with the skill. Overall, the system has reasonably high turn-level action signature prediction accuracy, with relatively few failures. We discuss some common failure patterns in 6.2.

We evaluate the proposed dialogue simulation method to establish the impact of this novel component. To do so, we train models with data generated using different simulation approaches and compare their performance on the test set. The baseline approach, Base sampler from (Lin et al., 2020), simply resamples dialogues that are identical in logical structure to the seed dialogues. It generates no new dialogue flows but does add language variations via sampling from developer-provided catalogs and user utterance templates. We observe that models trained on data generated with Sec. 3 significantly outperform the models trained on data generated with baseline as shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NER Span Relative F1</th>
<th>AP Relative Accuracy</th>
<th>ASP Relative Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+18.50%</td>
<td>+20.92%</td>
<td>+52.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Relative NER span F1-score, AP accuracy and ASP accuracy on Ticket Booking (TB) test set, averaged over 5 runs.

6.2 Error Analysis

We conduct an error analysis of our models on the TicketBot test set to investigate performance across different tasks. We showcase a few common error patterns in this section.

6.2.1 NER

We notice that NER model struggles to make correct predictions when the slot value is out of the catalogue vocabulary. As we use fixed slot catalogues during dialogue simulation, it is a difficult task for NER to generalize when real API calls return unseen values. We see that using dynamic catalogue feature significantly improves NER performance, particularly for Movie slot. Dynamic catalogues store entities mentioned in system’s responses and thus dynamic catalogue feature provides a strong signal to NER when the user later mentions one of those entities. In addition to exact match, the feature also fires for fuzzy matches leading to higher recall without significant drop in precision. Note that, NER model is not run on system utterances; the entities are tagged by the developer in the response NLG templates. Table 5 shows one example in which “A Star Is Born” is not recognized as Movie without this feature. Overall, by adding dynamic catalogue feature, NER improves by +11.26% on the Movie slot.

6.2.2 ASP

We find that Argument Filling Model makes mistakes when deciding whether or not to carryover a particular argument. In most such failures, either behavior (carryover or not carryover) is logically correct. However, the user might have a specific be-
U: give me [sunday | Date] showtimes
A: I found [A Star Is Born | Movie] playing at ...
    (mentioned movie)
U: is [captain marvel | Movie] playing [sunday | Date]
A: I found showtimes for [Captain Marvel | Movie] at ...
U: is it playing anywhere else
A: Sorry, I could not find any matching showtimes
U: huh ok what are the showtimes for a star is born again

Table 5: A partial dialogue from Ticketbot test set showing NER mistake

havior in mind, while the model chooses the other path. For example, in Table 6, AF model carryovers theater and date information, while the particular user wanted to know showtimes at all nearby theaters. As evident, this case is ambiguous as both carrying over and not carrying over the theater and date arguments is reasonable. To define the correct carryover behavior, we advise application developers to provide a few examples demonstrating the carryover behavior for each of their use cases. These examples then bias the dialogue simulator to generate data with the desired carryover behavior.

Table 6: A partial dialogue from Ticketbot test set showing argument carryover mistake

| U: What is playing at Century Cinemas tomorrow? |
| A: call: FindMovies(theater="Century Cinemas", date="tomorrow") -> show0 |
| A: Cold Pursuit is playing at Century Cinemas 16 at 8 PM tomorrow |
| U: What are the showtimes for Joker? |
| A: call: FindMovies(movie="Joker", theater="Century Cinemas", date="tomorrow") -> show1 |

7 Conclusions

We presented Alexa Conversations, a novel data-driven and data-efficient approach for building goal-oriented conversational experiences. Our proposed system significantly reduces developer burden while still allowing them to build robust experiences. We envision that this system will be used by a wide variety of developers who only need to provide seed dialogues and action schema to build conversational experiences.

We expect our system to mature in the following directions in future. We aim to reduce developer requirements for providing NLG responses by introducing a statistical NLG system. We will also develop robust mechanisms for incorporating developer feedback through supervised and semi-supervised methods to improve the performance of our simulator and modeling components.
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Abstract

We present a new information extraction system that can automatically construct temporal event graphs from a collection of news documents from multiple sources, multiple languages (English and Spanish for our experiment), and multiple data modalities (speech, text, image and video). The system advances state-of-the-art from two aspects: (1) extending from sentence-level event extraction to cross-document cross-lingual cross-media event extraction, coreference resolution and temporal event tracking; (2) using human curated event schema library to match and enhance the extraction output. We have made the dockerlized system publicly available for research purpose at GitHub¹, with a demo video².

1 Introduction

Event extraction and tracking technologies can help us understand real-world events described in the overwhelming amount of news data, and how they are inter-connected. These techniques have already been proven helpful in various application domains, including news analysis (Glavaš and Štajner, 2013; Glavaš et al., 2014; Choubey et al., 2020), aiding natural disaster relief efforts (Panem et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2018; Medina Maza et al., 2020), financial analysis (Ding et al., 2014, 2016; Yang et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2018; Ein-Dor et al., 2019; Özbayoglu et al., 2020) and healthcare monitoring (Raghavan et al., 2012; Jagannatha and Yu, 2016; Klassen et al., 2016; Jeblee and Hirst, 2018).

However, it’s much more difficult to remember event-related information compared to entity-related information. For example, most people in the United States will be able to answer the question “Which city is Columbia University located in?”, but very few people can give a complete answer to “Who died from COVID-19?”. Progress in natural language understanding and computer vision has helped automate some parts of event understanding but the current, first-generation, automated event understanding is overly simplistic since most methods focus on sentence-level sequence labeling for event extraction. Existing methods for complex event understanding also lack of incorporating knowledge in the form of a repository of abstracted event schemas (complex event templates), understanding the progress of time via temporal event tracking, using background knowledge, and performing global inference and enhancement.

To address these limitations, in this paper we will demonstrate a new end-to-end open-source dockerlized research system to extract temporally ordered events from a collection of news documents from multiple sources, multiple languages (English and Spanish for our experiment), and multiple data modalities (speech, text, image and video). Our system consists of a pipeline of components that involve schema-guided entity, relation and complex event extraction, entity and event coreference resolution, temporal event tracking and cross-media event and event grounding. Event schemas encode knowledge of stereotypical structures of events and their connections. Our end-to-end system has been dockerized and made publicly available for research purpose.

2 Approach

2.1 Overview

The architecture of our system is illustrated in Figure 1. Our system extracts information from multi-lingual multimedia document clusters. Each docu-
Figure 1: The architecture of RESIN schema-guided information extraction and temporal event tracking system.

ment cluster contains documents about a specific complex event. Our textual pipeline takes input from texts and transcribed speeches. It first extracts entity, relation and event mentions (Section 2.2-2.3) and then perform cross-document cross-lingual entity and event coreference resolution (Section 2.4). The extracted events are then ordered by temporal relation extraction (Section 2.5). Our visual pipeline takes images and videos as input and extracts events and arguments from visual signals and ground the extracted knowledge elements onto our extracted graph via cross-media event coreference resolution (Section 2.6). Finally, our system selects the schema from a schema repository that best matches the extracted IE graph and merges these two graphs (Section 2.7). Our system can extract 24 types of entities, 46 types of relations and 67 types of events as defined in the DARPA KAIROS3 ontology.

2.2 Joint Entity, Relation and Event Mention Extraction and Linking from Speech and Text

For speech input, we apply the Amazon Transcribe API ⁴ for converting English and Spanish speech to text. When the language is not specified, it is automatically detected from the audio signal. It returns the transcription with starting and ending times for each detected words, as well as potential alternative transcriptions.

Then from the speech recognition results and text input, we extract entity, relation, and event mentions using OneIE (Lin et al., 2020), a state-of-the-art joint neural model for sentence-level information extraction. Given a sentence, the goal of this module is to extract an information graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the node set containing entity mentions and event triggers and $E$ is the edge set containing entity relations and event-argument links. We use a pre-trained BERT encoder (Devlin et al., 2018) to obtain contextualized word representations for the input sentence. Next, we adopt separate conditional random field-based taggers to identify entity mention and event trigger spans from the sentence. We represent each span, or node in the information graph, by averaging vectors of words in the span. After that, we calculate the label scores for each node or edge using separate task-specific feed forward networks. In order to capture the interactions among knowledge elements, we incorporate schema-guided global features when decoding information graphs. For a candidate graph $G$, we define a global feature vector $f = \{f_1(G), ..., f_M(G)\}$, where $f_i(\cdot)$ is a function that evaluates whether $G$ matches a specific global feature. We compute the global feature score as $u f$, where $u$ is a learnable weight vector. Finally, we use a beam search-based decoder to generate the information graph with the highest global score. After we extract these mentions, we

---

³https://www.darpa.mil/program/knowledge-directed-artificial-intelligence-reasoning-over-schemas
⁴https://aws.amazon.com/transcribe/
apply a syntactic parser (Honnibal et al., 2020) to extend mention head words to their extents. Then we apply a cross-lingual entity linker (Pan et al., 2017) to link entity mentions to WikiData (Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014).5

2.3 Document-level Event Argument Extraction

The previous module can only operate on the sentence level. In particular, event arguments can often be found in neighboring sentences. To make up for this, we further develop a document-level event argument extraction model (Li et al., 2021) and use the union of the extracted arguments from both models as the final output. We formulate the argument extraction problem as conditional text generation. Our model can easily handle the case of missing arguments and multiple arguments in the same role without the need of tuning thresholds and can extract all arguments in a single pass. The condition consists of the original document and a blank event template. For example, the template for Transportation event type is arg1 transported arg2 in arg3 from arg4 place to arg5 place. The desired output is a filled template with the arguments.

Our model is based on BART (Lewis et al., 2020), which is an encoder-decoder language model. To utilize the encoder-decoder LM for argument extraction, we construct an input sequence of ⟨s⟩template ⟨s⟩/⟨s⟩document ⟨/s⟩. All argument names (arg1, arg2 etc.) in the template are replaced by a special placeholder token (arg). This model is trained in an end-to-end fashion by directly optimizing the generation probability.

To align the extracted arguments back to the document, we adopt a simple postprocessing procedure and find the matching text span closest to the corresponding event trigger.

2.4 Cross-document Cross-lingual Entity and Event Coreference Resolution

After extracting all mentions of entities and events, we apply our cross-document cross-lingual entity coreference resolution model, which is an extension of the e2e-coref model (Lee et al., 2017). We use the multilingual XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) Transformer model (Conneau et al., 2020) so that our coreference resolution model can handle non-English data. Second, we port the e2e-coref model to the cross-lingual cross-document setting.

Given N hybrid English and Spanish input documents, we create \( \frac{N(N-1)}{2} \) pairs of documents and treat each pair as a single “mega-document”. We apply our model to each mega-document and, at the end, aggregate the predictions across all mega-documents to extract the coreference clusters. Finally, we also apply a simple heuristic rule that prevents two entity mentions from being merged together if they are linked to different entities with high confidence.

Our event coreference resolution method (Lai et al., 2021) is similar to entity coreference resolution, while incorporating additional symbolic features such as the event type information. If the input documents are all about one specific complex event, we apply some schema-guided heuristic rules to further refine the predictions of the neural event coreference resolution model. For example, in a bombing schema, there is typically only one bombing event. Therefore, in a document cluster, if there are two event mentions of type bombing and they have several arguments in common, these two mentions will be considered as coreferential.

2.5 Cross-document Temporal Event Ordering

Based on the event coreference resolution component described above, we group all mentions into clusters. Next we aim to order events along a timeline. We follow Zhou et al. (2020) to design a component for temporal event ordering. Specifically, we further pre-train a T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) with distant temporal ordering supervision signals. These signals are acquired through two sets of syntactic patterns: 1) before/after keywords in text and 2) explicit date and time mentions. We take such a pre-trained temporal T5 model and fine-tune it on MATRES (Ning et al., 2018b) and use it as the system for temporal event ordering. We perform pairwise temporal relation classification for all event mention pairs in a document.

We further train an alternative model from fine-tuning RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) on MATRES (Ning et al., 2018b). This model has also been successfully applied for event time prediction (Wen et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020a). We only consider event mention pairs which are within neighboring sentences, or can be connected by shared arguments.

Besides model prediction, we also learn high confident patterns from the schema repository. We

5https://www.wikidata.org/
consider temporal relations that appear very frequently as our prior knowledge. For each given document cluster, we apply these patterns as high-precision patterns before two statistical temporal ordering models separately. The schema matching algorithm will select the best matching from two graphs as the final instantiated schema results.

Because the annotation for non-English data can be expensive and time-consuming, the temporal event tracking component has only been trained on English input. To extend the temporal event tracking capability to cross-lingual setting, we apply Google Cloud neural machine translation \(^6\) to translate Spanish documents into English and apply the FastAlign algorithm (Dyer et al., 2013) to obtain word alignment.

2.6 Cross-media Information Grounding and Fusion

**Visual event and argument role extraction:** Our goal is to extract visual events along with their argument roles from visual data, i.e., images and videos. In order to train event extractor from visual data, we have collected a new dataset called Video M2E2 which contains 1,500 video-article pairs by searching over YouTube news channels using 18 event primitives related to visual concepts as search keywords. We have extensively annotated the videos and sampled key frames for annotating bounding boxes of argument roles.

Our Visual Event and Argument Role Extraction system consists of an event classification model (ResNet-50 (He et al., 2016)) and an argument role extraction model (JSL (Marasović et al., 2020)). To extract the events and associated argument roles, we leverage a public dataset called Situation with Groundings (SWiG) (Marasović et al., 2020) to pretrain our system. SWiG is designed for event and argument understanding in images with object groundings but has a different ontology. We mapped the event types, argument role types and entity names in SWiG to our ontology (covering 12 event sub-types) so that our model is able to extract event information from both images and videos. For videos, we sample frames at a frame rate of 1 frame per second and process them as individual images. In this way, we have a unified model for both image and video inputs.

Multimodal event coreference: We further extended the previous visual event extraction model to find coreference links between visual and text events. For the video frames with detected events, we apply a weakly-supervised grounding model (Akbari et al., 2019) to find sentences and video frames that have high frame-to-sentence similarity, representing the sentence content similar to the video frame content. We apply a rule-based approach to determine if a visual event mention and a textual event mention are coreferential: (1) Their event types match; (2) No contradiction in the entity types for the same argument role across different modalities. (3) The video frame and sentence have a high semantic similarity score. Based on this pipeline, we are able to add visual provenance of events into the event graph. Moreover, we are able to add visual-only arguments to the event graph, which makes the event graph more informative.

2.7 Schema Matching

Once we have acquired a large-scale schema repository by schema induction methods (Li et al., 2020c), we can view it as providing a scaffolding that we can instantiate with incoming data to construct temporal event graphs. Based on each document cluster, we need to find the most accurate schema from the schema repository. We further design a schema matching algorithm that can align our extracted event, entities and relations to a schema.

We first perform topological sort for events based on temporal relations for both IE graph and schema graph so that we can get linearized event sequences in chronological order. Then for each pair of IE graph and schema graph, we apply the longest common subsequence (LCS) method to find the best matching. Our schema matching considers coreference and relations, which will break the optimal substructure when only considering event sequences. We extend the algorithm by replacing the best results for subproblems with a beam of candidates with ranking from a scoring metric that considers matched events, arguments and relations. The candidates consist of matched event pairs, and then we greedily match their arguments and relations for scoring. We merge the best matched IE graph and schema graph to form the final instantiated schema.

\(^6\)https://cloud.google.com/translate/docs/advanced/translating-text-v3
3 Experiments

3.1 Data

We have conducted evaluations including schema matching and schema-guided information extraction.

3.2 Quantitative Performance

Schema Induction. To induce schemas, we collect Wikipedia articles describing complex events related to improvised explosive device (IED), and extract event graphs by applying our IE system. The data statistics are shown in Table 1. We induce schemas by applying the path language model (Li et al., 2020c) over event paths in the training data, and merge top ranked paths into schema graphs for human curation. The statistics of the human curated schema repository are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Split</th>
<th>#Docs</th>
<th>#Events</th>
<th>#Arguments</th>
<th>#Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>5,247</td>
<td>41,672</td>
<td>136,894</td>
<td>122,846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>4,661</td>
<td>15,404</td>
<td>13,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>5,089</td>
<td>16,721</td>
<td>14,054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data statistics of IED Schema Learning Corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>#Steps</th>
<th>#Arguments</th>
<th>#Temporal Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease Outbreak</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Relief</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Treatment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search and Rescue</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Attack</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General IED</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roadside IED</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car IED</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drone Strikes IED</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backpack IED</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data statistics of the induced schema library.

Schema-guided Information Extraction. The performance of each component is shown in Table 3. We evaluate the end-to-end performance of our system on a complex event corpus (LDC2020E39), which contains multi-lingual multi-media document clusters. The data statistics are shown in Table 4. We train our mention extraction component on ACE 2005 (Walker et al., 2006) and ERE (Song et al., 2015); document-level argument extraction on ACE 2005 (Walker et al., 2006) and RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020); coreference component on ACE 2005 (Walker et al., 2006), EDL 2016, EDL 2017, OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2012), ERE (Song et al., 2015), CoNLL 2002 (Tjong Kim Sang, 2002), DCEP (Dias, 2016) and SemEval 2010 (Recasens et al., 2010); temporal ordering component on MATRES (Ning et al., 2018b); visual event and argument extraction on Video M2E2 and SWiG (Marasović et al., 2020). The statistics of our output are shown in Table 5. The DARPA program’s phrase 1 human assessment on about 25% of our system output shows that about 70% of events are correctly extracted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mention Extraction</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>En Argument</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Es Relation</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dev</td>
<td>En Argument</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>Es Relation</td>
<td>ACE+ERE</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document-level Argument Extraction</td>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAMS</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreference Resolution</td>
<td>En Entity</td>
<td>OntoNotes</td>
<td>CoNLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>CoNLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Ordering</td>
<td>Es Entity</td>
<td>SemEval 2010</td>
<td>CoNLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>ERE-ES</td>
<td>CoNLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Event Extraction</td>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>MATRES</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>MATRES-b</td>
<td>Acc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance (%) of each component. MATRES-b refers to MATRES binary classification that only considers BEFORE and AFTER relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Complex Events</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Videos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>1,213</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Data statistics for schema matching corpus (LDC2020E39).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Extracted Events</th>
<th>Schema Steps</th>
<th>Instantiated Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>3,180</td>
<td>1,738</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results of schema matching.

3.3 Qualitative Analysis

Figure 2 illustrates a subset of examples for the best matched results from our end-to-end system. We
can see that our system can extract events, entities and relations and align them well with the selected schema. The final instantiated schema is the hybrid of two graphs from merging the matched elements.

4 Related Work

Text Information Extraction. Existing end-to-end Information Extraction (IE) systems (Wadden et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020b; Lin et al., 2020; Li et al., 2019) mainly focus on extracting entities, events and entity relations from individual sentences. In contrast, we extract and infer arguments over the global document context. Furthermore, our IE system is guided by a schema repository. The extracted graph will be used to instantiate a schema graph, which can be applied to predict future events.

Multimedia Information Extraction. Previous multimedia IE systems (Li et al., 2020b; Yazici et al., 2018) only include cross-media entity coreference resolution by grounding the extracted visual entities to text. We are the first to perform cross-media joint event extraction and coreference resolution to obtain the coreferential events from text, images and videos.

Coreference Resolution. Previous neural models for event coreference resolution use non-contextual (Nguyen et al., 2016; Choubey et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2019) or contextual word representations (Lu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). We incorporate a wide range of symbolic features (Chen and Ji, 2009; Chen et al., 2009; Sammons et al., 2015; Lu and Ng, 2016, 2017; Duncan et al., 2017), such as event attributes and types, into our event coreference resolution module using a context-dependent gate mechanism.

Temporal Event Ordering. Temporal relations between events are extracted for neighbor events in one sentence (Ning et al., 2017, 2018a, 2019; Han et al., 2019), ignoring the temporal dependencies between events across sentences. We perform document-level event ordering and propagate temporal attributes through shared arguments. Furthermore, we take advantage of the schema repository knowledge by using the frequent temporal order between event types to guide the ordering between events.
5 Conclusions and Future Work

We demonstrate a state-of-the-art schema-guided cross-document cross-lingual cross-media information extraction and event tracking system. This system is made publicly available to enable users to effectively harness rich information from a variety of sources, languages and modalities. In the future, we plan to develop more advanced graph neural networks based method for schema matching and schema-guided event prediction.

6 Broader Impact

Our goal in developing Cross-document Cross-lingual Cross-media information extraction and event tracking systems is to advance the state-of-the-art and enhance the field’s ability to fully understand real-world events from multiple sources, languages and modalities. We believe that to make real progress in event-centric Natural Language Understanding, we should not focus only on datasets, but to also ground our work in real-world applications. The application we focus on is navigating news, and the examples shown here and in the paper demonstrate the potential use in news understanding.

For our demo, the distinction between beneficial use and harmful use depends, in part, on the data. Proper use of the technology requires that input documents/images are legally and ethically obtained. We are particularly excited about the potential use of the technologies in applications of broad societal impact, such as disaster monitoring and emergency response. Training and assessment data is often biased in ways that limit system accuracy on less well represented populations and in new domains. The performance of our system components as reported in the experiment section is based on the specific benchmark datasets, which could be affected by such data biases. Thus questions concerning generalizability and fairness should be carefully considered.

A general approach to ensure proper, rather than malicious, application of dual-use technology should: incorporate ethics considerations as the first-order principles in every step of the system design, maintain a high degree of transparency and interpretability of data, algorithms, models, and functionality throughout the system. We intend to make our software available as open source and shared docker containers for public verification and auditing, and explore countermeasures to protect vulnerable groups.
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Abstract

The interest in offensive content identification in social media has grown substantially in recent years. Previous work has dealt mostly with post level annotations. However, identifying offensive spans is useful in many ways. To help coping with this important challenge, we present MUDES, a multilingual system to detect offensive spans in texts. MUDES features pre-trained models, a Python API for developers, and a user-friendly web-based interface. A detailed description of MUDES’ components is presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

Offensive and impolite language are widespread in social media posts motivating a number of studies on automatically detecting the various types of offensive content (e.g. aggression (Kumar et al., 2018, 2020), cyber-bullying (Rosa et al., 2019), hate speech (Malmasi and Zampieri, 2018), etc.). Most previous work has focused on classifying full instances (e.g. posts, comments, documents) (e.g. offensive vs. not offensive) while the identification of the particular spans that make a text offensive has been mostly neglected.

Identifying offensive spans in texts is the goal of the SemEval-2021 Task 5: Toxic Spans Detection (Pavlopoulos et al., 2021). The organisers of this task argue that highlighting toxic spans in texts helps assisting human moderators (e.g. news portals moderators) and that this can be a first step in semi-automated content moderation. Finally, as we demonstrate in this paper, addressing offensive spans in texts will make the output of offensive language detection systems more interpretable thus allowing a more detailed linguistics analysis of predictions and improving the quality of such systems.

With these important points in mind, we developed MUDES: Multilingual Detection of Offensive Spans. MUDES is a multilingual framework for offensive language detection focusing on text spans. The main contributions of this paper are the following:

1. We introduce MUDES, a new Python-based framework to identify offensive spans with state-of-the-art performance.

2. We release four pre-trained offensive language identification models: en-base, en-large models which are capable of identifying offensive spans in English text. We also release Multilingual-base and Multilingual-large models which are able to recognise offensive spans in languages other than English.

3. We release a Python Application Programming Interface (API) for developers who are interested in training more models and performing inference in the code level.

4. For general users and non-programmers, we release a user-friendly web-based User Interface (UI), which provides the functionality to input a text in multiple languages and to identify the offensive span in that text.

2 Related Work

Early approaches to offensive language identification relied on traditional machine learning classifiers (Dadvar et al., 2013) and later on neural networks combined with word embeddings (Majumder et al., 2018; Hettiarachchi and Ranasinghe, 2019). Transformer-based models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and ELMO (Peters et al., 2018) have been recently applied to offensive language detection achieving competitive scores (Wang et al., 2020; Ranasinghe and Hettiarachchi, 2019) in recent SemEval competitions such as HatEval (Basile et al., 2019) OffensEval (Zampieri et al., 2020).

In terms of languages, the majority of studies on this topic deal with English (Malmasi and Zampieri, 2018).
Table 1: Four comments from the dataset, with their annotations. The offensive words are displayed in red and the spans are indicated by the character position in the instance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Offensive Spans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stupid hatcheries have completely <strong>fucked</strong> everything</td>
<td>[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victimitis: You are such an <strong>asshole</strong>.</td>
<td>[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So is his mother. They are <strong>silver spoon parasites</strong>.</td>
<td>[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You’re just <strong>silly</strong>.</td>
<td>[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general idea is to learn a robust model from this dataset and generalize to other English datasets which do not contain span annotation. Another goal is to investigate the feasibility of annotation projection to other languages.

**Other Datasets** In order to evaluate our framework in different domains and languages we used three publicly available offensive language identification datasets. As an off-domain English dataset, we choose the Offensive Language Identification Dataset (OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019a), used in OffensEval 2019 (SemEval-2019 Task 6) (Zampieri et al., 2019b), containing over 14,000 posts from Twitter. To evaluate our framework in different languages, we selected a Danish (Sigurbergsson and Derczynski, 2020) and a Greek (Pitenis et al., 2020) dataset. These two datasets have been provided by the organisers of OffensEval 2020 (SemEval-2020 Task 12) (Zampieri et al., 2020) and were annotated using OLID’s annotation guidelines. The Danish dataset contains over 3,000 posts from Facebook and Reddit while the Greek dataset contains over 10,000 Twitter posts, allowing us to evaluate our dataset in an off-domain, multilingual setting. As these three datasets have been annotated at the instance level, we followed an evaluation process explained in Section 5.

### 4 Methodology

The main motivation behind this methodology is the recent success that transformer models had in various NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2019) including offensive language identification (Ranasinghe and Zampieri, 2020; Ranasinghe et al., 2019; Wiedemann et al., 2020). Most of these transformer-based approaches take the final hidden state of the first token ([CLS]) from the transformer as the representation of the whole sequence and a simple softmax classifier is added to the top of the transformer model to predict the probability of a class label (Sun et al., 2019). However, as previously men-
tioned, these models classify whole comments or documents and do not identify the spans that make a text offensive. Since the objective of this task is to identify offensive spans rather than classifying the whole comment, we followed a different architecture.

As shown in Figure 1, the complete architecture contains two main parts: Language Modeling (LM) and Token Classification (TC). In the LM part, we used a pre-trained transformer model and retrained it on the TSDTrain dataset using Masked Language Modeling (MLM). In the second part of the architecture, we used the saved model from the LM part and we perform a token classification. We added a token level classifier on top of the transformer model as shown in Figure 1. The token-level classifier is a linear layer that takes the last hidden state of the sequence as the input and produce a label for each token as the output. In this case each token can have two labels: offensive and not offensive. We have listed the training configurations in the Appendix.

We experimented with several popular transformer models like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLNET (Yang et al., 2019), ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) etc. From the pre-trained transformer models we selected, we grouped the large models and base models separately in order to release two English models. A large model; en-large which is more accurate, but has a low efficiency regarding space and time. The base model; en-base is efficient, but has a comparatively low accuracy than the en-large model. All the experiments have been executed for five times with different random seeds and we took the mode of the classes predicted by each random seed as the final result (Hettiarachchi and Ranasinghe, 2020).

Multilingual models - The motivation behind the use of multilingual models comes from recent works (Ranasinghe and Zampieri, 2020, 2021; Ranasinghe et al., 2020) which used transfer learning and cross-lingual embeddings. These studies show that cross-lingual transformers like XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2019) can be trained on an English dataset and have the model weights saved to detect offensive language in other languages outperforming monolingual models trained on the target language dataset. We used a similar methodology but for the token classification architecture instead. We used XLM-R cross-lingual transformer model (Conneau et al., 2019) as the Transformer in Figure 1 on TSDTrain and carried out evaluations on the Danish and Greek datasets. We release two multilingual models; multilingual-base based on XLM-R base model and multilingual-large based on XLM-R large model.

5 Evaluation and Results

We followed two different evaluation methods. In Section 5.1 we present the methods used to evaluate offensive spans on the TSDTrial set. In Section 5.2 we presented the methods used to evaluate the other three datasets which only contained post level annotations.
5.1 Offensive Spans Evaluation

For the Toxic Spans Detection dataset, we followed the same evaluation procedure of the SemEval Toxic Spans Detection competition. The organisers have used F1 score mentioned in Da San Martino et al. (2019) to evaluate the systems. Let system $A_i$ return a set $S_{A_i}^t$ of character offsets, for parts of the post found to be toxic. Let $G_t$ be the character offsets of the ground truth annotations of $t$. We compute the F1 score of system $A_i$ with respect to the ground truth $G$ for post $t$ as mentioned in Equation 1, where $\mid \cdot \mid$ denotes set cardinality.

$$F_1^t(A_i, G) = \frac{2 \cdot P^t(A_i, G) \cdot R^t(A_i, G)}{P^t(A_i, G) + R^t(A_i, G)}$$

We present the results along with the baseline provided by the organisers in Table 2. The baseline is implemented using a spaCy NER pipeline. The spaCy NER system contains a word embedding strategy using sub word features and Bloom embedding (Serrà and Karatzoglou, 2017), and a deep convolution neural network with residual connections. Additionally, we compare our results to a lexicon-based word match approach mentioned in Ranasinghe et al. (2021) where the lexicon is based on profanity words from online resources\footnote{https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~biglou/resources/bad-words.txt}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Base Model</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>en-large</td>
<td>roberta-large</td>
<td>0.6886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>xlnet-base-cased</td>
<td>0.6734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilingual-large</td>
<td>XLM-R-large</td>
<td>0.6338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilingual-base</td>
<td>XLM-R-base</td>
<td>0.6160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spaCy baseline</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.5976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexicon word match</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.3378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ranasinghe et al., 2021)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results ordered by F1 score for TSD Trial.

The results show that all MUDES’ models outperform the spaCy baseline and the lexicon-based word match. From all of the large transformer models we experimented roberta-large performed better than others. Therefore, we released it as en-large model in MUDES. From the base models we experimented, XLNet-base-cased model outperformed all the other base models so we released it as en-base model. We also released two multilingual models; multilingual-base and multilingual-large based on XLM-R-base and XLM-R-large respectively. All the pre-trained MUDES’ models are available to download from HuggingFace model hub \footnote{https://github.com/RobertJGabriel/Google-profanity-words} (Wolf et al., 2020).

5.2 Off-Domain and Multilingual Evaluation

For the English off-domain and multilingual datasets we followed a different evaluation process. We used a pre-trained MUDES’ model trained on TSDTrain to predict the offensive spans for all texts in the test sets of two non-English datasets (Danish, and Greek) and English off-domain dataset, OLID, which is annotated at the document level. If a certain text contains at least one offensive span we marked the whole text as offensive following the OLID annotation guidelines described in Zampieri et al. (2019a). We compared our results to the best systems submitted to OffensEval 2020 in terms of macro F1 reported by the task organisers (Zampieri et al., 2020). We present the results along with the majority class baseline for each dataset in Table 3. For English off domain dataset (OLID) we only used the MUDES en models while for Danish and Greek datasets we used the MUDES multilingual models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Macro F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>Pàmies et al. (2020)</td>
<td>0.8119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multilingual-large</td>
<td>0.7623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multilingual-base</td>
<td>0.7143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Majority Baseline</td>
<td>0.4668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Wiedemann et al. (2020)</td>
<td>0.9204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>en-large</td>
<td>0.9023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>en-base</td>
<td>0.8892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Majority Baseline</td>
<td>0.4193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Ahn et al. (2020)</td>
<td>0.8522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multilingual-large</td>
<td>0.8143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multilingual-base</td>
<td>0.7820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Majority Baseline</td>
<td>0.4202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Results ordered by macro (M) F1 for Danish, English and Greek datasets

Results show that despite the change of domain and the language, MUDES perform well in all the datasets and compares favourably to the best systems submitted. It should be noted that the best
systems have been predominantly trained on offensive languages identification task on post level while MUDES' objective is different. Yet MUDES come closer to the best systems in all the datasets. From the results, it is clear that MUDES english models can perform in a different domain like Twitter. Also the results show that MUDES multilingual models are capable of identifying offensive spans in other languages too. Since XLM-R supports 104 languages, this approach will benefit all those languages without any training data at all.

6 System Demonstration

6.1 Application Programming Interface

MUDES is available as a Python package in the Python Package Index (PyPI)
4. The package is related to MUDES GitHub repository
5. Users can install it easily with the following command after installing PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).

```
1: $ pip install mudes
```

The Python package contains the following functionalities.

Get offensive spans with a pretrained model

The library provides the functionality to load a pretrained model and use it to identify offensive spans. The following code segment downloads and loads MUDES’ en-base model in a CPU only environment and identifies offensive spans in the text; "This is fucking crazy!!". If the users prefer a GPU, the argument use_cuda should be set to True.

```
Listing 1 English Inference Example
1: from mudes.app.mudes_app
2: import MUDESApp
3: sentence = "This is fucking crazy!!"
4: app = MUDESApp("en-base", use_cuda=False)
5: app.predict_toxic_spans(sentence)
```

Train a MUDES model

The library provides the functionality to train a MUDES model from scratch using the code segment present next. It takes a Pandas dataframe in the format of TSDTrain, formats it for the token classification task and train a MUDES model from scratch. MUDES support popular transformer types as bert, xlnet, roberta etc. as the MODEL_TYPE and name of the model as appear in Hugging Face (Wolf et al., 2020) model repository.

```
Listing 2 Training Example
1: from mudes.algo.mudes_model
2: import MUDESModel
3: from mudes.algo.preprocess
4: import read_datafile, format_data
5: train_df = format_data(train)
6: tags = train_df['labels'].unique().tolist()
7: model = MUDESModel(MODEL_TYPE, MODEL_NAME, labels=tags)
8: model.train(train_df)
```

6.2 User Interface

We developed a prototype of the User Interface (UI) to demonstrate the capabilities of the system. The UI is based on Streamlit
7 which provides functionalities to easily develop dashboards for machine learning projects. The code base for the UI is available in GitHub
8. This UI is hosted in a Linux server. We also release a Docker container image of the UI in Docker Hub
10 for those who are interested in self hosting the UI. Docker enables developers to easily deploy and run any application as a lightweight, portable, self-sufficient container, which can run virtually anywhere. The released Docker container image follows Continuous Integration/Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) from the GitHub repository which allows sharing and deploying the code quickly and efficiently.

Once Docker is installed, one can easily run our UI with this command.

```
1: $ docker run tharindudr/mudes
```

This command will automatically install all the required packages, download and load the pre-trained models and open the system in the default browser. We provide the following functionalities from the user interface.

Switch through pretrained models

- The users can switch through the pre-trained models using the radio buttons available in the left side of the UI under Available Models section. They can select

---

4https://pypi.org/project/mudes/
5https://github.com/tharindudr/MUDES
6https://huggingface.co/models
7https://www.streamlit.io
8https://github.com/tharindudr/MUDES-UI
9http://rgcl.wlv.ac.uk/mudes/
10Docker Hub is a hosted repository service provided by Docker for finding and sharing container images.
an option from en-base, en-large, multilingual-base and multilingual-large. These models have been already downloaded from the HuggingFace model hub and they are loaded in to the random-access memory of the hosting computer.

**Switch through available datasets** - We have made the four datasets used in this paper available from the UI for the users to experiment with (Borkan et al., 2019; Zampieri et al., 2019a; Pitenis et al., 2020; Sigurbergsson and Derczynski, 2020). Once the user selects a particular option, the system will automatically load the test set of the selected dataset. Once it is loaded the user can iterate through the dataset using the scrollbar. For each text the UI will display the offensive spans in red.

**Get offensive spans for a custom text** - The users can also enter a custom text in the text box, hit ctrl+enter and see the offensive spans available in the input text. Once processed through the system, any offensive spans available in the text will be displayed in red. Figure 2 shows several screenshots from the UI. It illustrates an example on English for the texts taken from civil comments dataset (Borkan et al., 2019) conducted with en-large model. To show that MUDES framework works on low resource language too, Figure 2 also displays an example from Tamil.

### 6.3 System Efficiency

The time taken to predict the offensive spans for a text will be critical in an online system developed for real-time use. Therefore, we evaluated the time MUDES takes to predict the offensive spans in 100 texts for all the released models in a CPU and GPU environment. The results show that large models take around 3 seconds for a sentence in a CPU and take around 1 second for a sentence in a GPU on average while the base models take approximately one third of that time in both environments. From these results it is clear that MUDES is capable of predicting toxic spans efficiently in any environment. The full set of results are reported in the Appendix. The full specifications of the CPU and GPU environments are listed in the Appendix.

### 7 Conclusion

This paper introduced **MUDES: Multilingual Detection of Offensive Spans**. We evaluated MUDES on the recently released SemEval-2021 Toxic Spans Detection dataset. Our results show that MUDES outperforms the strong baselines of the competition. Furthermore, we show that once MUDES is trained on English data using state of the art cross-lingual transformer models, it is capable of detecting offensive spans in other languages. With MUDES, we release a Python library, four pre-trained models and an user interface. We show that MUDES is efficient to use in real time scenarios even in a non GPU environment. In future work, we would like to further evaluate MUDES on other datasets. Finally, we would like to implement a flexible multitask architecture capable of detecting offense at both span and post level.
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Appendix

i Training Configurations We used an Nvidia Tesla K80 GPU to train the models. We divided the dataset into a training set and a validation set using 0.8:0.2 split. We fine tuned the learning rate and number of epochs of the model manually to obtain the best results for the validation set. We obtained $1 \times 10^{-5}$ as the best value for learning rate and 3 as the best value for number of epochs for all the languages. We performed early stopping if the validation loss did not improve over 10 evaluation steps. Training large models took around 30 minutes while training base models took around 10 minutes. In addition to the learning rate and number of epochs we used the parameter values mentioned in Table 4. We kept these values as constants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adam epsilon</td>
<td>1e-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warmup ratio</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warmup steps</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max grad norm</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max seq. length</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradient accumulation steps</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Parameter Specifications.

ii Hardware Specifications

In Table 5 and in Table 6 we mention the specifications of the GPU and CPU we used for the experiments of the paper. For the training of the MUDES models, we mainly used the GPU. For the efficiency experiments mentioned in Section 6.3 we used both GPU and CPU environments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Model Name</td>
<td>Intel(R) Xeon(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Freq.</td>
<td>2.30GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. CPU Cores</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Family</td>
<td>Haswell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>12GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: CPU Specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Nvidia K80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Memory</td>
<td>12GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU Memory Clock</td>
<td>0.82GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>4.1 TFLOPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. CPU Cores</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>12GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: GPU Specifications.

iii Run time

As expected base models perform efficiently than the large models in both environments. Large models take around 3 seconds for a sentence in a CPU and take around 1 second for a sentence in a GPU while the base models take approximately one third of that time in both environments. From these results it is clear that MUDES is capable of predicting toxic spans efficiently in any environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>GPU Time</th>
<th>CPU Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>en-base</td>
<td>35.51</td>
<td>100.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>en-large</td>
<td>100.36</td>
<td>315.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilingual-base</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>115.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multilingual-large</td>
<td>120.54</td>
<td>335.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Time taken to do predictions on 100 sentences in seconds.

Ethics Statement

MUDES is essentially a web-based visualization tool with predictive models trained on multiple publicly available datasets. The authors of this paper used datasets referenced in this paper which were previously collected and annotated. No new data collection has been carried out as part of this work. We have not collected or processed writers’/users’ information nor have we carried out any form of user profiling protecting users’ privacy and identity.

We understand that every dataset is subject to intrinsic bias and that computational models will inevitably learn biased information from any dataset. We believe that MUDES will help coping with biases in datasets and models as it features: (1) a freely available Python library that other researchers can use to train new models on other datasets; (2) a web-based visualizing tool that can help efforts in reducing biases in offensive language identification as they can be used to process and visualize potentially offensive spans new data. Finally, unlike models trained at the post level, the projected annotation of spans allows users to understand which part of the instance is considered offensive by the models.
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